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TACTICAL. OPERATIONS AND SPACF APPLICATIONS
Major General T.L. CRAI(C

Deputy Chief of Ftaff for Requirements
Tactical Air Command
Langley AFP, VA 23665

USA

I am pleased to have the opportunity to talk to you about Tactical Operations and
Space Applications as a single subjectt As the Deputy Chief of Staff for Requirements
for Tactical Air Command, my job is to obtain the necessary capabilities for all the
fighter forces. The Tactical Air Forces include the dnlted States Air Forces in
Furope, Pacific Air Forces, and the Tactical Air Command as well as the Air Reserve
Force. I am therefore strongly tied to the research, development and acquisition
community because we depend on them to satisfy our requirements. I believe as you
do, that when our potential adversaries are working hard to develop and field new
advanced capabilities. We have no choice but to outwork them - both harder and smarter.
It is particularly pleasing to see the nations of the NATO alliance holding hands and
working smart to continue to make improvements in our collective capability.

I have taken as my subject 'Tactical Applications of Space Operations". This is,
perhaps, a "play on words" from the theme of this conference, but it best reflects
where I think we are today in terms of marrying tactical and space operations. You
could say my perspective is from the ground looking up, rather than being in space
looking down.

Before talking about the high frontier, I want to remind us how frontiers have played
in the past. The first battles were, in all likelihood, fought on the ground. Then
came a second frontier as battles occurred on the seas. In the twentieth century, war
truly became three dimensional as the airplane came on the scene. Now, we are talking
abut another new frontier -- space. It is certain to become increasingly important
if the Soviets continue to make bold moves toward militarizing that medium. There is
more to be said on that later, but the point to recognize here is that new frontiers
don't replace old frontiers -- new ones just add to your responsibilities and make
the eventualities more complex. This is not to say that new frontiers do not bring
advantages and leverage as well, however.

It is with keeping one eye on the old frontiers that we in tactical operations can look
at this new frontier which we call space. Thus in my remaining comments I'll try to
develop what we see as tactical benefits from space operations in that light -- these
include improvements in our ability to communicate, maintain surveillance, observe
global weather, navigate, and obtain new frontier technology that can be applied to old
frontier systems, such as computers, sensors, and So on. I will, however, stop short of
speculating about war in space.

First, I'll talk about satellite communications. Since the first communications
satellites were launched in the early 60s, the reliance on space communications has
increased dramatically.

Satellite communications, or SATCOM for short, have a wide variety of applications,
which include affording time sensitive, critical conversations among the leaders of
the nations of the alliance, between allied field commanders and their assigned forces,
and among national and allied forces for a range of command and control tasks associated
with operating military forces.

SATCOM has both advantages and limitations -- First, the advantages: As we increase the
number, the redundancy and the flexibility of the media available for our essential
communications, we complicate the task for the w ,ld-be hostile radio electronic combat
manager. SATCOM improves our ability to overcome intense electronic countermeasures
which are certain to be employed by Warsaw Pact forces in their efforts to interrupt
our command and control communications. SATCOM allows us to use terrain screening as
an advantage in siting communications terminals, For example we can avoid hilltop
sites for tactical communications nodes - we can site them behind the hill to reduce
their vulnerability to enemy attack. SATCOM also is less vulnerable to enemy detection
and exploitation because the communications path is overhead. Also, a SATCOM downlink
footprint is wide enough to cover a large area and the problems associated with other
long-haul communications media are avoided.

SATCOM brings us closer toward having the high levels of jam-resistance communications
with the capacity required to support the exchange of data between automated command
and control facilities and, in the future, weapon systems.

Unfortunately, SATCOM also has limitations. These include a current technology
limitation which precludes us from developing an adequate number of small, lightweight,
high performance SATCOM terminals to support all of our tactical requirements -- at
a reasonable cost. Super High Frequency, or SHN SATCON techniques give us either fairly
large capacity, or a fair degree of anti-jam performance -- but not both at the same
time. Today, we are developing a new Extremely High Frequency, or EHF satellite program
-- called NXLSTAR, which is heavily oriented toward providing a dependable, enduring
SATCOM system, but realizing the promise of MXIIlR from a tactical perspective is still
many years away. Satellite communications are an important element in our array of

tactical cosmunications resources. We want to do even more with SATCOM as hardwareI _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _
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beqins to reflect tactical battlefield requirements. We should not reasonably expect,
however, any sort of major revolution in connectivity for tactical command and control.
In my view, we need to keep and improve every means available to us.
Since the first weather satellite was launched in l9f2, their use ha. become commonplace

-- we now take for granted the daily reporting of weather on television and are no
longer awed by satellite pictures of today's weather for North America or Europe. The
simple fact that tnis information has twits" commonplace -- and is available Internation-
ally attests to its usefulness. Our allied and national military forces also use
weather satellite information on a daily basis.

Another important capability, the new search and rescue satellites, or SARSAT, were
developed to aid in detecting and reporting distress calls from ships and aircraft --
anywhere on earth. This has dramatically improved the capabilities of national and
international search and rescue organizations to respond more quickly and locate more
accurately ships and Aircraft that are in distress. You know what that means to the
people involved.

We are lookinq forward to the improved navigation systems which space will provide.
The use ,f space-based navigation systems promises to provide the Tactical Air Forces
not only with more accurate and reliable information on how to navigate from point A
to point B, but we expect it will also enhance our worldwide, all-weather, day/night
-ombat ability. The NAVSTAP Global Positioning System, or GPS as we refer to it, is
the best example of this type of space-based capability. Capt. Mike Barbee from my
Armament and Avionics Requirements Division will talk later to you on CPS. From my
;crslective I -hink ('.PS will cortribute significantly to the fighter pilot who has
the t(,ugh 'ob of destroying well-defended targets deep in enemy territory where pin-

1(int accuracy is required -- and, at the same time, GPS will help him stay alive.
Reoardless of what capabilities we might build into future space systems, nothing will
change the requirement of having to deal with targets on the ground. Let me cite an
example of where technology in the past has made the right kind of contribution in
dealing with a very "earthy" problem.

During the Vietnam War, we were tasked to destroy a bridge near Hanoi - the Thanh
ttca bridge. We expanded 873 sorties with no significant damage to the bridge -- and
suffered 11 combat losses in the attempt. When laser guided bombs became available,
we were able to destroy the bridge in one day with only eight sorties -- and no losses.

With GPS integrated into our fighter aircraft, we will substantially improve the
navigational accuracy of the weapon system, and achieve those same kind of results
at much less cost. A "smart" aircraft which can deliver standard conventional
munitions accurately is considerably more economical than trying to make all of your
munitions smart enough to achieve a kill against targets. In other words, smart
airplanes and dumb munitions are a lot cheaper than inaccurate aircraft systems married
tc smart munitions. We will still have a need for smart weapons for particular targets,
but this capability allows us to acquire a more efficient and complementary mix -- and
save taxpayer money. In short, GPS will give allied tactical air forces a significant
improvement in their operationa effectiveness.

I wart to turn now to what I'll refer to as "new frontier" technology. By this, I mean
those technologies which have been and are still being developed to support our efforts
in space. There are many examples we are all familiar with. When President John F.
rennedy announced the United States would undertake a program to put a man on the moon,
resources were committed to the research and development efforts that would provide the
capability to reach that goal. The technologies that emerged as a result of that and
other research and development efforts are now commonplace. The hand-held calculators
of today are now more powerful than the first computer that had to be housed in a large
building. Many of you in the audience are wearing digital alarm watches -- I know that
because I occasionally hear them beeping. Some of you may have computers in your offices
-- or even at home. Over the past 25 years, we have witnessed an explosion in computer
technology with processing speeds and storage capacities that are difficult to comprehend.

In the Tactical Air Forces, the on-board computers in aircraft such as our F-15s, F-16.,
and E-3A AWACS are becoming increasingly more sophisticated. We are also using computers
daily in handling our ground tasks. We are currently in the process of placing small
computers at operational units to aid in routine tasks such as mission planning. These
capabilities exist today largely because of the "new frontier" technology research and
development efforts that were undertaken in the 1960s and 70s as well as that which is
ongoing today. Programs to develop very high speed integrated circuits, of VHSIC, will
push computer processing speeds beyond 30 million operations per second, will reduce
component size and power consumption, while at the same time dramatically improving
the reliability of those components.

We are working closely with the research and development communities to continue to
define those potential applications of "new frontier" technology that will further
improve the combat effectiveness of our tactical air forces. We are particularly
interested in those improvements which may reduce investment, operating, and support
costs. Many of the "new frontier" technology developments stand to do that -- and I

A think creative application to our existing and future requirements and their solutions
will truly be one of the largest benefits the tactical forces can gain from our space
efforts.
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Ncw, I would like to go back tn my earlier reference to "new frontiers" and the point
that new frontiers don't replace old frontiers -- the new ones just add to responmibi-
lit ies and make the solutions more complex.

For examle, as with the other three frontiers, there is competition for the advantage
in the space frontier. Fach year, as you well know, the Soviet launch four to five times
as many spacecraft as we d and the military use of space dominate the Soviet Space
'rogram. This is no surprise since the space frontier offers significant military
leveTage if exploited, let me digress for a moment to talk about how their use of

space affects us.

First, th.* Soviets have fielded a number of space based sensors which give them
significant information about our operations. For example, such a concept as dispersini
airplanes is probably an idea for the past. Therefore, if our airplanes are to survive
when they are on the ground, it is more likely to result from the protection offered by
hardened shelters than by trying to relocate them. And second, because of the militant
alproach with the Soviets appear to have taken in their space grogram, it makes us have
to remain very timid about building our combat capability upon "space only" critical
no des. Its akin to the argument about manual operations versus computer operations;
what do you do when the computer breaks down? If you are in business, the answer to
that question has one -ot of implications; if you are at war, the implications are
altogether different -.d significantly more grave. Likewise, placing all of our eggs
in the space basket in the face of the Soviet's potential for breaking those eggs is
simply a step which I could not recommend at this time. We are however developing
an anti satellite weapon so that we will have a deterrent to the Soviet space based
threat.

The ASAT Missile, about 18 feet long, will be carried by F-15 fighters. Thus we come
full circle. A weapon is launched from an old frontier to defend the new frontier and
the capabilities of the new frontier make our old ones better. As I stated earlier, the
old frontiers don't go away - they Just get more complicated.

As we have seen, there are obvious benefits tu be gained by tactical air forces from the
use of the space frontier - and that does not necessarily mean manned space forces. The
unparalleled increases in our capabilities to communicate, observe global weather, support
search and rescue, maintain surveillance, navigate precisely, and develop new technology
have, indeed, been impressive.

Put, I cannot emphasize too strongly -- the need to integrate these space-related
capabilities with those "old frontier" capabilities. This must be done so that those
things that are done most effectively on land -- are done on land. Similarly, those
thinos that are done most effectively at sea, or in the air, or in space are done in
those "frontiers". My experience to date shows that tactical users and space developers
need to do a better job of completing the architecture, hardware, and infra-structure
which turns a new capability into an effective weapon or weapons support system. We
are working hard in that regard, but we still have a long way to go and much to learn.

From a tactical standpoint the most challenging aspect of seeing a new frontier develop
is to ensure space information and services remains compatible with existing frontiers.
That is what we have had to learn to do successively as we moved from land - to the sea
- and into the air in the past. Similarly, it is critical that we as nations of the
alliance stand shouder-to-shoulder -- so that our forces can INTEROPERATE effectively
in the future just as we have worked hard to have them do that today.

Another challenge, and this one will not be easy to meet, is to resolve relative
priorities so that money spent for defense will yield the most results. A new frontier
does not mean there is more money available, it just means there is more competition for
programs in the budget. The measure of merit must remain one of determining the
contribution expected of new systems.

As members of the defensive forces of NATO, we are ultimately responsible to our
citizens for the manner in which we spend their tax monies. With our every effort, we
must remain aware of cost effectiveness -- of how we can do the job right, -- and keep
COSTS to a minimum.

The ability of our combined forces to operate freely in space is essential. While we
lag in the military applications of space, be assured, the Soviets will be, and are,
actively pursuing space as the high ground. They are working hard at it, and the
military use of space dominates their efforts.

Their primary goal is to achieve a dominant role in space. This we should not allow.

We have accomplished much to date. But we have much left to do to integrate ground, Sea,
air, and space into complementary mediums which beat serve our common goal-world peace.

Research and development is needed to tell us how best to go about that task.

I applaud ard support your efforts to promote research and development for defense of
the NATO comuunity and wish you great success in this conference.
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OVERVIEW

Military communications satellites today play a vital role in the successful
opprati n of t. S. worldwide command and control systems. They support strategic
fo rces with nuclear capabilities, as well as tactical air. ground, and fleet
operations, the intelligence community, and defense wideband communications systems.
With application of new and evolving technologies, future communications satellites are
expected to provide even more improved communications services and performance.

T,, be consistent with the theme of the symposium on "Space Systems
App, cat ions to Tactical Operations." conducted in October 1983. the communications
requirements of tactical users of U. S. Military Satellite Communications (MILSATCOM)
systems are discussed first in this paper, and present MILSATCOM systems are then
iriefly described. In recognition of known threats to satellite communications
systems, the deficiencies in tactical military satellite communications are outlined.
Then developing and planned MILSATCOM systems and the benefits of increased
survivability expected to be achieved by interoperability and internetting are
disussed. Finally. evolving technologies, especially in the new communications band
extremely high frequency (EHF). and their potential payoffs are described.

REQUIREMENTS FOR TACTICAL SATELLITE CO4UNICATIONS

The Conventional Forces of the Air Force, Army. Navy, and Marine Corps engage
in land. sea. and tactical air operations ranging from single service crisis missions
to joint task force operations. These forces are classified as tactical and thus their
satellite communications requirements are emphasized in this paper. The requirements
for the tactical missions include:

o Communications among forces within and between theaters
o Ship to-shore/ship-to-shlp communications
o Theater trunking for ground mobile forces (GMP)
o Communications support to allies.

In each case. the communications may take the form of voice, facsimile, or
data with the data rates as indicated. Typical data rates are:

Tactical Single Channel 75 to 2400 bps
Manpack 75. 300. 2400 bps
Fleet Operations 75 tc 4 X 2400 bps
Air Operations 7S to 2400 bps
Theater Trunking for GM? 75 to 2400 bps. 16. 32. or 48 kbps

In considering future tactical needs, conventional forces require
jam resistant, secure, and reliable communications with a low probability of intercept
and with high electronic survivability among a large number of mobile users.

CURRENT MILSATCOM SYSTEMS

FLTSATCOM

The Fleet Satellite Communications (FLTSATCOM) system provides worldwide, high
priority communications between naval aircraft, ships. submarines, ground stations, the
Strategic Air Command. and the National Command Networks. Each satellite has 23
communications channels in the ultra high frequency (UHF) band. Ten of the channels
are used principally by the Navy for tactical communications (shown by the hatched area
in Figure 1) among its worldwide land, sea, and air forces, while 12 other channels
aboard each spacecraft are used principally by the Air Force as part of its satellite
system for command control of nuclear forces. A single 500 kHz channel is allotted to
the National Command Authority. The fleet broadcast channel on each satellite has )am
resistance provided by its super high frequency (SHP) pseudo-noise uplink from Naval
Communications Stations.

Naval forces are provided with a variety of tactical communications services.
The fleet broadcast channel (Channel 1) is a one-way shore-to-ship channel with no
report back capability. This 2S kHz channel supports a time-division multiplexed

* . broadcast at 1200 bps. Channels 2 through 10 all have bandwidths of 2S kHz and provide
flexible selections of communications services. The Air Force portion of FLTSATCON

' -consists of twelve S kHz channels, capable of providing 7S bps teletype signals. Some
of these channels can also support other narrowband communications.
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Figure 1. FLTSATCOM

AF SATCOM

The Air Farce Satellite Communications (A?'SATCOM) system is designed primarily
to provide command, control, and communications capability to designated high priority
users for Emergency Action Message (EAN) dissemination. Joint Chiefs of
.taff/Commanders in-Chief internetting. force direction, and force report back.
AFSATCOM is a very low capacity system consisting of narrowband dedicated channels
designed for teletype use (75. bps). As such, the APSATCOM is limited in capability to
provide tactical communications services. Figure 2 schematically depicts the major
,ommunications links of the system.
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The space ueqmen (if the AFSAT(CO system consists of four types of transponders
,oirred on different host satellites. including FI.TSAT('( and DSCS III, which is

desrilbed in .t following Portion. Fach of the four synrhronous FLTSATCOK satellitos
will provide the Air Force one 5)00 kHz and twelve % kHz channels. The transponder
packages on other host satellites provide a backup EAM dissemination capability to
increase the physical survivability of the AFSATC(q system. As a part of AFSAT('(M. a
Single Channel Transponder (SC'T) payload is integrated into l)SCS Ill for secure and
reliable dissemination of the EAM and Single Integrated Operational Plan (SIOP)
communications from worldwide command post ground stations and aircraft. The SCT
operates at either SH or UHF, relaying command and control communications from ground

and airborne command posts to the SIOP forces.

DS(' II

The Vefense Satellite Communications System Phase II (DSCS Ill provides
tactical communications to service naval ship to shore and GMF requirements, as shown by
the hatched areas in Figure 3. Naval communications are supported only for capital
ships. G(M communications are in theater tactical trunKing and point to point

multichannel voice/fax/data.

SfREQUENCY SHF

S17O TERMINALS 05S ii

100 bp% 15 2400

1?'57100% pi

6 32 0R 48 KbV

DCS
STRATIGIC,
tONG HAUL

DiPtOMATIC NAVAtS TLSCOM)i#ICATIONS 9flP 354(OR

GRLOND MO1UF

ALOED OSIS
WRVIaS Figure 3. DSCS I1

The DSCS II has been designed to provide long-distance wideband communications
between ma)or military locations. With two narrowbeam antennas and an earth coverage
antenna, a wide variety of wideband trunking terminals can be served. These include
Defense Communications System (DCS) trunking services, naval ship to shore
communications terminals. GM?. diplomatic telecommunications services, and AIIied/NATO
services. There are four channels, with bandwidths of 12S. 50, 18',. and 50 MHz. with
interconnections between narrowbeam antennas and the earth coverage antenna, which allow
adaptation of services to particular requirements. DSCS II provides 1100 two way voice

circuits or approximately 100 Mbps.

DSCS Ill

A qimballed dish antenna has been Incorporated Into DSCS Ill specifically to
support GM operations. Ships at sea will also use the multiple beam antennas and beam
forming networks. Both will enjoy more tailored SATCOM services.

Significant features of DSCS Ill (shown in Figure 4) are the multiple beams.
diverse beam forming capability. and the SCT. The receive multiple beam antenna (MBA)
contains 61 beams which can provide diverse beam patterns through a beam forming
network, providing increased uplink anti)am (AJ) capability. The transmit KRA contains
19 spot beams. When all beams are enabled, the result is earth coverage. SHI transmit
and receive horns provide an additional earth coverage pattern. DSCS IIl has six
channels with bandwidths of 85. 50. and 60 Mz.
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TilkFATS 71 'ATELLITE ('OI9UNICATIONS SYSTFIWIS

lFiqure 1, displays "why we need to think survivability." especially in time of
crISIS AS depicted in this figure, U. S. c ommunications satellite systems are
i,s-eplltle to a significant number of threats. in the case of enemy jamming, several
possitlillties exist tor countering this enemy mission. For satellite communications
linKS. the use of EHP. on board processing. and adaptive antennas are especially
important for protecting small, mobile terminals. These techniques tend to neutralize
them power advantage of large jammers. Also, the higher frequencies are less susceptible
to propagation disruption by nuclear events.
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Figure S. Threats to Satellite Communications Systems



There are a number of strategies to counter the effect of a physical attack on

r,und or space segments. Such a threat can vary from local sabotage to massive
l.si rut ion, depending on the level of conflict. However. the most cost effective

moth.. ,f assurinq a secure communications service is to use network redundancy to the

mAximum extent p.ssitble An approach currently in development stages is discussed in a

Ir, *epdinq spe t ion of this paper.

'Ft FI 'IENCI F; IN TACTIcAl. MIL.SATco SFRVICKS

As iiscussed, today's MILSATCOM systems serve many important military
funtionn, and they have evolved to meet specific user needs for improved
,mmuni'ations FI,TSATC.)M provides limited tactical communications services to military

O;ers AFSAT('CoM satellites primarily serve the Nuclear Capable Forces. DSCS II and
:>; III are wideband repeaters which operate mostly with large terminals at SHF. These

vrrent MII,!AT'-(f systems are not capable of satisfying all tactical communications

r eq l r em snt .

'.,me MILATCOM deficiencies are listed below:

o Insufficient capacity

0 1,ow jam resistance
1 High vulnerability to interception
" Poor physical survivabilty of satellites and terminals

o Insufficient service duration

To reduce these deficiencies to the level of acceptability, new military communications
satelliltes are being planned. MILSTAR. scheduled to be deployed in the late 1980s, is
the next generation satellite program designed to service both the strategic and
tactical forces. MILSTAR will provide more reliable and effective communications
through the use of EHF and advanced techniques, which will defeat potential enemy

lamming. Also. an advanced future DSCS with both SHF and EHF channels is being planned,
to increase communications capability and jam resistance for wideband. long haul, and

inter intra theater relay services.

FUTURE MILSATCOM SYSTES

MILSTAN SYSTEM

The MILSTAR system is designed to be reliable and operational for both tactical
and strategic forces worldwide during all levels of conflict. Equipped with

!am resistant EHF transponders, on-board signals processing, orbital crosslinks. and
nuclear hardened electronics. MILSTAR satellites will be a strongly protected U. S.
satellite system against any jamming or physical attack. MILSTAR ground stations and

user terminals will also be more mobile and survivable than existing systems. A

s,'hematic of the system is shown in Figure 6.
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Figure 6. NILSTAR System
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The MIl,!;TAR system's high A.) capability is a result of employing the higher EHF
an,1 44 Gliz upl)ink and 20 (Hz downlink The qreater bandwidth available at E9H

p ermits the use of spread spectrum and frequency hopping techniques across a 2 GHz

range In contrast. AFSAT is limited to a very narrowband hopping range. Typical

MII+;TAH data rates are 7,, 1200. and 2400 bps.

FIITHF WIDIFBANII F;FRVIC'F

As stated. plannin, has bepgun on a future l)5(,S with SHF and EHF channelization
T, prvil.P widebaTd f;rvices, inrluding tactical communications in the 1990r (Figure
1 The future widPtand satellite will provide long haul support communications for

isPr commmiunities. such as the lefense SwItrhed Network (Autovon. Autosevocom. Autodin.
etI- , and the (;MF Iata rates as high as 20 Mbps are anticipated, but lower data rates

71, 1400 bps. i6 Khps. ur kbps will also be accommodated, serving users within and
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Figure 7. Future Wideband Service

Resistance to )amfing may be achieved by the MILSTAR EM? technologies such as
adaptive antennas, frequency hopping spread spectrum. and on-board processing. Narrow
antenna beams and spread spectrum may also be used to provide a low probability of
intercept. Cross bandinq of GM? multiple-channel users may be desired. In addition.

the system may establish global network coverage via wideband crosslinks with multiple

downlinks to the continental United Statee (CONUS).

SURVIVABLE INTEROPERABLE NETWORKS

INCRFEASED) SURVIVABILITY IN INTERNETTING

At Air Force Systems Command Space Division. Los Angeles Air Force Station.
personnel on several satellite programs are exploring RP.4 to provide survivable links.

With the EHF band, common waveform format, and other common link standards, these
satellite programs can be internetted to allow communications: tracking, telemetry, and
command ('TT&('). and mission data to be routed through a variety of systems. In this

concept, data are data. System survivability is increased by having interoperability.

Communications terminals and T1I"C terminals provide backup systems for each other.
Also, use of various terrestrial links to augment the system can ensure that the
internetted system is even more survivable.

FUTURE SATELLITE SYSTEMS

Figure 8 is a summary schematic of the discussions in this paper: internetted
space and terrestrial systems for survivability.

Future military satellite systems are expected to have interoperability
wherever possible in order to provide alternate links, thus providing connectivity and
survivability.

U. S. national policy requires that the capability for command, control, and
communications endure a protracted nuclear war. This policy demands a reslilent network
that will sustain significant damage, continue to function at a reduced level, and

,permit connectivity to be restored.
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Figure 8. Future Satellite Systems

Military space planning must point toward a broad network that embraces
numerous military satellite and terrestrial nodes and can be interconnected with
commercial systems where warranted. The network must provide service to various fixed
and mobile users and should be flexible enough to operate through all the levels of
conflIct. Crosslinks are also important to reduce dependence on fixed ground stations.

USE OF TECHNOLOGIES

Development and implementation of an EHF system such as MILSTAR are an
unequaled technology challenge. Fortunately, significant and extensive developmental
experience has been gained through the use of LES 8/9 spacecraft (Lincoln Experimental
satellite), demonstrating space qualified EHF. on board processing. UHF EHF crossbandinq
and sate lite to satellite crosslinking.

Ma)or development efforts include:

o Common waveform design, providing interoperability and enhanced
survivability

o Advanced adaptive antennas, providing uplink nulling and steerable
downlinks

o On board processing for increased capacity and/or antijam
o Solid state devices for increased power amplifier reliability
o Satellite-to satellite crosslink technology (60 GHz and Lasercom)
o Autonomous spacecraft operation
o "Low cost" small EH? terminals (a technological challenge)

Potential payoffs resulting from the use of these technologies are listed below

and indicate that the requirements for tactical satellite communications will be
satisfied in the future:

o Enhanced survivability
o Antijam. increased capacity, frequency reuse
o Multiple access. antijam. antiscintillation. crosslinks
o Reliability. endurance, cost

o Protection from ground based Jammer threats

o High data rate capability, low probability of intercept. antijam

SUMUARY/MILSATCOSI ARCHITECTURE

Figure 9 is a sumary review chart of future pro)ections with respect to
satellite communications in support of tactical users. Am stated, current U. S. systems

evolved from specific user needs. DSCS provides communications service for fixed and
transportable terminals, and extends mobile service to a limited number of ships and
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Figure 9. MILSATCOM Architecture Summary

aircraft. ASFSATCOM on the host satellites provides a channelized. low data rate
servire supporting nuclear capable forces. including bombers, missiles, submarines, and
theater nuclear weapon systems. FLTSATCO4 supplies a channelized service with a low
data rate for tactical mobile units. It is used for Navy Fleet operations and the U1. S
central command for contingency operations. LKASAT, the follow-on to PLTSA'. will
primarily serve the N~avy. plus some Air Force and ground forces mobile users. The
LEASAT user population is basically the same as that for FLTSAT.

In the 1990s. MILSTAR with UHF/EHF will be the communications satellite for
tactical users and will serve as the focal point for development and transition to the
internetted system. To achieve the goals of this M[LSATCOM4 architecture, an
evolutionary approach is planned.
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1, cur work in tooperation with the U.S. military departments and agencies on the development of a
Worldwide Digital System Architecture (WWDSA) for the U.S. Department of Defense (DOD), we established
14 key features for the WWDSA qoal architecture. One of those key features, all of which have been
approved by the U.S. Joint rhiefs of Staff (J(S) for planning purposes, is the expanded and integrated
,,,,t cf satellite c(immunications in the support of both trategic and tactical defense missions. Under
the WWISA concept, satellite connectivity will be available on an as needed and near instantaneous basis
through the use of Demand Assignment Multiple Access (UAMA) without overtaxing satellite capacity.
',atellite coiimunications will be used not to replace but to complement the other means of connectivity;
in ,ome cases satellite comunicatios will be used only when no other means of suitable connectivity
are available as for restoral of damaged terrestrial links or for provision of temporary video circuits.
A larqe number of small satellite earth terminals, with an effective integrated satellite/terrestrial
transmission control system, would allow satellite communications to be truly integrated with other com-
munications media to provide increased survivability and more effective support of tactical, strategic
and defense-wide operations.

!NTRODUA(T ION

The Dlefense biimmunications Agency (D)A) was tasked by the U.S. Office of the Secretary of Defense
{OSD) to take the lead in the development of a Worldwide Digital System Architecture (WWDSA) to serve as
an oirrirella for all DoD telecommunications architectures and to provide guidelines for increasing the
survivability and interoperability of DoC telecommunications systems. The WWDSA was developed by DCA
and the WW)SA Working Group; the Working Group was made up of representatives from the Military
Departments and Department of Defense (Do) Agencies. WWDSA applies to virtually all geographically
separatec tactical, strategic, and defense-wide DoD telecommunications, and to both U.S. government-
nwned ana leased communications facilities and services.

WWVSA can be described by the 14 key features shown in Figure I (see Reference 1). These key
features have been approved for planning purposes by the U.S. Joint Chiefs of Staff (JCS). One of the
features, WWOSA Feature L, specifies the expanded and integrated use of satellite communications
SATCOM), including the use of small satellite terminals and demand assignment multiple access (DAMA) at

all switching nodes serving critical commwand and control users.

This paper describes how WWDSA Feature L can provide integrated satellite communications support of
tactical operations. The paper represents the views of the author and not necessarily those of DCA r-
the Department of Defense.

FIGURE I -- WWDSA FEATURES

A -- Access to many sources of connectivity H -- Enhanced Z.
4 
kbps secure voice survivability

B -- Ability to use many sources of connectivity I -- High quality 16 kbps secure voice
intelligently
iulalyean e sJ -- Lommon proliferated key distribution system

C -- Modularly expandable switches

K -- End-to-end encryption for classified data
D -- Interconnected voice and data networks

L-- EXPANDED AND INTEGRATED USE OF SATELLITE
E -- Improved Intra-network system control COIMejNICATIONS

F -- Tandem switching capability M -- Improved inter-network system control

G -- Multirate capability among circuit switches N -- Use of common standards

CO4 JNICATIONS SUPPORT OF TACTICAL OPRATIONS

All types of military operations require communications support that is responsive to changing
requirements and as survivable as the persons or machines who use the communications (Reference 2).
Communications In support of tactical operations, as compared to those in support of other types of
military operations, require:

o Increased transportability o Greater responsiveness
o More ruggedness o Ability to operate in a difficult-to-predict and
o Simpler operation highly competitive frequency spectrum environment

/
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t-iri otr '1(15 ima proiven thro Walt on the t~att lpt Ield. although problems ex Ist in ti)e

I P' t oii r'AiAi4,iiit .Ilire IF f-S igit Il ('1 111iiriwave ri *- ay towers, extendi the range of mticrowave
it I , ii t hi-y lii;,t Iti pr otei teil aga inrst phys ical damage. lriiPiisher i( sc(atter I Ink,, * which

i- Iit it' thu, I), An l, I'i re vulneratle to, lammting, ran join loc Atitoni separated by IU KM
4q fi,,, irr. o ih r 14 ridC, irs AVP teen qsed tii support tact ical oper-at ion', for years%. and they
-i ,,f , Itr, I nrritir they arft-U IKlY, (IIIt cult to secure, easy III Jam. Aa they operate- in an

I .- :; iiit f the fi-oilih( y spc rm. AtollIite coamiunicatiiin-, are relatively new to the
., I" It f'* I-i prr.i tYniv t" t-i- 'j"ite useft'i fot hiigi Q-11ity, ring hadul i.oimiuniCa-

.1 5. ,, .ii riT A y %er f - Im I it -t I, poiint I- ivirun icat Ions o ver a-st an( es, gr eater t han "OhI Kili.

e:- i N 'I or, a liii O ',A I T I i)WUN I(ATlION,

;'QII 1; Adiel "I d' I 1 1wn the introduct ion oit satellIite coemiunicat ions features that willI
ri,- ;e,- ti ; C if at Iit ite tummriiiction s support to tactical jperatli. (Reference 4). Aiing the

Sirpili 1* rIt tigher Itr-erjinr It,% o Uty italI equipment and operat ion
-tTe .'i i rr1-better piiwer control

'Wi.-. i,,t I -,aI ApAllI ty -imvpro~ved ant I -JAM capability

-1.1 h1 1isi It y - more I lex iti I I ty
-increased reliability
*lower human resource requiremients

,,it -t~ rrr-w irriiliun 1iiA, ~in sateI Ites alIlows service to~ smaller terminals and spacial
I" 'I 11 t r, 1 1141i1frI ewautel iid s better rear ,onitrcj irn sdtei I ite earth terminals provides

qdlni- gI, fr Il antennas Arid al lows spac ial discriminatioin to filIter out unwanted signals and to
he "it pr alli ty If Interc ept . Air impruoed anti-Jam capabi lity IS p(SSIblt e Ldc..e the increased]

I- I,"ond. id ri int terinl Itie igliput at higher freqdnen. ies a I lows higher protect ion through
-p.i-i1~s 'I-n~i tn rrr, s adding to the irnprrived ieetin of jaim~ing signals due to beamr controil.

:r, -ed Moi'ri ty retvfriomi tire smaller sies of Antennas and iithier equipment possible at the higher

qita .r pner a operatiorn make satd Iilte og-board processors practical. Onboard processors.
I, I ,ri, .e urinate the probtlemr of maintaining a delicate power balance, makre beam control practical, and

fur dul mrucir lett'i anti-jaw pritect ion. un-board processing greatly increases the flexibi lity of
%itellIito- riperitirin, arid makes practical a sophisticated form of demand assignment multiple access

AMA ;. f'te I,se of OAMA will allow the resources of a satellite to be Allocated more efficiently Aimong
rIica siin alI or I nt erm It tent us ers Ref erenc e ",) . The use of digital circuitry both in satellites and at

Citrterminals great ly enhances equipment rel iabilI ty and, at the earth terminals, signifitcant ly
redrcui f-s persu nne I and it her O&D4 cos)%t s. These new featuores w Ill subs tant iall Iy i mprove t he ab Iiity of
,te 1up1 o cimun icat ions to support the tact IcAl miss ion.

'ie Ground Mob IlIe F orces SateI IteII Comitin Ic at ions Program G14F SC P, Referenc e 6) wh ic ? uses t he
niewes t Ver s Ion orf It ie ie f eiise at eI Ite Lonrmun Ic at Ions Sys tem (i.e. ULS Ill. Rteference 1) and MILSIAk
(Reference R), will facilitate the use of satellite comunications to support tactical operations. T he
C~tf ,r I- shiiulId proIIde AC capab II Ity IfOr small s ateI Ite t erm inalIs and a t l eas t l imited demand as s ignment
mrultiple access (LiAMA). Next generation couimunications satellites, if they are to satisfy the WDOSA
reouirement-S, should provide an enhanced UAMA capability and highly integrated tactical operations
,,upport.

Oper at ion at h Igher radito frequenc ies makes I t pract IcalI for satell Iite earth tmrminalIs wi th antenna
apertures as small as a square meter to be made available to key personnel at all times to help assure
survivable connectivity for critical coammand and control.

DAMA, in comb ination with small satellite earth terminals. will make It Possible for selected
individual users to take their own terminals with them wherever they go and obtain satellite
connectfivity on an as-needed basis. DANA Is often thought of as providing circuits at bit-rates of 2.4,
16. or J/ kbps. Such bit-rate limitations are not adequate to satisfy WWOSPA Feature L. WkdDSA requires
a new, enharced DANA that also can provide higher capacity circuits suitable for video and other
wideband applications. Of course. wideband connectivity could be provided only under fairly favorable
conditionii. An enhaniced DA04A will make it practical for small satellite terminals to be held in standby



it ( rit (ca o(at ions. And used only when net essary for wideband connectivity, or for restoral of
to, ra i(iri uit,. Video telecOnferencing will be available at a momrent's notice without prioir

in iIt reservat ion. A disrupted terrestrial microwave circuit will he replaceable on a temporary basis

A poi ti on if a t ransponders c 4pa i ty w ill need to be al l oc ated spec if icall Iy as a poolI for th is type
fmni t irate v'AMA operatIin. F r oxamp le. t he c 4pac ity requi)rement mi ght be est ablIi shed based on the
vpa< 7 ty needlea to s upport t en ant I-j am protec ted /. 4 kbps c Ircu its. The upl ink capacity of satellite

earth terminAlS with rt i-jam protection would probably be limited to a single 2.4 kbps circuit.
'lowvvr, tid(er non-jaimiing condition%, if the -system is so designed, the same transponder capacity
sho,,!j I liAle to support Several digroupS (twenty-four 64 kbps channels per digroup). several video

-ones rA mixture of the, two. The pool capacity would not have to be sized to accommiodate all
pnispective users simultaneously bv'cAue, under the W'WVSA concept, most locations would use Satellite
&nne, I i,ity orly when, ill other means of connectivity had been destroyed or were otherwise unavail-
At-e. Wheln the pool (apacity is insufficient to accoimiodate all users, the pool will be allocated Among
-- rnoinq r, onA priority basiS.

.h (ljladefh.t.'.1!t#qAtpd use i.t satellite coamunicat ions. as described by WWWSA FeatureL
I 0,1 ol*,o, no 't 'Imly imply mire point-to-point and DAMA covmiun icat ions. It imp lies a truly
%i.'i~, ., ii Iit arid terrestrial towviiiuidt ions, operating under what we at UCA refer to as

Ire i m,x meil *ii phll i-phy Liefereni r .'.le mix of media philosophy will be expanded upon in the

'. 'i .tvi t ive kif Atelpt wimvunicat ions system I s to prov ide the connectivity for the transfer of
-f, ,rti in twc, or more persons And/or machines. To satisfy military Commiunications requirements,

ti. I -i.ty Must ioi,t'nur i tobe avai latlo when needed even, under direct attack. so long as any users
ovt ho nei the conntivity. The user s normally do not care whether the connectivity is provided by

ii~ute tA,'kjioatiis, by landlines, or by tin (ans with a string -- so long as the connectivity
,,r ti when, neededl and is adequate to pass the necessary information. Military connectivity ideally

a, ti- tsolutely survivalile ant] snould conitinue to Survive throughout the fl I range of possible
rf11(is, fromi peafet ime to nuclear war.

1I _-rse there is no such thin(; as absolute survivability for any given comunications link, but
',;thei is, there absolute Survivability for any given communications user. Therefore the requirement is
f r ilite ,t. . all I ity of the connectivity between two or more users so long as more than one user
,intin,i% to P~ist. If User A needs to maintain commiunications connectivity with User B, the need for

-t rnectivity ceases to exist if either User A or User B is destroyed.

'n rdear to achieve Survivability, connectivity must be designed in such a way that it would cost
I'mv #-inny forces. more money to break the connectivity than it would cost the friendly tortes to mrA-'tain
it. Analysis has indicated (Reference ?) that the most practical approach to maintaining ri,,nectivity
aqi~i-t attack is, to utilize many different sources for that connectivity (see Figure )

FIGUREt " -MIX uF MEUIA PHILOSOPHIY

USER USE

Submarine (able

Satellite coxunications, especially with small earth terminals and operation at higher frequencies
(i.e., t4 ), are an important source of survivable connectivity for several reasons:

o Small earth terminals. when located amng trees or boulders, can be more easily protected than
large earth teriinals, microwave relay towers, and tropospheric scatter antennas.

o Satellite commnuvications do not require any intervening terrestrial relay points, and satellites
carrying transponders are not likely to be physically attacked in a tactical war because such
attack would more than likely raise the conflict to the strategic level.

o The emission from satellite uplink% at E(if and above can be confined to such a low level of
power outside the main beam that Interception of the uplink is unlikely, helping to protect the
location of the satellite earth station from discovery and attack. Mlany other types uf
communicat ions equipment tend to illumiinate themselves, facilitating their discovery and
Increasing the probability of physical and electronic attack.
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III," t h., t. ai,p I , trAt ol by f i qure I , where 4 cijirmun Ic at tons node is mount ed on a mot or 2ei
'1 , Idiii to'- .erved by A Offf radiio, an lit radio, and A small satellite teruminal wItha

at,'. ,:.. ,ritivnicatio,, oitie ne, ito furvive only so long as the vehlc( C urvives.
.i'm11,,nl At ions hati the Ve hicle Are more survivable with three different ionmiuntraticon; media

ii~ ,v .. '", , -1!, Ith Iv I'1. N...malI I y, t tie : i-If r ai o wouId he ii51-0 t or I)ne -of - si ght
', ItIis t 1.' ii4 .1117, .i'i, tn ; 0be -d f nr f oolilo)irat i or)s beyond thte or Ane of Ithe UHF r ad I ,. and t he

ii t f, tilnl - i m ,Air * ' ,IdIvi ,vd t I ii ( I mun ic At iion% tinyont About itio in. But t here Is ni 1, PhysIc(al
it I- It or. mAll ',Ate'l ite i'.rtfi terminal ioiitd not tIc inti to rpetorp a cr1tic a c rirc ,it

IT gl ,-r,,~t,. %fi 'i' iila nit tie (civ,'nt iri,ui,. and fnormral y
-* ~ ~ ~ ~ e "d '0 .iir'h t f e i t i , t t I I o - ' IiI *w it a1 i ni.( tIvity t" t ii ma int airnd wher it

4f Radii) Microwave

* wa ve ',atel 1lt

:.", t. 'ii.'tIt tie mist di1f f Icult t echnI CalI and admi n istrat ive Probl Iems i n prov idaing truly
''t .iatr' soAt elli t P and terres tr ialI comun inc at i ons to support tact icalI operat ions i s the problIem of

i , ii,r-ni4 a conflict are:

''ll '113111 It connectivity should be used for cachi applicationi?

'tAr. si Arcc asets of connectivity allocated when many important users are coipeting for tue

is the coiirdinatitori handled between thi' local transmission node and all of the transmission
-adi' that are being dealt with in the selection of means of connectivity?

11w. is the iannoctivity selection for an entire theater coordinated, and how IS the aiSsignmtent
of frequencies managed?

idty, addressal cOf the above questions is usually manual, and the decistons are often arbitrary.
'y',term Lintriol is difficult, with basically separate control Systems for satellite and terrestrial

irv~l~ricauon. ystemi control will be even more complicated when thie control for satellite and
terrestrial coumiuniCations is merged under an integrated satell Iite/terrestrialI commvunications concept.
l1A And the ioUj[ are directing considerable effort to resoulving the issues of integrated control, and
viale %(,lutions are expected to be implemented before the end of the decade.

I vudence of the ULA and [toU concern for the problems of control is provided by the fact that tfhree
of the features of the Worldwide Digital System Architecture (WWOSA) (Reference 1) address control in
it-. Lioadest sense:

1, WC)%A Feature- BI- Ability to control many sources of connectivity intelligently

1, wwIA Feature tE- Improved intra-network system control including the use of comoup channel
s igrial1i ng

il WWDS
1
A Feature M - Improved inter-network system control, including better coordination between

networks (e.g., satellite and terrestrial transmission networks)

WWUSA Feature B requires that the control of satellite coliuunications be integrated with the
* control of terrestrial commuuniCations, and that tactical switching nodes be able to select any of a

variety of transmiss ion media as needed. Media could be selected on the basis of least cost, most
suitable performance, call destination, and link availability. High priority users would be given
precedence in the selection of the most suitable transmission media.

WUOSA Feature E enhances Feature 8 by requiring a high degree of realtime system flexibility
through software controlled digital operation, continuing automatic assessment of system and link



Vo'l fitint It ard t at si t,4mitultoa ve( t ron it patch ing and test Ing. and non -ass oc I at 1 ye coivivn thannelI
I qnri AIInq aimong swItiiii II ',de,.

WWDllA Fo ture M goes still A step further by requiring shared data, Automated displays, and
Iiopelat lie iintrol between different systemi (e.g. tactical telecoiuiunic at Ions, civil iruiict ions,

And th Pit efense ,atriun I At(in Sl5 y'.tem ( D(S) . Emphasis is on the cooperative reconstitution tif badly
f,Nmeoted I ovwrunicat ions from the bottom up by joining useable portions of st Ill -operat Ing
Cimn ;(-At ionI %Y'te'ii "r nietwork 5

Sino e wW[tA %,, %. rti lh uidl Ines for dl IDoll telecomiviunicaitioniI syitem%, and the WWDSA features
lIvew( been approved for planning by the )(So it can be expected that the above features will grdually be
Ir pi at I I Atl ntI, pq, Ailes If pr esent IloD c oinun i c At I ons sys tems and In to new bob s y,.tems d. they are
iepIo(yed . lf is , oped t hat non -PDOI tePlIeciimiun icat i ons systems wIl I also Incorporate W1,10'A features, in
itd(jr t I ), rv Iiie (iteat er %sr v ivatii i Ity And greater I nteroperabi i Ity Of al II IIItadry and ( cv iI

imimt,ni( At ions, within the NATO) and other All ied coinrunities.

IN1 i~ i ( LtN' :w OfkA [ (N'

, f.t. no r IIonlile,- atI loni r elIAt ing to the i ntegr ated suppui t of tAc t Ical tpe-rit 1;is by ,At e I Ito-
iiiliiii 1 i t I n'. , are idd-essed fu- A hypot het IcalI system wh ich has An earthI segment , A space segment , And

'-"' 7. seqint . ;fs are est imated over a lb-year I fe cyclef, with d ll est iates in curret
IliAt-s.. 'i s Ystvm I,. A%,uiiiid to have an initial ioperatiiinal capability in, the mpid 1490's.

r"P a r I, And P Viot'bprien t

7 r r#-,rAr I h .ini ('t, toIiment. i o% t f or the deScr I bed C ap ab i I I ty i s es timat ed to lie $5)001 1 1 ion.

'hfe feAr tnv eqment i s A w, simed to ciins is t of 1001 small s ateI Ite ear th termfinals %. I t Is% estimalted
that a ,inqle teormrinal, operating At tifF and equipped with anti-jam features, will cost on the order of

$1 ilion ini 149. The OW I, ost f or t te term ina I is st iMated to be about $,100 t hcusaridl A yva,. or )'
m)ii rover a lP-year period, This results in a tota' lb-year cost of $3 million per terminal, or $llfi
TI io f tc a ii.2cdred t erm inalIs.

The' procurement cost of the t ransponder, in orbit and onboard ad mult iple-trinspondler satelI te, is%
est imated tii oe $50 mrillIion, The O&A cost is estimated to be $5 million per year, resulting In A total

spresement 10)-year cost of $1011) mill Iion.

Ter -separate control facilities are assumed, colocated with lb of the nail satellite earthl
ter-11irAl'. Multiple control facilities are assumed to provide adequate diversification for system
sujrvivability. The proc urement cos t of each of the iO DAM4 Lontrol Iftac iI ti)es is e st imated to be about
$1 rillion, mith an annual O&M cost of $1100 thousand. The total cost over a 10-year period is therefore
$ki ,,ill Ion for 1ll facilities.

To tal LosIt.

Based on the aboive estimates, the total cost for researcht and development, procuremnrt, and ten
years of operation and maintenance of the integrated satellite commulunicat ions capability as prescribed
by wWMJA would be $9203 million. This is only a small frac.ticin of the total cost of transmission media,
and it mould buy a considerable improvement in the overall coemiunicat ions survivability.

"stellite coamunicat ions are already providing essential support to tactical Operations. But that
support is primarily for point-to-point coitmunications over a range of 30,0 km or more. Next generation
iramunications satellites need to provide increased capacity, an enhanced demand asisignment multiple
access, and be able to operate efficiently with small satellite earth terminalso. It is estimated that
the cost to perform research and development, procurement, and ten years of operation and maintenance
for a satellite commiunicat ions system containing a hundred small satellite earth terminals would be
ab~out $900 million in today's dollars. Titis would require only a small percentage increase in the Lost
of providing transr iss ion for military communications. P-' large number of small satellite earth
teorminals, with an effective integrated satellite/terrestrial transmission control system, would allow
satellite conmmunicat ions to be truly integrated with other communications media to provide increased
survivability and more effective support of tactical, strategic and defense-wide operations.
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'riccit 1.1 1 hdl operation, InsI'Ise onsiderahle long-hatil conioltinic:at ions% I-- 1 Kml which need to he both
rclli?'Ic alld res iS 1.11 Io 0itert even ci I uirt herniore. the in kilt i-scrs ice nat tire of miany ope rat ions require., intcko pe ra ililI
1,1.t ktes In the ,omI tilul [,j 11,t1 oN~f dsign. ISer* pla I frt?) Aund pri me powe r hrn it at ions as well as te rm inal prod uct ion,
I:)is r a Io i n. anrd mnii tenaOnce .ot t% or la rge oser po pulo n% bu iecessi late systenii cofigurations1 which accommodate
stibill. low -p4o set termintals

(ertain is.pes of satellite comirliniciioris (SA ( OMi % ystemns can provide theme features. One approach insolveN
thc, ow., of the %%ide bandwidth allocations in the 1-11ll- hand tie. 30O-to-SO (;ltzl to provide systems with larger capacities
And to permitI the use of rolbust spread spectrum modulation technique%. I- volution into these higher frequencies also
offecr, the opportuiw to incorpiorate signaling structurcs which are functionally common across multiple user communi-
tic, Su.,h teshiriques provide interoperahility possibilities while Allowing more efficient use of* spacecraft assets and
mrinuin/ing thre numbe1hr uit Unique terminal developments. Furthermore, the concept departs from traditional SAT ( O M
designs h% Incirporating increased satellite sophistication for reduced terminal suei and complexity requirement. The
asso, rated spacecraft would emiploy Advanced technologies suicl as uplink antenna discrimindtion, oin-hoard signal

poesnAnd dowrnlink beamhoppung.

I his paper presents several system configurations for providing U (if, service (io tactical usecr.scuse the
dariatage of the advanced tech nologies incorporated, and indicates some spacecraft implement ation possibilities.

* is work *as sponsored hy the Departmrent of the Air Force.

lIrti 1.5. (,overnnent Assumes no responsibility for the information presented.
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',N RA *\( ia jnilitarN conumrmarl~tion s %ttrn utiliz'ing two 1' x GIII re4Icter~ispac %egmenfti it the I ren,1i
010111ii~dfl "atrcIlif I I I I 0% 1M dc~clopcd hN the I-r'rch %fiiiotr y of1( onimlunic~Itions and which "ill be
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tN tJ' tI'-t'.! ti e if I I 1- .i , e stit 1 na ry '- Hind sitevI I I 
,

I 1 I ink t , aI t-erMInalI
11' 1 t.i' O i t I lI I kI '1. liii' iit enik i- It'''t 1 i anIlet I r ,tyiIh is 1 (ii-i ti'm) ti t htte

:o. -I. I t I., .t' ;t .v s -'i Iol 'i' II ' e e .. 'Il s I ink I , 1) N at it ude is ir y eas !LbI e
..... !" AI''TI I i ' ,Isi te InmplmY'ml two, larte, wil'!Iy iwiitl nteria~s fo .mh ieve

!,;1 ;11.1 it 1 o "h1 '',I. y. 'Ibis t,'chnilu is f' sil,]e for fIr I xd i t,sti Il Iit i,,ns 1,it woulId
7 . . ,-' ,-, i !, itI , t I 1hijn;''t , r. I I , .'*,-1 1t the-y were ltI-;e. M, ,t v oe r ( , ther e I i w Ilde

I oI,;1i i t t, I II,' l' '',t in -in itt's; v t c, u',tjr , ri ,ut 's, Ite both to the lar i( spi lad in
I 'v. It', , I w.,1i u,1 t the L it it'lte .,t teets. Antenna Ieva t inI .m IIes t, a si t I.t ite

l''7 I' ,I t ' , r d - it 1H k te; ,it ,r it tIwA t I it' , , v!, th, -itr"t I - ' t,)st i t 6 1" N
I j i lt lI< to S

-
it .' I It , tihes .1in ln r I I v h lmW !5" 'irl the- fnot bt

1 n: i t,' 1'wi i 'i the no t h we!4st t',int it I at it tijes -,, ib-;t ,4 ')I

,I is'-II .inz I e stI ve l; - I e :II i ! 1 i I u ..'I s ' I 'i tI I 1*Im itt I In Il Itte niat11)n
t ' I. - .t I ' It II., w eI o Iit Itr, IIIle -s In i the Art I, t r,).-spher1 ,' i rIt il a Itfin

I I 1 ' ''i . i l e whin ,er t i , n it 1HF Is est lII Is tel, is i re I;ir oent
,I h' 'r * oi l I t l e , - xye ' ien' , wt I t'. i'' t' i ri i rim -it'Itii t in,1" f,; f I lis ire

S I ot'ti,,nt that the, ireais ',! sit ist (ctot y rni Itiry 'rm'.'t I i lit i r w I sinIle
S1 i9 1- -: ''11 lilt 1"tStid mt, a't viu, ,1 li t n I I: t ir t teA 4, -d, irieet-If I, tIIi It y el 1 -

I s 'I"p' .;| acimi'h 1O0 i 'm1 so ). ');'et at i',ns !i,m ,m re t h-in )ie -eistiat 1rnar y
' I i t .,I I II' tVe t it' I -I a' s st,11 ''o er .1 If! lhit cm, i Id I ni, t IM'!rv .-e

h" h i. ;h At'' "it'. I5 t is% n I ,- .) I ,slry tt,' ;o',' 't aitithat i i' n , S.t 'pvr-
I 1''~ . u-.'th ,I''t Ie Sr "t':ini'1it 71 it I r y ru% t I'Ii , ie 1i1t I is .

i'inil, uto nit e ,')rbits were ev-iluatd is shoiwn ,ni ftire 2. p,w ,lar ,inl
se I" I , -,, I r; ! i ,t r its ha l been lo,,ket it in a previoius st,;dy. With 'rbitaIl ,iIt-

Z .:i- i .1 v l, ' ) ,0)00 t 16,000 ntm , f Ive ti" ten sa tellites were requ1r t' Iit the
* - c.'' ;,,o i r. , i'pertin r (m the tmin imum ,desjin olevat ion anile oi to t' . .it course

. ve I ru'l i eI sa t,'l Iites wuld increase if the altitude is decreased, ,r it a
i 1t Ilm Wt, I', se lected instead oA the rmsette pattern. Fo r reasons ,o)t ,,,st ainI system

!; is,-:;I. -at el with dtoplIer and (ommun iucat ion system contr nol ar.h it ect ire these
I im we t'.' nit -t ,i'l;sier'eI tirt her. Rat her a ivar iety of in- ined orbits were exa'-Iniel

w t 1,,, itIs It-,,m i hal day t( about foir days. In this tpper the followiri three )rbits
S%, -Issed :

I -il' Iilned circular leisync'hrnous

1, . I I t Ica Ii Iy I'n e,| etri l I ca I ,i Ieosynchr)nius (herein referted tt as i "T,'in-ra"

I UIt ); .id

c. r t ntl Ily inclined elliptic 12 hour (Molniya) orbit.

7he ir(und traces of these orbits ire shown on Fizjure J. The saliant characteris-
:ics the se ? b t s ir e detai led at Table I :

TABLE I

't i t A p-,?e Per iiee InTci I Canadian Coveraqe Service Hours
n.m. (de') Centre (Iorl tf ude) !INote 1

-Irc.lir I I1f 1921 640 1100
' W A

I ".I I, e 64 N lat
i-,,,sy ic hl!i , ,zl S

Lii- .1t I, 0 25 11 1650 6l.4 1000 W " 6 from
ni i i net loe

I'(. I d rie"
TI llI I a1 f

1. llipt1c 21700 320 63.4 1000 W and 3 I and
Inclined others 4 from
12 hr apeAee
tH IN I YA)

Note I - This is portlon of orbital period that each satellite in the constellation is
assumed in use for Canada/Arctic coveraje.

An early question was whether the free space path loss would be a sitInificant
factor in the choice of orbit. The slant ran-les involved with these three orbits vary
froi 15000 nm to 25000 nm. This is a spread in free space loss due to slant ranue from
91.1 db to 93. 1 db. That is, the free space loss into any station in Canada, from qeosyn-
chronous Iequapnrial, inclined or elliptic), or from semi synchronous, are all in the
ranqe of 92.2 - 1.1 db. This factor is therefore not siminificant in choosinq be'Ween the
orbits under consideration.

* W
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i r v i i t i ia . be a 3 I I I"ait 11"f;t' s I '. i vt at IO Fo r iv, at-it -
:-:.it ,.'hi -I.' 'he 11 vild aII,-wa n ,-s tI this f act or are well ,nderstood. The TocI' 'I
i , I i .,' .' 1 t-l-st 14,101) n.;'.,. av o the raih Vin Al leot of fects and solar cel I
:vii in will 1- simi lat t I he vt tect~ it a I st at 1"flar Y I oIl t Howev er , soIa r ceI II '

.:.,14 It-I I,1 i-nr is .i -r v se4?r Ious t ;i t inIi t hev ge-u synchronous casv. Molivia vcehir-JeS
in it;;j the V'in Al lot rvti'ns tw ice jrn oa-h )Yhit, i .e. , li t it-es each day. We have

tie: ; l'in ,1 lir tes -. 1 sola ,cel l detla at i)n !or Molniya vehicles which vary widely.
IH-wv'"tl , this lt ,el Ii -- l il ,dat ion may be si,;nilI icant ly less of a wej,;ht penalty that

tie. 1.it tvt i, wi Oltt ;,iini -ie t , el ir-i at ion ut ecl ipsed ,pepi-it lins with Molniya orbits.

V IT.t i -i I ity t i ait I-satel I ite weipoils is a factor receivintj increasin-; at tent -.
. ito ii, t ! t- physi,al hatleriLn I otr sell defence t1,eisurps, each of these three ncl in-

i'i -1,uS lti.sent t-)I ;ets expensive t ' attack. Attack would require commitment of a sep-
it ,iti A:,AT iiWl.nst each spa-ecaft in the -onstellation. Furt hermore, a very powelful

iset 1it ,q,ii-Ire f,,t the AS.AT vehicles t, attack satelIites n,,t in low earth orbit.
! t !, c?!it :5-nt in A:SAT were known, t hen in the case of t he semi -synchror -)us

M, ,NIYA -n! titi -it i-n, an. evasive manoeuvre might be practic il and effect ive. This is
I .i-a s(, ,i s!-a 1 enet ly input at or near apogee can ef f ect subst antial per iqee changes
witl"i Sl ilrnl icantli- attect ini subsequent apogee operations. T,, a lesser dQgree, the
sitrI 'xrent can be rna,e fo the inclined elliptic TUNDRA orbit.

Whet) thinkin t oI vulnerability, there is sometimes a tendancy to look at cases
'llass by class. You can say that all those spacecraft which regularly transit the Van
Allen belts belont to a class which would be particularly vulnerable to trapped debris
i a nucelai weapon were ever detonated at high altitude. Satellites in geostationary
(-rbit aie another vulnerability class. A satellite launched retrograde to ;eosynchronous
altitude would! encounter every satellite on ,eostationary orbit in a period of 12 hours.
Generally speakinq, a satellite in a Molniya orbit costs 20% less than a satellite in
;eosyrnchronous orbit. This can be a very powerful argument, vulnerability or survivabil-
ity argmments not withstanding.

The eflect of a spacecraft failure is another consideration. The inclined circ-
alar qeosynchronous orbit requires three spacecraft for continuous Canadian coverage.
loss ot any one spacecraft results in very substantial periods of outage. This vulnerab-
ility can be reduced through use of a four-satellite constellation. In the case of the
elliptic Tundra orbit, each spacecraft can provide service to stations in Canada for,
typically, 14 hours or more per day leading to a two satellite requirement. Again
vt lnerability to loss of service can be reduced by includinq an extra, third, satellite.
In the case of a three-satellite TUNDRA deployment loss of one satellite will initially
result in a time period without service for two hours once each day until the two remain-
inq satellites are moved to eliminate this outage. Conversely, for the same boost energy,
the ori-;inal orbit could have been designed to provide over 20 hours service per satellite.

It. the case of a three-satellite Molniya constellation, loss of one satellite will
cause one eight-hour period where service must be obtained from a satellite on the offside
ape-tee, providing it is in view. In effect, this resu ts in no interruption ot service
in the re,;ion approximately from the Arctic circle (67 N. latitude) to the pole. However,
south of the Arctic circle there will be degradation of service which will depend on the
qeoraphic location and the minimum antenna elevation angle required fo' the user terminal
equipment at that location. A four-satellite constellation could adjust to compensate for
one lailed satellite. For those stations requiring only 100 antenna elevation angle, two
Molniya satsllites phased six hours apart can provide uninterrupted service as far south
as about 55 latitude.

Conclusions to be drawn from this discussion would perhaps include:

a. all three orbits require the user terminal to have a tracking antenna if the
advantages of narrow beam EHF operations are to be realized;

b. the circular orbit requires the largest antenna angular excursions of these
three orbits, the Molniya the smallest, with the Tundra somewhere in between;

c. there are some narrow beam antenna design opportunities with the Molniya which
may not be available on the other two orbits;

d. the doppler magnitude is higher on the Molniya but the doppler rate is not
significantly different between the three orbits;

e. how gracefully the various constellations fail is very important. In some
respects the Molniya does rather well; and

f. at launch costs of about $22,000 per pound to geosynchronous orbit, the Molniya
weight advantage can be very significant.

What choice does one make? Canada has not yet initiated a military communications
satellite deployment program so Canada has not yet had to make any firm choices. However,
from evaluation so far of theme three orbits the MWLNIYA certainly has many distinctive
advantages for solution of the Canadian military communications problems. In addition
to factors discussed above, the reduced energy requirements, i.e. reduced mass to be
boosted, leave options open for future consideration. With this vehicle you are not
locked in to large boosters. Who knows - someday it may be expedient, as well as cost-
effective, for Canada to launch her own spacecraft. This would be much more easily

.T : ~4 ~ vi
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UK SKNNI 1 4 (xO#*Mt:NI(ATIONS SAT UI-LITI-S

by

II .rier and P.Il. Masterinan
H. s iinas & R ada .It 1als ie
Satclhltc ( ,jimiiitiniiatioins ( cittre

I )ltuord

I h s papeir des, r [be, t he Jim)n, )PAlteat tires of til he K Sk% net 4 Siatellites. w h i~ i will pros-ide en hanried la ctl.il and

stiatelgi, "'111iiiiiiiiratitrns takilitics 1,,j the ltitisili IrriceN I hc satellites are being built by ltritisli Aerospaue andi Matril

\pJmio & lDelece: SNsterns under onlrai~t fromn the ( K Miii). Aith the first laiunch pl.inned orIt '1W.

I t i ate llite is b aset ip ii the pr- is n I ( 's vehicle anrd emnplo%% as iis stabilisat ion in ge ostioun ar orbit. I lie
total p. wet inst of t1* i i about 17k w is tierived lrnin solar panelIs and the rn-slat.iii mass is abot ?,1601 kg, At I

p.11"l Mst i n ' thle tir sI satellite will be %sible Ifrom I- uiir (ti I i ast oji ofsI. A merica and t he %fiddle I- ast.

S 0ll tel ilit thle of . r i i e..atellite oriunict l at ions, and thle SKY NI 1 4 satellite contain', lot wide band
tranisparent trarisponder, designed it) handle a large nunmber and variety oif users, -N number oit reconligurable antenna
optiim in nx be seledted. including I artb. NA it0. 1 uritpean. and ( eritral I- urinpean cover. -Nnuther notable feature is

thle adaptis r nulling antenna, this may be controlled hy leleconsinand to mintigate the effect (it uplitik jammruing.

I tirther proteoi is supplied by tue Pro,,cssing (hannel. This eniplorys a spread-spectm uiplunk which is despradd
on tile satellite to 1pie both scure broadcast and telecomand. I))is sell-contained receiv er represents a significant

.i'lhievemerit in rn-board procsing.

I uitre trends in Satcois are undoubtedly towards I ll, with relative benetits oit uncluttered spectruim. and
reduked lamm11ing tlrea Skynect 4 incorporates in experimiental 44 (Ali receiver, with a downlink at Sill:. I his will
be used lt R&l) purposes and to asesthe potential of I-Il1-

I opelthet with narrowband U1l1- channel%, SKYNI 1 4 will offer a significant and versatile communication service
into the 1940%. T his paper highlights soime oft the satellite fe-atures with their rationale, and points to some likely future
dire'llo,s
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1 lant Is 1,()( 4 1 ' K

I he( 'I1 vIII 't tilt til, 'prosessor hias teadiI,, enablied the nrimernt imtplemientation ot omrplex mo duhlatioins Intld
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I]-, fI 'n Iat'In Im, filp I I Ii FI,- Roi 'I Sw I, and Radar I N itI ishttuni If RSR1 1 Ma I orn I ngIld, ;i- t!

C ~ ~ ~ a ti,11 Il fIIll ',HtI I ,, ('11/1 sitelitc grouand terminals I fie iic:ept ,I in ',Ill terinimal wmill
tI g I h Ik .11uied , II nI1i I I'.n'A k 11.1 lee1u LitIlie r ~iliC 1ed~ I'N I virran I I le,~ trn l , I fitI d . ,6~ nI o . 4 heshiru,
~I ghid wnIs n'rai tl I I weid trials nv Iils %cigbingz I' Kg ineitding anieia.. Iiii'Aef uijpil, filad' Fl

,tin) !.n IlC! -I. anii~tr d un 'tuie' rIalled inl Ield ,ninon~i,n \% urrenth suntigurcd the eqluipmruent
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The Itest proqjram f or GI'5 P'hase 11 User Equipment (OEI) is extensiive; i t includes, as
noted in Figure 1. revent different kinds of tests ranging from in plant tests to
init iAl operat innal test and evaluat ion. They differ by time. purpose. and test
aqejnc-y. I n t his present at ion, we will1 be pr imar ily concer ned with f ielId deve lopment.,
test. and evaluation (lDT&Kt tests.

IN P1 ANT

* DESIGN VERIFICATION

* PARIS CERIIFICAI ION

* SOFTWARE AND HARDWARE QUALIFICATION

" MAINTAINABILITY DEMONSTRATION
AND REIlABILITY GROWTH TESTS

Is ACCEPTANCE

SYSTEM INTEGRATION LABORATORY

* UE INTERFACE COMPATIBILITY

MODIFICATION CENTER

0 HOST VEHICLE - UE INJEROPLRABILITY

* MODIFICATION INTEGRITY AND SAFETY
OF FLIGHT

* ELFCTROMAGNETIC COMPATIBILITY

FILD DEVELOPMENT. TEST. AND EVALUATION IDT&E)

* RANGE READINESS

* INITIAL DEBUG

0 PERFORMANCE

DI&E OPERATIONAL READINESS

" SPECIFICATION COMPLIANCE

* INTEGRATED PERFORMANCE

COMBINED ENVIRONMENTAL RELIABILITY TESTS

INITIAL OPERATIONAL TEST AND EVALUATION IIOT&EI

Figure 1. OPS Phase 11 User Equipment Tests

All of these tests involve the totality of the UPS system (Fiqure 2). They use
signals from the current satellites to test the user equipment and thereby are testing
the UPS satellites and their ground control.

fit



* USER EQUIPMENT

* INTEGRATED WITH HOST VEHICLE

" CURRENT SATELLITE CONSTELLATION

* 5 SATELLITES WITH ATOMIC CLOCKS

* I SATELLITE WITH CRYSTAL CLOCK

" INTERIM CONTROL SEGMENT

* 4 MONITOR STATIONS

* MASTER CONTROL STATION

* DAILY UPLOADS

Figure 2. Total System Testing

At present, the GPS satellite constellation consists of six satellites. One of
them (Navstar 1) employs a backup rystal clock a very good crystal clock indeed, but
its signals are of somewhat inferior quality. The other five (Navetars 3.4,S.6 and 8)
provide very good quality navigation, and for the purposes of this presentation, we
will limit our attention to those five satellites. The interim control segment, which
will be replaced by the operational control segment beginning in 198%. has four monitor
stations (Guam, Hawaii. Alaska, and Vandenberg Air Force Base) and a master control
station and satellite upload station which are also at Vandenberg Air Force Base. The
master control station uses satellite data received at the monitor stations, computes
the clock errors and ephemeris for each satellite and predicts these ahead. Once a day
its newly generated uploads are sent to each satellite.

As a specific example of what the satellite constellation means to a user or to a
test team. let us suppose that we are conducting a GPS test here at Langley today, and
look at the satellite coverage we have. Figure 3 shows the elevations angles we see to
each of the five satellites which are operating with atomic clocks. We see that at
3:00 pm. local time. this afternoon which is 1900 GMT we are in the middle of a
period of five satellite visibility, a period which is a little more than 3 hours
long. At this time. two of the satellites are at about 30 degrees elevation, two near
4', degrees and one is above SS degrees.

LANGI(Y NAV 3'PRN 6 trianglei NAV 61PRN 9 (bow-fiel

37 deg (AT -76 deo tON NAV 4)PRN 8 scross) NAV 81PRN 11 ihourglassl

. "50

40' .................

o =, .~... . .. . . .- .. . .

. .. ~.. . ........ ......

10
. .................. .... ,... .

. , o # .............. . ..... '.'.. . . . .

1 4 6 8 10 1? 14 16 1 20 22 24

TIF., hr GMT

Fiqure 3. Elevation Angles to Visible Satellites - Langley

Figure 4. correspondingly, shows the azimuth angles to the satellites. On this
figure, 0 degrees to north. 0 degrees is east. and south Is both * 10 degrees and

100 degrees. With some effort we can determine that one satellite is toward the
northeast, two to the northwest, one west, and one southwest.

ii
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Figure 4. Azimuth Angles to Visible GPS Satellites

Iefore we take up the quantitative aspect of satellite geometry which is.
lscuraqinqly. called "dilution of precision." we should go back for a while to the
,-,cntrol segment: in particular, to the question of when the newly calculated daily
upi'-ads are sent to the satellite. As noted in Figure ,. the basic consideration
qojverninq the time of uploads is to provide good quality uploads that is. ephemeris
and clock predictions to support tests at Yuma. To that end. data are collected for
as long as possible, and the doctrine at the master control segment is to have at least
,,me fet of data from each satellite taken at the Vandenberg monitor station which is
the one closest to Yuma. Those Vandenberg data must be taken when the satellite is at
least 10 degrees above the horizon, to minimize the adverse consequence of my errors in
the model for tropospheric refraction.

4 SUPPORT 4-SATELLITE TESTING AT YUMA

* ORDERLY WORK LOAD AT MASTER CONTROL STATION

* SATELLITE MEASUREMENTS AVAILABLE FROM VANDENBERG
MONITOR STATION

a ABOVE 10 DEGREE ELEVATION

Figure S. Daily Satellite Upload Schedule

Figure 6 shows the satellite elevations as seen from the Vandenberg monitor
station, and it also shows that Navatars 3 and 4 were scheduled for uploads at 1630
CWT. Navotar 8 for 1700 GNT and Navatars S and 6 for 1730 GNT. In fact, the whole
upload schedule works backwards from Navatar S:

The Kalman filter in the M4CS runs on a 15 minute cycle. Navetar 5 reaches 10
degrees elevation from Vandenberg at 1700. data from it are incorporated into
the filter for the 171S time point, and then a new upload message is prepared
and sent to the satellite, which begins to transmit the new message at 1730.

From the point of view of the user or tester, what is important is that the final
uploads for the constellations take place at 1730.

-~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ... ...... - ' :-: : , .,
/t,
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The PDOP1 (position dilution of precision) is a measure of how satellite geometry
affects user navigation. Under the assumption that the user's pseudo ranging errors
are normally distributed, with the same standard deviation for each satellite, and that
the errors are uncorrelated from one satellite to another, the expected 3 dimensional
navijit ion error will be the standard deviation multiplied by the PDOP. Thus, the
1lower the PDOP value the better.

We can get some feel about the magnitude of POOP from the fact that the prime
specification for the GPS system defines the satellite system as being "available" to a

ser if he has at least four satellites in view and these give a PDOP which is 6 or

Figure -1 shows the POOP achieved here at Langley by the current constellation of
GI'S satellites. Your satellite visibility begins when Navstar 6 rises and the PDOP is
about 6 1/2. Half an hour later. Naetar 5 rises, and five satellites are in view.
From that time until 2100 4:00 o'clock this afternoon here- the POOP given by the best
combination of four satellites lies between 3 112 and S. What we have here is 3 1/2
hours of four or five satellite coverage after all uploads have taken place, with
excellent geometry. Thus, for length of coverage and favorable geometry, this would be
an excellent place at which to test GPSI

[ANGLEY GDOP 11rianqiel POOP 4crossl

l8 7 ldegLAI 76 deg LON
18 OCTOBER 1993. DAY NUMBER 291

16!
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Figure 7. Four-Satellite ODOP. POOP



I 'm not iware of any formal ( jS user equipment test ing planned for the Norfolk
.- 4..,. tut tests are planned for many places indeed. In fact. as shown in Figure 8. the
.te i ued tif the uiser equipment test program are stretched actross the North American

fit inwtit . and the cattler and the submarine will take user equipment in operational

lpy ymen ts. into the PlI ac ii during initial operational test and evaluation.

- >.4t -,' c.

•-J CZL ,,.

. . .. . -- .

Figure R. Test h~ocations GPS Phase ll User Equipment

I.Pt's look at the visibility timer. for four or five satellite coverage at the two
extreme lorations identified for environmental testing.

At Panama. as shown in Figure 9. there is an initial period before the last upload
in whirh the PDOPs are large and increasing rapidly. The constellation is saved from a
singulaity by the rise of Navstar 6. Thereafter, there is a prime I hour and

41, minute period of good geometry involving satellites with current uploads. which is
thei followed by almost ) hours with PDOPs in the 0 i rane. Because the PDOP is
outside a the specification availability limit, that period should not be used in

assessing navigation accuracy, but it could perfectly well be used for functional
tests, human factor tests. etc.
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(n Alaska. it it. the final period. as shown in riqur, 10. whirh provides almost 2
hur s f qood je-met ry after I he uploads. Today this period be ins about 1:10 in the
m rntn1 loal t i me, btut as we know, constellation times move forward about 4 minutes
p, lay. or hoirs per month. Fijure II illustrates how this fart may affect
t'I.t IInU Yr example. in Alaska in the middle of February, tests needi nq rJond qeometry
caTi he lin At midniqht

AN HORA(.t ,DOP Ilriarlei PDOP ,crosl

hl de; (AT 150 d1e OANIS l o , BiR 1I9 DAY N|OMBfR 291

14

o- 12
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Figure 10. Four Satellite GWOP. PDOP
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Figure 11. Beginning Time of Good Satellite Geometry

The development, test, and evaluation field tests are being conducted in the
southwest United States (Figure 12). Aircraft and ground host vehicles. with which

Z'0 most of the field teting has been carried out so far. are tested at the U.S. Army Yuma

Proving Ground (YPG) in the southwestern part of Arizona. Fixed wing aircraft, when
* tested at Yuma. have been staged out of the Naval Air Facility near 81 Centro.

California. Helicopters are flowt out of Lhe Laquna Army Air Field at YP.

* Testing at sea. involving the carrier and submarine host vehicles. is just
beginning; it is at the Navy's SOCAL ranges which Ite between San Diego and San
Clement* Island (Figure 1l). The Naval Ocean Systems Center (NOC) has been tasked to
develop and operate the SOCAL test range in support of OPS phase II teating of user
equipment. In doing so. NOSC has upgraded some of the range instrumentation hardware,
has developed entire new software for data reduction and for trajectory reconstruction.
and has adopted now procedures to assure Instrumentation accuracy. I
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Figur- 11. SO'AL Test Range. San Diego. San Clemente Island

The reference trajectory provided by the S(O'AL range, when GPS testing Is performed

aboard the aircraft carrier at sea. is based upon the Mini Rangec IV System. It Is a

multilateration system with four reference stations (transponders) located on the
mainland shore, from San L)iego North to Camp Pendleton. and another set of four
reference stations located on San Clemente Island. These transponders are interrogated
by a receiver/transmitter aboard the ship. The ranges from the receiver/transmitter to

the reference stations are recorded aboard the ship; these are the primary data
output. A ship trajectory is generated in real time aboard the carrier; ship's
location can be called up and displayed upon operator request. The ship position

solution uses roll, pitch, and heading information which are transmitted from the
ship's own instrumentation; this attitude information is also recorded for use in
post test trajectory reconstruction.

A Kalman filter trajectory reconstruction program is used post test. based upon
recorded ranges and ship altitude information to develop ship position and velocity as
a function of time. The SOCAL range quotes an accuracy of from I to 4 meters for this

system, depending upon geometry. Figure 1). which is based upon SOCAL developed
geometry, also contains my own estimate of the locations at which accuracies better

than 2 meters can be achieved, and also where 2 4 meters can be achieved. The SOCAL

!'



4,-;rI "y -t imat Ps Are tla,e 111- fl number of tests in which the same target was
kt e' tby 'he MIni I anqpr system and by theotdolites from a precisely known shore

A. I tnri t r Is performed from aboard the carrier 'The ship's captain, of
- .e. .s -n ml I Plete ooP ra t i ona Icommard; the (1.. test team leader is aboard the ship

ifii hri avai ia el the real t mp Mini Hatier t ral P tory and the dat a from the (;PS

A t he e r, n1 of oAch 1.st the l-;s. the (;11! tape.s, and the Mini Hanger data tapes
1 v -I;; t .itt Tu!. orft ,rmat !,n are all t rarsported to San Diego. At t he NflS'C

r. .otii ttt..tr the Mini Hanqger data are praosed to provide an improved tralectory
iV nA V 1I 11 ti 9 -it in, rie t r a ngfo)r md t o t he localI ( Mi ni %anger ) coor d inateR

,.yt or. ao. n e I ;I'i; r,,s I in and velocity difference from the Mini Ranjer solut ion are
; t ,J Aiso plIted are ie'S receiver channel and set status, presenting a picture of
nIp 0 J rat I ons of the R;et Over t ImP

;k'., i,; eqxo il,ment deve1 ment testi, aboard the submarine are conducted on the 3 d
A - ist i - ranqe whi 'h is locat eI, as shown in Figure 14. near the northeast part of San

,em.Pnte Ifland The reference tra:-'tory is derived from data collected from four
.y r jh-,r locate1 on the sea bottom, which pick up and transmit to a control station
N tin 'lemPnI : sl ,,nd the time of receipt of acoustic signals from a pinger mounted on

the ?,,,m .f the silbmarine hull The pinger sends out one pulse per second: the
';mirq is precisely controlled by a rubidium clock on the submarine. The arrival times
are used ifn real t me at the control stat ion to develop an approximate submarine
'r!Ae1t ,ry They are also processed after the test using a Kalmin filter implemented

,'n the NO'.C r mp uter . NOSC quotes an accuracy of 2 to 8 meters after acoustic
rao je Fiqure 14 shows estimates of the areas in which, respectively. 2 to 4 meter and
4 to 8 meter accuracy can be achieved. Please note on Figure 14 that the coverage is
less in the northeast direction; also note that the assymetries in the accuracy regions
are a crnsequenre of the fact that the hydrophone closest to the shore is at a
shalower depth than the other three hydrophones. Good accuracy on the 3 d acoustic
range requires an accurate sound velocity profile. NOSC uses seasonal and monthly
profiles augmented by daily sound velocity measurements through the surface layer (a
few hundred feet). Depending upon submarine operational conditions, the logs generated

,,nboard from a test and the GPS tapes are taken daily, or perhaps even weekly, to San
1,iego. There, in the same way as in the case of the aircraft carrier. GPS navigation
data and status plots are prepared.

NH

SAN
Cl EMENTE

ISLAND

CONTROL ACCURACY ESTIMATE

2000 meter [I. ' 2-4 meter

M 4-8 meter

Figure 14. SOCAL 3 d Acoustic Range

During a submarine test, the captain is in complete control of the submarine
movements. Usually a representative of the teat team leader will be aboard. He will
direct the set operator. The test team leader will usually be on San Clemente Island
at the control station; he will have available the real-time 3 d trajectory.
Communications are maintained between the control station and submarine by either or
both radio and underwater telephone. The test team leader can advice his delegate as
to the continuing test objectives. After the quick look package (consisting of logs.
navigation differences, trajectory position and velocity, and GPS status) has been

prepared by NOSC. all the quick look material t reviewed by the data analysis working
group. Normally. this includes representatives from the NOSC range, the test team, the
participating test organization, and the Joint Program Office: usually the UN
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Are ised i n realI t ime at the control stat ion to develop an approximate submarine

'ra enny They Are also processed after the test using a Kalmin filter implemented
n0 t he Nro'p~ r ,NOSC( quotes an Accuracy of 2 to 8 meters after acoustic

nrie fiqure 14 shows estimates of the areas in which, respectively. 2 to 4 meter and
4 To 8 meter accuracy can be Achieved. Please note on Figure 14 that the coverage is
less in the inortheast direction; also note that the assymetries in the accuracy regions
are a ,n-qtei-nce of the fact that the hydrophone closest to the shore is at a
shallower depth than the other three hydrophones. rood accuracy on the 3 d acoustic
range requires an accurate sound velocity profile. NOSC uses seasonal and monthly
profiles augmented by daily sound velocity measurements through the surface layer (a
few hundred feet), Depending upon submarine operational conditions, the logs generated
nritoard from a Test and the GPS tapes are taken daily, or perhaps even weekly, to San

ile here, in the same way as in the case of the aircraft carrier. GPS naviqation
data and status plots are prepared.
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During a submarine test, the captain is in complete control of the submarine
movements. Usually a representative of the test team leader will be aboard. He will
direct the set operator. The test team loader will usually be on Son Claimants Island
at the control station; he will have available the real time 3 d trajectory.
C'ommunications are maintained between the control station and submarine by either or
both radio and underwater telephone. The test teem leader can advise his delegatea as
to the continuing test objectives. After the quick look package (consisting of logs.
navigation differences. trajectory position and velocity, and OPS status) has been
prepared by WOSC. all the quick look material IN reviewed by the data analysis working
group. Normally, this includes representatives from the NOSC ranqe. the test team. the

participating test organization. and the Joint Program Office: usually the US



.- ntra,-tr Ir Invited to part i,'ipate also. The tindings of this data review are used
in planning su','e, dainq missions and are also included in the data pack which is sent to
the' [!), IF contra-to . the participating organization and the data analysis

t rirt or A major function of the data analysis team in reviewing the quirk look
,a ckale is to Identify (1) Any periods in which the range tra)ectory is invalid;
(" Any j.-rlods in whi,-h the (WS' data are invalid, and if possible, the reasons for
thi; InVIlidilty. (I The test segments which will be analyzed by the data analysis

'Iti r a"o

n etml.r . a -,ombIned (;W'ssubmarine 3 d range checkout test took place
vxq~i-\ : ;. !I ows th i.tended submarine track; it also shows the profile actually
iA I I -I.. What haprened was that the submarine encountered small boat traffic during

,. h f The two turns it the south end of the 3 d range. In one case. the small boats
were f iphmpmin, and The fp-ond rase, they were pleasure craft. There was a computer
interfte, r,,t jem Parjy in the test, resulting in loss of 3-d range data early in the
t.t an,! A,, in a timitn, disc-repancy which had to be straightened out later. A
jr .Pdjr- flem atar t the submarine appeared to result in an improper antenna
'Vno-l , rn The (;l., set had two periods in which it is known to have operated
. rP,- y. anther period in which it is known to have been operating incorrectly,and a

fairly !, nq peri-d in whlch (because of the loss of 3 d range data) the operating
,-,rrdltl-n (,f the set is unknown. All of these situations are typical of a checkout
Test. An) -,tr- t ive act io)ns were identified. In particular, a patrol boat will be

1rvilel t, kePol t he rAnije clear

/ -
START

H 
H

S eAN t(T) \
CLEMENTE H~ ,

ISLAND

CONTROL STATION

Figure li. System Checkout: SSN. GPS. 3 d Acoustic Range, IS September 198)

Most of the GP'S user equipment testing so far has taken place at Yuma Proving
Ground with DT&M host vehicles, which are a C 141 aircraft and two N 3, trucks (one for
each contractor). These provide supplies and full DT&K instrumentation of the set.
The trucks and the aircraft are equipped with telemetry, sending GPS data down in real
t ime

(;15' tests have been conducted at the U.S. Army Yuma Proving Ground for the better
part of a decade. The Yuma range (Figure 16) has available a large range controlled
air spare, excellent laser tracking capability, facilities for controlling two
bimultaneous missions, and computational support for post flight data reduction.
Because Yuma is located in a desert, few tests are postponed because of weather, and
the clear atmosphere gives high confidence in routine use of laser tracking from ground
level to high altitude (laser trackers cannot penetrate clouds).

Shown In Figure 16 are the locations of the six laser trackers at Yuma Proving
Ground, The tracking accuracy is estimated as from 2 to 3 moters for single laser
solutions. Also shown in Figure 17 is my own estimate of the regions in which.
respectively. 2 meter and 2 3 meter accuracy can be achieved. rigure 17 shows the
PMOI's which exist at Yuma with the current satellite constellation. Note that there is
about 1 3/4 hour of good geometry time available after the completion ot satellite
uploads. After Navstar a sets. there is an additional 1 1/2 hours during which the
PDOP is greater than the availability specification value; during this period.
performance evaluation is inappropriate, but such tests as checking set functions can
readily be carried out. /I.
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Test operations at Yuma are built around a real time system for control, data
,ollect ion, And displays. In rigure 18, which has too much information on it. we first
notioe the capability for the two completely separate missions in two separate missionl
"ofltrr,l centers. Earnl one has five cathode ray tube displays on which a variety of data
cran be presented.

D~uring a mission, a control center may have as many as four different contollers
and several passive observers:

1. Trhe test team leader has a console. He is In charge of the mission and
can communicate with any other test participant.

.'. A YPG employee directs the aircraft. He communicates with the pilot, and
uses a display of the intended trajectory and the actual tralectory and
gives instructions to the pilot as to turns and altitude changes.
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Figure 20. Velocity Differences: GPS RTE

A static shakedown tet was scheduled for another one channel set integrated with
the N 60 tank.

Three different sets were to be flown aboard the C 141 aircraft. all with the basic
objective of determining navigation performance under dynamic conditions. This
aircraft was to fly racetrack profile at an altitude of 6200 meters: two thirds of the
racetracks were to be flown with 300 bank turns, categorized as moderate dynamics.
while the rest were to have 600 bank turns high dynamics. The real time mission's
control rooms were dedicated to the two 2 channel sets, one for each contractor. The
two rooms are at least a tO0 foot walk apart, and one is in an additionally controlled
area, so that the two competing contractors were effectively separated.

The results of the day's operation were a mixture of success and partial success.
First of all, the physical operations were all completely nominal. Pro test and
post test briefings were held as scheduled, and the aircraft flew as planned, going
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Figure 21. A GPS Test Day at YPG 24 June 1983 Summary

The satellites and control segment performed well within specifications; the
largest radial error measured at the IRCC receiver (we'll talk more about that later).
was 10 meters. and most of the time the errors were a good deal less.

One of the remaining lasers had an attenuator problem. It continued to operate,
but the instrumentation controller removed it as a possible RTE source.

As Pxpected, there were some GPS signal dropouts; these occurred in turns and were
attributed to masking of the antenna by aircraft structure.

There were also some brief telemetry dropouts. These are also believed to have
been caused by masking. The consequences of the dropouts were deemed minor in that the
decision was made to do all possible post flight data processing with recorded

telemetry.

There was good data from one of the airborne sets. At the post mission quick look
data analysis meeting, the entire flight was identified for performance evaluation, and
i8 different flight segments were selected.

Vach of the other two airborne receivers experienced problems. These were written
up as deficiencies during the quick look data analysis meeting; performance evaluation
was ruled out.

The satellite selection algorithms worked. Data collection was prematurely halted
on the tank set because of an interface problem.

So we had a busy day. Having two lasers out was a rare event, and the site 12
lasers were back in operation the next day.

Since we have already referred at least twice to analysis of the field test data.
it is in order to talk specifically about data analysis procedures. For the Joint
Program Office, data analysis in under the Data Analysis Working Group (DAWG). The
Manager of that group is Sqn. Lt. Brian Sposen. RAP. He is responsible for, among many
other things, planning all data analysis and coordinating that planning with all
participating test organizations. for a data management system to allow cross-reference
fiom test objectives to test results and test reports, and for assessment of quick look
data. maintenance of the data base, and tracking the achievement of objectives. He is
assisted in data base management and data processing for performance evaluation by a
data analysis contractor.

Figure 24 sketches the data analysis procedures which directly apply to field test
results. We should emphasize the important role played by test planning and real time
monitoring of the test. At Yuma, the capability to monitor by telemetry the set
operation in real time allows the Data Analysis Working Group representative to watch
the whole mission. He is then well prepared to lead the quick look mission assessment.
which takes pl.ce as soon as the Proving Ground has the trajectory, difference, and GPS
status plots ready. (Let me, please, add a personal note. A major benefit from

.,, observing a mission in real time is that the events pass by at one second per second.
. You cannot skim over a half hour plot with just two looks. You might overlook a little

glitch on a plot, but when you see it happen and then happen again under a similar set
of circumstances, you ate strongly motivated to understand what is going on.)
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Figure 24. Data Analysis Procedures for Field Test Results

1hp quirk look analysis is a Data Analysis Working Group activity led by a DAWG
r.prospntative. Participants include the JPO. the test range, the participating test
,rqarizations and the data analysis contractor. We always try to have the

l.articipation. too. of the field engineer of the user equipment contractor. The
prc-eiure is first to review all test logs and all plots and pick out all anomalies.
determine whether they are familiar or new. and attempt to identify at least the
cir,'umstances. We look at the laser (or Mini Ranget or 3 d acoustic) data provided by
the range to determine whether any segments should be discarded on the basis of
questionable reference trajectory accuracy and to help subsequent analysis by pointing
"ut range data gaps and transient conditions. A major and time consuming task is to
select and categorize the various test segments which the data analysis contractor will
treat as essentially homogeneous. Segments are categorized by dynamic conditions and
by test objectives (for example: general navigation or time to first fix). All periods
with invalid data of any kind are specifically identified for exclusion. Thus. the
initial selection decisions are made in the field promptly, and by program office and
test organization representatives. They are not made by the data analysis contractor.

The data analysis contractor receives the merged tape with GPS. RTE. and IRCC data.
the entire data pack. and the processing instructions from the DANG. He processes all
indicated segments and for navigation segments, computes mean and rms errors in
position and velocity. He prepares a standard set of plots for each segment. For
summary purposes, he combines segment data into mission and ensemble results and
enters these into his data base. The plots and data base can be called up from
authorized remote terminals, located at the Joint Program Office, at Yuma. and at NOSC
in San Diego.

Another aspect to GPS field testing is the performance of the control segment and
the space segment. When we consider the navigation accuracy achieved in a test. we
compare the output of the set with the trajectory determined by range instrumentation.
Any error introduced by. for example, an unstable satellite clock or by an imprecise
prediction of satellite ephemeris is directly transformed into position and velocity
errors, and they are included. The data analysis contractor does q2_ correct for spare
segment and control segment errors.

The satellite data message is a p.[edJkon, made (currently once per day) by the
control segment of what the ephemeris and clock parameters will be. The control
segment Kalman filter also estimates. once every 1 minutes, what are the current
satellite location and clock states. For quality control, the control segment compares
its predicted values with those it currently estimates and (for ease of interpretation)
expresses the comparison in terms of its best estimate of the pseudo range errors vhich
would be experienced by a user at Yuma (or any other desired location several can be
calculated at once). Figure 2T is an example of the user ranging error (URE) plots
routinely issued. In this figure we note first that URE* on this day are in the
small to-25 meter range when using the data messages prepared the day before. We see

* the two sote of new uploads, an hour apart. We seo subsequent UREs of the order of I to
2 meters through the rest of this plot, covering much of the Yuma four satellite
visibility period. The control segment here considers that upload to be of acceptable
quality; if the URE threatened to exceed 4.S meters, a "contingency upload" would be

prepared.
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Figure 25. Control Segment Estimates of User Ranging Error 25 May 1983

A conceptual problem with this procedure is that it is entirely based on data
internal to the control setment itself and, by the nature of Kalman filters, the UREs
would be zero if the monitor stations were not providing any data at aill (it is really
not necessary to print out that the control segment would highlight any such
situations.)

At Yuma. there is a separate monitor. A well-calibrated. heavily instrumented, and
continuously maintained receiver is located in the middle of the range at a well known
survey point. During testing at Yuma, it monitors all visible satellites and, at an
18 second data interval, inputs a so-called ground truth solution. This is a close
approximation to what a perfect GPS set would give at Yuma. The continuous lines on
Figure 26 are outputs from this receiver, showing the difference between its navigation
solutions and its known location. Before the upload at 3:15, we see biased and
drifting solutions and after the upload, we see that the drifts were effectively
eliminated. The biggest error left is an altitude bias of about 5 meters. The
discrete points in Figure 26 were computed by transforming the UREs (Figure 25) into
x. y. z coordinates. The agreement between the two different sets of data is
excellent. The vertical linea are a conservative estimate of the expected magnitude of
the difference between the two methods of estimating space segment/control segment
errors, and what we see supports the validity of both methods. Thus, we are not only
including the performance of the space and control segments in our evaluation of user
equipment accuracy, we are also constantly assessing that performance.
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F"quf2 ,is a count ofathe t ~s onducted I Yuma as of early September; these
Itp It" tsts f r which data paks have been distrlibuted.

As (if today, we have not completed the planned DT&IE field testing; we are heavily
int ',,I. and W) center tests; we have begun operational readiness testing with Army
man parks. Some very preliminary results taken from the data base maintained by the
,Tata analyt;is rontractot indicate that the sets tested are not yet mature. They
rjijqpst. however, that the level of achieved performance is within specifications.

0 84 DAYS WITH TESTS

* 57 WITH I TEST

6 10 WITH 2 TESTS

0 11 WITH 3 TESTS

* 5 WITH 4 TESTS

* 1 WITH 5 TESTS

liqure 21. Field Tests at Yuma and El Centro through 6 September 1983

Finally. as noted in Figure 28. the GPS test program is well underway, and
xerises all three program segments. It is capable of providing data to support the

,' mpr 4h nsive evaluations of the competing user contractor sets and determining the set
cajabilities and the GPS military utility and operational suitability.

* TEST PROGRAM EXERCISES

9 SATELLITE SEGMENT

* CONTROL SEGMENT

9 USER SEGMENT

" COMPREHENSIVE. COMPETITIVE

EVALUATION

" CAPABILITIES

" MILITARY UTILITY

e OPERATIONAL SUITABILITY

* HEAVILY UNDERWAY

Figure 28. Summary of GPS Test Program
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P(lTENTIAI IMIA(I OF NAV.STAII ;PS ON NATO TACTICA! OPFRATION€;

It Col F.M. Price, (KF)
IATO Deputy Program Manager for Navytar GPS

Sqn 1-dr A. Sprosen, tPAF)

NATO Team Member, Navtar (.PS

'lw. Box 4296O Worldwav lostal Center

os Angeles, (,A 900("4

IMMARY

The Navstar Gloibal i,sitionlg Svtem created when the Vnlted States Deputy Secretary of Defense

!1rected tfat separate liorts by the U.S. Navy and the 1.. Air Force t( d.velop a khtellitP-Insed
.Avigati Ir svtem be -,tined Into a single pro,,ram and pla(d under the executive (ontrl of the tSAF.
-1. :178. at the Irvitation if the United States, nine NATO natiCns Joined the project by establishirr a
NATO team at the Navstar Joint Pre,-ram Office. This paper outlines NAIO involvement in the program.
HIghlghts scme of the unique, operationally significant features of the system, and describes a few
representative operational scencarion where the benefits of Navatar would be particularly o eful.

lrTPODUCT IO0N

in 1469 the NATO MIlItazy Commlttee published a navigatc,' requirements document (MC 139) which
,'utlined the required characteristics of navigation systems for all military applications. "Tese
characteristics included the requirement for world wide operations in nny weather condition, at all
times of the day or night, and protection to the maximum extent possible against destruction, jamming
(,r unauthrl.ed use. In addition, these systems were to make use of a encmon frame of reference.

A~though in 1"Q there was no single crdidate system on the horizon to meet these requirements,
the preceding characteristics provide a very accurstte description of the Navtar Global Positioning
System as tar aN. they go. Of course, Navstar has an even longer list of attributes, including passive
(,peratlin, extreme accuracy, and the capacity for an unlimited number of users. The system promlses to

provide navipAtlou and positioning information of unprecedented accuracy, and if adopted widely
thrcoughout NATO should lead to improved force coordination and a considerable reduction in navfgatfr
support costs. This paper will outline NATO involvement In the Navatar project and will then discuss a
few scenarios ir the NATO environment where Navntar promises to provide significant benefits.

NAT' INVOLV FJYT

ITO involvement in the Nvstar Global Positioning System was made possible by an offer from the
United States to all NATO nations to participate in the Full Scale Engineering Development phase of the
program. This early involvement by so many nations in a major U.S. development program was unique. In
1q78, nine nations agreed to participate in the program and a multi-national Memorandum of
Lnderstandfrgt was prepared and signed by the National Armament Directors. A NATO Navstar Steering
Oc cittee comprising national principal representatives from each of the participants was established
to ensure effective implementation of the MOU and to manage the activities of a ?:ATO team at the Joint
Pr,,gram Of fice.

The NATO team of 12 officers was established at the U.S. Joint Program Office in the fall of 1978
under the leadership of a NATO Deputy Program Manager. Members of the team were fully integrated int(
the Program Office in management, engineering and logistic support positions. The purpose of the team
is to contribute ti the U.S. development program and to establish a flow of Informatior back to the
nations to assist the nations in reaching decisions on the eventual employment of Navstar. This
Irforsation licw is government to government, is controlled by the NATO DPH, and is coordinated Ic each
country by the natio"nl principal representative.

Recently, it has become apparent that NATO involvement beyond the formal Phase II portion of the
program is essential if NATO natiors are to be kept fully informed on the evolution of the system. An
a result the Memorandum of Understanding has recently been revised to ensure NATO participation until
the 1988 time frame. This revised MOU is expected to be signed by the National Armament Directors in
October 1983.

PIECISE TIME

Navutar is advertised and widely thought of as a positioning system. However it is much more than
that. To begin with, it offers not only very precise positioning information, but also very precise
velocity and time. The potential of Navatar as a time source is often forgotten in discussions with

the various user comunities. However, the usefulness of a time source accurate to microseconds or
even nanoseconds is becoming increasingly apparent with the proliferation of sophisticated time
dependent conswunicatioo, identification, reconnaissance, and precision location system.

PASSIVE OP7MATION

Another aspect of Navatar considered to be of overwhelming importance is the fact that, t, the
user, the system is completely passive. As a result, when one evaluates the contribution of Navatar to
a given military objective, It is not enough to simply note the accuracy improvements over other
current and proposed avionics fits. Navmtar is the only system that can provide acceptable performance
In a completely passive mode. And as one considers the threat, particularly in Central Europe, it is
apparent that an aircraft that can perform its mission passively will have a much higher survival rate

than oe which Is radiating a broad spectrum of 17 energy.
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,he AT 1ta .Id 1 h t i 4irng System created whe~n the lotted St At. 1, Deput Y cretArv of Dtefense
- .T ed tliat aieparAt, , I1 frts 1-v the V.S. Navv and the U.-. Air Force t, tievelop a h,.tel I Ite-trn,.d

1,A IIgAt(I-- r cat en he ( ?tI ned Itntf, a h IngleP priogram and plIar od untier t ti execut Ivc on otTo I of te I SAF .
Q.*N'1:1, At the It v Itatoot, of the lintted States , ntme NATO oAt too.N joined the pro Ject t-v establ ishirp A

Wol team At the Navotat Joiint trotFran Office. This paper ontlines NA1l) invoolvement tn the program,
hlIglights &,ore of the ooiorue operatioinAlly significant features of thr system, and describer t ftow
represootative operAtional sFov~t.ios where the benefits of Navoatar would he pArticularlv vopeful.

in14W~I4 [he NATO MIl11 iy ( ommit tur rubltithed a vnavigat fo~r requi rements docrument (MC 13'l) which
outlItied the requirTed Iharactetlot tcs of navigation systems for allI vl itary appl icatilon. 11,os
01Aarcterlttcs inclode the requirement for world wide operations In any weather condition, At all
limes of the day or night, And protectioon to the maximtum extent possible against destruction, jamming
ot unauthorlted use. In addition, theme systems were to make use of at common frameit of reference.

Athugh ton~ there was no single cojodidate system on the horizon to meeot these reoqtolroments,
the precodtrg characteristiCs privide a very Accurate dr-scription of the Navetar Global Positioning
Svctem as far aso they go. Of course, NavotAr has an even longer list of attrihutes, Including passivc
(perntlin, extremof accurAcy, Aood the capaoftv for an unlimited number of users. The system promises to
prov~ide nAvfirstfon and posnitionfng Information of unprecedented accuracy, and If adopted widthN
throughout NATO should lead to isproved force coordination and a considerable reduction Ii navigatifor
support costs. Thib ljaper will outline NATO involvement in the Navotar project and will thent disctuss A
low oicrnariost IT the NAOl environmeot where Nav..tat promises to provide significant tenefits.

SAtO. INVOVGilT

.TV involvemtent in the NAvotar tGlobal Poittloorg System was made poasible by an offer from ttie
I'nfted States to all NATO nations to participate In the Full Scale Engineerinp Development phoase of the
program. This early involvement by so many nations in a major U.S. development program was unique. In
1978, nine rnationa agreed to participate In the program ard a multi-national Memorandum ,f
Inderstandfrg was prepared and signed by the National Armsamert Directors. A NATO Navstar Steering
toriotttee comprising national principal representatives from each of the participants was established
toi ensure effective Implementation of the HOt and to manage the activities o! a N~ATO team at the Jot
Pr.ogram OfIf( ic.

The NATO ceam of 12 officers was cootoblished At the U.S. Joint Program Office In the fall of 1978
under the leadership of a NATO Deputy Program Manager. Members ol the team were fully Integrated into,
the Program lOffite In management, engineering aind logistic support positions. The purpose of the team
is to. contribute to the U.S. development program and to establish a flow of Inoomation hack to the
nations to Pansist the nations in. reaching decisions on the eventual employment of Navstar. This
Irforation flow is government to government, Is controlled by the NATO [IPt, and Is coordinated i. cacti
country by the nationAl principal represertotetive.

Recerntly, It has become apparent that NATO involvement beyond the formal Phaose 11 portion of the
program is essential If NATO natiocs are to be kept fully informed on the evolutior of the system. As
a result the Memorandum of Understanding has recently been revised to, ensure NATO participation until
the 1'88 time franc. This revised MOU is expected to be signed by the Natitnal Armament Directors. in
October 1<183.

PIEL.ISE TIME

Navatar Is advertised and widely thought of as a positioning system. However It is much more than
that . To begin with, It offers not only very precise positioning information. but also very precise
velocity and time. The potential of Navstar as ii time source is often forgotten In discussioii. with
the various user communities. However, the usefulness of a time source accurate to microseconds or
even nanoserconds is becoming increasingly apparent with the proliferation of sophisticated time
dependent commnunication, Identification, reconnaissance, and precision location systems.

PASSIVE OPERATIONt

Another aspect o~f Kavstar considered to be of overwhelsing Importance is the fact that, fto the
user, the systasi io completely passive. Aa a result, when one evaluate@ the contribution of Navatac to
a given military objective, It Is not enough to simply note the accuracy improvements over other
current and proposed avionice fits. Naystar Is the only system that can provide acceptable performance
In a completely passive mod. AMd as one considers the threat, particularly in Central Europe, It is
apparent that an aircraft that can perform Its mission passively will have a much higher survival rate
than one which Is radiating a broad spectrum of RY energy.
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Ait,yi Al rcl lejiticos
Trial- -cluccc lc uring Pintcor I of the ptcogram confirmed the capability (if Navotar to make

poPsil-' t-ratreneii Accurate p-iraonnel acid equipuert airdrops. 711ma should crcct surpriter Anyone - a
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dan c r , 111,t, without 'clsol referencer. This It. particularly reievart to clandestine operations where,
NI Ii.. aircralt a~nd the iiinicer could I,, equipped with Navstar.

AerialFeauop4y
It catl ixnticipated that enemyv Irterdicticc. of supply lines wili force a heavy dependence on

.ietiA. resupply it rc~me instances. Mu~ch of this resupply will occur io close proximity to the FERA and
tflooceforp In a li,-stile environment for alcow flying tactical transport aircraft. Survivability wcruld be
gtreatly ennced i1 this resupply could be conducted urder cover oi darkness or Adverse weather.
Avcuming the enrd forces ate equipped with Navntar and In commtrication with the tactical airlift, and
i:1yen thel accUrACy 'VOf NAi-star, Ammunition could hec dropped to the artillery units, 114l. to the fuel dump
,,trd food tcc the mess tent.

ArmTcbii lc rations
In airmol iperatiore, Navstar oilers the Ijotanotial to land at a prordesignated landing zone

with-i pre-poitlccned navigation or Approach Aida. Itureover, iNvvatar hape the, capability to Allow
cp.ariticrs irccs established lacilitiet. urder conditions of aheolute darkness and In eytremerly poort
vI1lbillt'.. Trials conducted ait Yuma Proving Ground during Phase I testing using the test

rb~otillat-,n cf satellltra demonstrated the unciulness cc! Pevatar In at lel Nay mode, landings were
made witi. reference (tidy to the ?,avctar-driver cockpit displays. Accuracies were in the Order of 1-3

Addti-nslyIn trials done earlier In the mountains surrounding Yuma, Navstar was found to
*,rvide suff'ciently accuirate vertical Information to fly a type of ter7rin following profile-. These
trials used0 Availahle stored map data and normal t,PS operation. The actual flight paths flown agreed
nr r losely with the theoretical results of earlier simulation runs. This capability should enaorancea

the abl'ity of tactical helicopter pilots to' fly operatiunal missions at night Arid In adverse weather.
d-iven this sert ,f promising potentlial, future sirmobIle operations should be iitted only by the
Iiagination o~f the planning Staffs.

.iterdictiocn/Countor Air Operations
Lrnder thir peneralired to~pic heading are included recconoiatsance, interdiction and offensive

c,unter air cperatfmac. These missions are all common to thce extent that they require extended flight
,ver hostlic territory and they generally require the ability to find fixed targets st known
coordinates. In the Central European environment, this Implies buth adverse weather conditions much of
the time, and very sophisticated enemy Air defences including active £04.

It is It, these missicnr areas that the passive nature of Natar acquires such slinficance.
Tcodays modern attack aircraft are capahle of attacking fixed targets with tcigh accuracy but to do this
they often must rediate a significant amiount cif Rf energy to accomplish the mission. In the words of
one experienced lighter pilot, the Attack aircraft resembles a huge searchlight on a dark night as It
crosses ttv enemy territory. Terrain following radar, attack radar, radar altimeter and deppler all
conrtribute too this energy transmission and all may be required to complete the mission etccessfully.
Hocwever, thev make thec aircraft extremely vulnerable to e-nemy air defences.

Vith NavstAr And INS on the other hand, the attack t.ircrsft has two comple-tely passive. systems
That are almount perfectly cocmplaoientary In nature. Navstar provides the INS with frequent, hipicly
accurate position updates thereby bounding the error buildup, while the INS provides Navotar the
Aircraft velo~city, attitude, and rate-aidicg to enable the bandwidth of the receiver to be kept very
narrow, thereby reducing the effects ef ECK. In close proxinity to high value targetm when fiAystar may
bet swamped by Jalai, the INS can take over In the short term with very little degradationc of
Accuracy.
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7.le bombIny re-sult sh<.,' at Figure I provides a good example of the weapon delivery accuracy

possibl. wlth Navotar. "Iter. results were ottained in a 10,000 foot, straight and level delivery
wiich althugf not repireetative ol, a typical KATO scenario, provides gcod evidence of the accuracy
Rvoliable from the system. Figure 2 shuws results obtained in a 4-S toes delivery and they ere

equally lmpressive.. Note again that these results jere obtained with toss bombing from approximately
3-4 miles from the target. Thls too, greptly enhances survivability. With GPS, the "dumb Iron bombs"

have been given the approximte effectivs,.ees of .mart veapons.

itr certain irterdictiun mission&, the targetb are not at fixed, known geographic pointo but are

mobile. In these alttwtione too, Navstar can play an Important role. With the newer smart weapons

such as the various cluster wempons currently being tested, the warheads are given some ability toI dis(riminate amongst targets provided they are laurched in the immediate vicinity of the targets.

Wherev,, it is nov necessary for the pilots to place electro-optical weapons in visual contact with the

targets, Navstar could be used to blind launch the mart weapons, "cure in the fact that when the

weapons break out of cloud or fog they will be within a few meters of the closest approach to theI target. This would also allow designers to use a sensor with such narrower field of view.

AX I



A: t i -,ubmari Iii. UiAr fare
Turning n(- ti, the tpfc)I of antI-sPubmarine warfare, the simple anti- r..ctwrine warfare scenario

sho,w at VI gurr wil 111.1 used toI tluntrat' the potentiali benefit or fiavaetar. Thin cenaric. s.hown an
.111, ait troc4kin$1 A oubmat ine using (into from passive dire(tIIonal monnchcoys. Typically, this type of
tluc % I ivide I fearIng send d(-pp I et VP10t itV (tiatA it thte ircr a It target tro-k Ing a lgor! thm. ilbv I tuxIy ,
the t 1c, tiv Is t, oichieve an accurate track on the target and attack, In thin case, using a crin-
ventI-1 aI mcing to-rpedo.

litur, At shows th,* same scenari i. but tis time Indicates the main (Omponenta (ci the attack error
'ingrtTt A: c. highl ighto the' vuinrabiI try cf the torpedo, during ti, seArch phase prior to target
.qutaitl o: . The first crrccr component In the aircraft neavigation system error. Fo-r current doppler

!--rtial ti~,ci systems tits error isc time dependent. vary with aircraft maneuvers or sea-states. andi
can ac ucliatc, verv trptclv. The second, error compotnent consists of gteometri- Interbuoy error* where
0-e Iuti ri-i lcrship. are not those stored In the aircraft computer. Thie Interbuoy errors are
tr(cduc-Ici % the marked %actabilitv of sonobuoy ballistics and the drilt of the buoys in the water.
Ficperienci las, sbowt, that there Isi little correlantion of drift direction and speed between onobuoys.
These intertcicy error, Fan bcomrie very signilliant over a typical tracking period (,1 16 to 15 mirnutes.
These rr, is are currentlyt redutcid by either fliving to cn-tccp one soo ,pirt(, an attackcorb

-sirg A s-,,oo.,c reference svstem. llowever, these techniques limit the tactical freedom of the
airtrit And Introdce other 4-rrora anti vulnerabilities. GPS provides the potential tro minimize all
,4 th-se errors. is louslv. if the aircrAht Is firtted with a 0.PS receiver producing A bounded error
lthe ordtr 1 0meters then. torthris scenario, the aircraft navigattion errors are effectively

Tomrmreteetr-u- ror ti ecsayt fix the positUrn of each scriobuoy and
lipclate tho st ;c...Iticcns regiidarly. li.v (;PS satellite- signals provide the capability to, solve the
n,,nohu,-., tracking prufles bv Imple~menting (.PF frequency translators on each buoy.

figire is a0 As1IMP1 schematic which illustrates the. frequiencv translator principle. The trans-
lei .I this c~c or. the socirreceives the signals from the visible GI'S satellites, The L band

signials art transiated tc. 'S band and retransmitted with a pilot carr"ier. The aircrait acquires Pcod
trackst it.# carrier arie translate, (J' signals. And so generates buoy positions and velocities. The
ccv positions wcoulu L i csed to corrcct the interbioy relationships and the velocity could be tt-I hack

to- the sorctnivv processor to correct the target 0oppler velocity estimates.

Retcrning t,, the srit-suicaairine warfare scenario seen at Figure 6. this time with the errors
redurc tv C.S. it is. I-ssihep tc consider new developents In future AS'W torpedoes. At present,
because large- Attack err:!.. are antic Ipated It has been necessary to develop wesporin with the capacity
it, execute protratctc searches !c~r the target. During this search phase the torpe~d. is vulnerAble to
aco-ustical cr,tecmessures and target maneuver&. If, using CP'S, it Is possible to minimize aircraft
aod buoyv p~sition errcors to ten.. .f meters then, It will bt practicable to feed the target position,

S.urse soc. speed to, the tc.rpedo at release and so achieve a direct attack with only minial search and
'ncreasef ptrciaiility (I succestiful acquisition. In this way the GPS would sigrnificantly improve an
operati,-t..1 capability.

t,hand irequency trn~a s areclready inuefor missile tracking on the US Navy Trident
progrAs. Frequency translators will also be built and tested as part of the DoV GPS Range Appif-
cations Joint Pircftras Office test program. Theme current tranclators are far too bulky and expensive
fr-v cnoobutoy applIcations. lHowtever, projecting the current developments In electronic miniaturrization
and cost reducing production techniques, It should be feasible to produce low-cost trancslators by the
end of this decade wh~ch would be suitable ioc high volume applications such as sonobuoys.

St11I9icY

If this pnlcr hame given the Impression that Navrtar will make all other navigation systems and
all @mart weapons ,bnoletv, the authors apologize. Although Navatar is the most significant achieve-
ment in navigation and position finding In the past several decades, It will not do all things for all
users. Although It should render most other radio navigation aids obsolete, It cannot function
optimally In many applicatiors without at, associated Inertial navigation system or Inertial measure-
ment wtit. However, it will probably be an essential system for miost imilitary msinons.

Thcere is an understandable concern among NATO militery forces oit the potential susceptibility of
any radio ravigatior Petd to the Impressive LW capabilities of the Warsaw Pact forces. It Is also
apparent that It one applies envugh resources toc Jamming a particular system, they can achieve partial
success. hcowever, r1~ i ac been catefully designed to cope with this type of envitrment. The crime of
spread spectrum fortsa phased array antennas, and Inertial coupling will largely overcome arny
conceivable level of jamming. Not only can an Inertial system provide complementary velocity Ite-
formation as well ae, extremely accurate heading, It can provide tlhe rate aiding which is essential tv
rtiabl# GPS t,, maintain operation io the face of heavy jaminp. Similarly, many targets will still
require smart weapons to defeat them. Mavotar should however, reverse the cost trend of these weapons
by ellIs~tuating the requirement fcor wide field-of-view sensors and sophisticated navigation ayetemmon
Pct, weapon.

by increasing the force effectivene@s with much higher first pass successes and by enhancing
aircraft. survivability throuigh passive operation, iRmvetar jromitses to tit a force multiplier of great
aigccificance In tice NATO envircutcent.

I hr ic scc,.ss n %i hitch Ic dl-:,vcc thi, fit rcrelct.c1 ats al c tr in i%sifli puhlicauc, in( P 444 %uppctrwni)
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Navstar Is now in 'hase II. the full scale engineering phase. During; this phase, a
,,niel iat tin Is being maint ained with four to five spare vehicles to support test ing.
A buildup .,f the onntellatilon of 18 tpare vehicles and three active spares will begin
in 149h, and will take approximately 2 years to complete. This paper discusses the
,,veraje with the operational constellation and the factors that determine a strategy
t ,r the builtlup It provides information on the navigation capabilities that will be
.Avat .tlea I lurin to transition from the test to the operational constellation,

The test ,onf(gurat ion provides several hours of navigation coverage over selected

regqions of the earth+ As the constellation is built up. availability to users will
ino reasP ir both durat i-,n and in the areas of coveraqe on earth. About midway through
,he [u;lup. ,,mplete worldwide. two dimensional navigation coverage will be achieved.
1;toi; ,',mplt ion of the butildup, virtually cont inuous worldwide, three dimensional
navi-j 4ti,,n coverage will be accomplished.

Heo',use 1f interest by many users around the world, the sequence in which orbital

p--itint;u are filled is very important. There are no formal requirements for
,erfrma ce ,durirnq the buildup, but there is strong interest in achieving the maximum
tavigat + " ,verage at each step of the way. This paper addresses the performance

measures. the constraints, and the objectives used in determining the buildup strateqy
The prf,rman<oe achieved during buildup using a candidate strategy Is presented.

I NTRODUCT ION

Navsttr is a spa<e based, all weather, continuous navigation system that provides
,,xtr.,eely arcural position, velocity, and time information to users anywhere in the
world The program is managed by the Air Force at Space Division as a )oint program of
all the services, plus the Defense Napping Agency. the Department of Transportation.

NAT,), And Australia. The Aerospace corporation provides general systems engineering

And tnt eqrat ion.

Nav.,tar is composed of the control segment, the space segment, and the user segment .
The *orntrol segment consists of the monitor stations. the ground antennas, and the
master control station. The space segment consists of the satellites, which broadcast
the ranging signals. The user segment consists of the user sets on a variety of host
vehicles that receive the satellite ranging signals and perform a navigation solution.

A test constellation is in operation now with four good Block I satellites, a fifth
will be launched in June 1981. and three additional Block I satellites are available to
maintain the test constellation until operational buildup commences. The test program
to evaluate Navstar is being performed primarily at the Army Proving Grounds in Yuma.
Arizona. for which the test constellation was designed, However. coverage is available
at many other locations (Reference I). Demonstrations can be. and have been. performed

at places other than Yuma.

The operational orbital configuration is a constellation of 18 satellites uniformly
spared in six orbital planes inclined at %S degrees. In addition, there are three
active spares to complete the constellation. The orbits are circular and have nearly
12 hour periods. This configuration will provide continuous three dimensional coverage
except for a few regions, which will experience very short periods of degraded

performance each day These regions will have almost continuous coverage.

Transition to the operational configuration will consist of launching the production
Block 1i satellites, so that the combination of the Block I and Block II satellites
results in an interim operational constellation with a mixture of orbit inclinations.
This will result in slight differences in coverage from the operational configuration.
Block I satellites could be replaced before they fail. so that the constellation
consists only of Block If satellites which is the operational configuration. The

current plan is for Block II satellites to be launched beginning late in 1986 at a
rate of eight per year. until the constellation, with spares, is developed.

During the buildup. system performance will have to be superior to satisfy user needs
and to maximize worldwide coverage. As requirements become important, they will be
factored into the buildup strategy, and the candidate strategy presented in this paper
may have to be changed. To meet the requirements, the test configuration will be
maintained until it would be beneficial to rephase in order to improve worldwide avail
ability. Since the Space Shuttle has been designated as the launch platform, launch

opportunities will be constrained by requirements to share launches with other

payloads. This can determine the buildup sequence or at least strongly influence some
of the choices. The launch windows of the other Shuttle payloads could restrict the /
choice of orbital planes for the Navltar satellites. However. analysis has shown that

.7~ i



th- laun:'h wind,,ws ran be opened by making use of Shutt le orbital regression and any

re's rve capIcity of the orbit transfer propulsion system. Therefore, these effects can

be reduced. annd the unconstrained buildup describpd in this paper can probably be
rpalz1ed Also). dedicated spacp Shuttle fliqhts are being considered so that the
ost raintV due to sharIng would be eliminated. However, delays in reaching some

staqps of the but Idup would orcur since it would be necessary tr wait unt it all the

satellites Rcheduled for each launch are ready.

OPFRATIONAl, CONSTELLATION

The perat ionil (constel) tiatin is a six plane, uniform 18 satellite configuration plus
three act ve spares. The reason for the active on orbit spares is discussed in a later
section. The planes are 60 degrees apart. in longitude, and in each plane there are
three satellites spaced 120 degrees apart. The phasing from plane to plane is 40

de,]rees so that a satellite in one plane will have a satellite 40 degrees ahead (North)
of it in the adjacent plane to the East. The reference orbit values are given in

Tablet . Figure I illustrates the constellation orbit planes with the spares. The
three spares are required to guarantee a high probability of having 18 or more

gatellites at all times, with a suitable replacement production and launch rate after
estat,lishment of the constellation. In the buildup studies, the spares are added after
IS satellitps are in orbit (since they do not contribute as much to coverage as the
other satellites).

Table 1. Operational Orbit Description Longitude Relative to Earth

and Astronomical Coordinates

ORBIT LONGI JUDE RIGHT ASCENSION
NUMBER PLANE OF THE ASCENDING OF TIH ASCENDING

NODE, deq NODE, deg

I 1 0. 180 30
2 I 240. 60 30
3 1 300. 120 30
4 2 260. 80 90
5 2 320. 140 90
6 2 20. 200 90

3 340. 160 150
8 3 40. 220 150

3 100. 280 150
10 I 4 60. 240 210
H1 4 120. 300 210
12 , 4 180. 0 210
13 5 140, 320 270
14 5 200, 20 270
15 5 80. 260 270
16 6 220, 40 330

11 6 20. 100 330
1I 6 160, 3W 330

SPARES

09 1 195, 15 30
2 5 215. 35 270
21 3 25. 205 150

Referenced t0 astronomical coordinges of 1950.0 as of I July 1985, 0 hr 0 min GMT
and reqre sinq a -0. 0400d eq. ',ay.

toNSTI,,ATI ON VALtUE

position dilution of precision (PDOP) was used as a measure of three dimensional
position error. In the case of independent, identically distributed ranging error, the
root mean squared three dimensional position error is equal to the rms ranging error
multiplied by PO)P (see Reference 2. pp 102 103). For worldwide coverage.
constellation value is used as a measure. Constellation value is the fraction of
users. worldwide, averaged over time, who have a PDOP less than or equal to sis (i.e.,
PD)OPd 6). Availability of the constellation for navigation at specific locations
(e.g.. Yuma) was also based on PDOP• 6. PDOP- 6 is the threshold used in the system
specifi cation (Reference I). ror a specified 7.0 meter ranging error (I sigma), the
threshold of 6.0 for PDOP corresponds to a three dimensional position error of 42
meters rm. The constellation value is computed by sampling points uniformly
distributed on the earth over a 24-hour period. On that basis, if the PDOP values for
all points are below 6.0. the system value is 1.0. Por the six plane. IS satellite /

31111106
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Figure 4. Sample PDOP Profile at Locations That Experience
Outages for the Operational Constellation

TEST CONSTELLATION

The concept validation phase (Phase I) of the program (1974 79) carried a three plane.
14 satellite constellation as the planned operational constellation. There were eight
satellites per plane: the planes were 120 degrees apart in longitude inclined at 5s
degrees: and the satellites were uniformly spaced at 4S degrees apart in each plane,
with a plane to plane phasing of 30 degrees.

The Phase I constellation of from tour to six satellites was designed to replicate to
the greatest degree possible a portion of the then future 24-satellite configuration.
The constraints imposed by the Atlas launch vehicle required that the Block I test
satellites be placed in orbits with an inclination angle of 63 degrees, whereas the
operational Block II satellites that will be launched from the Shuttle will be placed
in orbits inclined at 55 degrees. Following Phase I. the operational constellation was
reduced to an la-satellite configuration because of program restructuring. This at
first lead to selection of a three plane, non uniform constellation (Reference 4) and
eventually to the six plane, uniform 10-satellite constellation (Reference S). but the
test constellation was not altered from the original concept.

The current constellation consists of four good satellites. Navstars 3. 4. t. ,nd 6.
Navetar 6 is scheduled to be launched in June 1983. It will replace Navotar 1. which is
not being used for navigation because it Is operating only with a quartz crystal clock
and is not providing good accuracy. The orbital parameters existing after the launch
of Navotar 8 are shown in Table Z. The test configuration position numbers, which do
not correspond to the Navetar numbers (nor to the position numbers of the operational
configuration in Figure 1). are shown. Position 4 will remain vacant because retention

j of only five satellites for testing is planned. After the launch of Navstar S. there
will be three more Block I satellites (Navotars 9. 10. and 11) available as spares to
maintain the five-satellite constellation. It is currently projected that Navetar 9
should be launched in October 1963 and the last two satellites launched in mid 1964 and
Mid 196S to maintain the test configuration. The five satellite constellation is the

dWWI



,,trt nj p..int for the buildup to the interim operational constellation starting in

l4f However, based on reliability analysis. it is presently anticipated that there
may te aS few As four satellites or as many as six when the operational buildup

lepq is The sfudly assumes that the five Block I satellites will continue to operate
unt il buliildup if; completed, result inq in the mixed orbital inclinations of the
ititPr im o r At , I elI I con~ |at tion

Table 2. NavsTar Orbital Parameters for Test Phase Constellation
at First Asc-nding Node Referred to I July 1980

Orbital Parameters

fRight
Ascension Lonqitude Incli-

'Navstar Position of Node. of Node. Time of Node. nation.

!Number Number deg. deg. E GMT deg

3 6 80.61 353.0 .2 1 h1 m21 
e  

63.29

4 3 201.17 269.5 .2 0 h 5 1 m 8s _aC 63.14

1 1 201.03 227.0 .2 3h40 m1 6  a m 63.64

1 5 1.05 152.0 .2 0 h4 0 m 5 1 s a8t 63.09

S2. 20226 -2 248.5 +2 2 h 1925s 16
m  

63.00 -1

4- 82.26 -2 130.5 .2 2hll'26
s 

- 1 6 m 63.00 -1

Location where Navstar 8 is to be placed when launched;
only first four positions are currently used.

Empty slot.

BUILIDUP REQUIREMENTS AND CONSTRAINTS

The initial buildup was selected to build on the test configuration for the Yuma
Proving Grounds, the best worldwide coverage can be obtained by maintaining the cluster
of satellites for testing, since early rephasing would cause undue separation between
the satellites. This would lead to low visibility; that is. there would be less chance
of seeing three or four satellites simultaneously, which is the necessary condition for

two dimensional and three dimensional solutions, respectively. Low visibility would

result in reduced Yuma coverage and poor worldwide coverage. Consequently. rephasing
of the test cluster must be delayed until enough satellites are in orbit so that when

the cluster is broken up both the worldwide coverage and the Yuma coverage are still

good,

Figure % shows the test configuration and the operational configuration relative to
each other. The positions are shown at the instant that position number I of the
operational constellation crosses the equatorial plane. All other positions are shown

relative to that or jin. Also illustrated is the proposed rephasing of the test

satellites.

CANDIDATE BUIIDUP SEQUKNCE

Maximizing Yuma and worldwide coverage are compatible goals during the early phase of

the buildup, but when 10 or 11 satellites are in orbit the two criteria are at odds.
To determine the best sequence of satellite additions, the coverage time at Numa and

the worldwide coverage were determined for each candidate addition to the
constellation. This was done starting with the addition of the sixth satellite and
continuing through 12 satellites In orbit. When there were eight or more satellites in
orbit, the performance of the constellation was evaluated for both the existing
arrangement of the test configuration satellites and the arrangement that would result
if these satellites were rephanmd to place them in the interim operational
constellation positions. Eleven different buildup sequences were considered in the

final screening. Each of these was obtained by carefully considering the applicable
criteria for each satellite addition and in determining the proper point to rephase.

:4. The rephased and non rophased worldwid- constellation values for the selected buildup

* sequence are shown in Table 3. The na-igation coverage at Yuma for tophased and

non rophased arrangements is shown in Table 4: available time shown considers only

intervals of continuous coverage of one or more hours. For the selected buildup .4..
sequence, the rephesing should be done after the tenth satellite is added. The
constellation value is better for the rephased constellation for 10 or more satellites.



ind Tho Yulma availability drops only sliqhtly with the rephasing (see Tables I and 4).
ihe r.mai r r of the buildup is driven by the worldwide availability. The buildup is
.',rn inud t n 10 satellites; thon the spares are added to complete the constellation.

Pl ANE 1 2 3 4 5 6

80 21

f(21ATOR .1 6 20 12 740 /240

II

* O PERATIONAl. SAT'ELlITE1 AND POSITION NUMBER
0 SPARE

' NOIONAL TEST PHASE SATlTI AND T Sr POSIION NUMBER

0 DENOIT' PROPOSED SATIL IIE MOVE WHEN REPHASING IEST CONFIGURATION
All BLOCK I SATELLITES ARE AT 63 INCLINATION

All BlOCK II SATELLITES ARE AT 55'INCLINATION

Fi iure . Operational Configuration with Test Phase Locations Superimpose,

Table 3. Buildup in Worldwide Constellation Value

POSIT ION
NUMBER NOMBEROF CONSTELLATION VALE

OF NUBER Of

SATELLITES ADDED
SATELLITES NON-REPHASED REPHASED

5 0.077

6 14) 0.14
7 18 0. 198
8 13 0.257 10.16311
9 10 0.324, (0.2751
10" 15 f0. 3871 0.391
11 17 .07) 0.494
12 16 0. 594
13 14 0.740
14 11 0.839
15 12 0.923
16 5 0.950
17 4 0.974
is 6 0. 95
19 194 0.996
20 20+ 0. 9"
21 21* 0. 99

4Sports

" Constellarllon Is rphosed at 10 saeille these cam would not be used.,-1- i14 Test position, but At 55-6 inclination. (May be it 63 dog dependin on Initial lost

-cnflguraon; results in $1slght change In constelaion value bul no change In
buildup sequence.)

'~ -. j*t



Table 4. The Buildup in Navigation Coverage at
Yuma. Arizona

Position Yuma Avail Yuma Avail
Number of ability- ability*

Number of Added Non rephased Rephased
Satellites Satellite (hr/day) (hr/day)

6 (4) 4..
is1 4.S

A 11 6.6

9 10 7.7 (4.8)**
0 1IC (9,O).. 8.8

II 17 (9.0).. 9.8

12 16 10.8

14 14 13.9
14 11 19.0
1,, 12 22.3
16 , 22.3
1-1 4 22.5
18 6 23.2
19 19. 23.6
20 20. 23. 6

21. 24.0

* Spares

* For intervals of 1 hour or more.
Constellation is rephased at 10
satellites; these cases would not be used.

(4) Test position, but at 55 deg inclination.

The buildup time of coverage at Yuma is paralleled at other locations around the
world Table b shows daily navigation coverage in hours of coverage at 42 cities for
h. . 0. 12. 1'. and 18 satellites, and 18 satellites plus three spares. Only blocks
of coverage that have PDOP less than or equal to 6 continuously for one hour or more
4re counted.

Although the actual buildup sequence will probably differ somewhat from that shown
here. the fact that there were a number of comparable buildup sequences indicates that.
unless the constraints are really stringent, comparable performance should be
achievable. The main factor that seems to differ is the quality of the coverage:
i.e.. are large blocks of continuous coverage available or are there many smaller
blocks of time? Generally, one would prefer large blocks of time. The selected
sequence exhibits this property and generally had longer duration blocks of continuous
coverage over 24 hours at more places of interest. Some competing buildups had almost
as long a total period of coverage over a 24-hour period. However. the coverage
included many small blocks of time at intermediate stages of the buildup.

CONCLUSION

1Except for very brief periods of degraded performance, occurring once or twice per day
at a few locations in the world, excellent continuous navigation performance is
available worldwide with the operational Navetar configuration. In those regions where
some degradation can occur some form of aiding can circumvent the outage.

This paper describes a candidate buildup sequence for establishing the constellation.
The coverage availability, both at the Yuma Proving Grounds and worldwide, was the
primary criterion for selecting the order. It was shown that large blocks of time are
available at all locations using the selected sequence. Other candidates exist but
were not as good: some of the sequences came close to the selected candidate, but the
coverage was of lesser quality. There were shorter periods of total coverage over a
24.hour period at points of interest, or the coverage was made up of smaller blocks of
time. or both.

4 Analysis will continue toward the selection of a preferred sequence for buildup. New
user requirements will be included, and shuttle constraints are being examined. Pinal
selection of a buildup sequence will also depend on the actual state of the
constellation during the buildup. In any case, the launch schedule indicates that
two-dimensional coverage should be available by the latter part of 187. when 12 or 13
satellites are on orbit, Full three-iesoa coverage, barring failures, should be
available by the latter part of 1980.
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DiflNSE ME IIOR01OGICAt SATI|I III PROGRAM (OMSP)

Col Justin A Curtis. Assistant Deputy for Defense Meteorological Satellite System

it Cl Charles P Arnold. Jr . Air Weather Service Representative to the ONSP Program Office

Headquarters USAF Space Division

Los Angeles. CA 90009, USA

the DNSP Is a total satellite system composed of spacecraft with meteorological sensors, an

earth based command and (ontrol network, fixed and mobile user stations, and a communIcatlon network

linking the various segment$ together

The mission of DMSP Is to provide global meteorological data to riService Co manders In support of

worldwide military operations, both strategic and tactical, and to advance spaceborne meteorological

sensing technology to meet changing Department of Defense requirements. The Space Segment consists of

satellites In 630 kilometer sun synchronous polar orbits each carrying a payload of various

meteorological sensors. The Satellite Operations Center is located at Offutt AFi. Nebraska. with earth

terminal% located at Loring Aft. Maine. Fairchild AfS. Washington. and the AF Remote tracking Station.

Hawaii Real time cloud Imagery data is transmitted directly from the spacecraft to Air force. Navy.

and Marine Corps ground tactical terminals and Navy carriers located throughout the world. Stored or

playback meteorological data its transmitted to centralized processing facilities at the Air Force Global

weather Central (AfGWC) at Offutt AfS. Nebraska. and the Navy's fleet Numerical Oceanography Center

(FNOC) in Monterey. California. At these centralized facilities, global cloud cover and other

meteorological sensor data can be merged with more conventional data and distributed to provide weather

support throughout the Department of Defense. In support of the command and control, telemetry and

meteorological data. the system uses domestic communication satellites and land lines to Interconnect

the various segments in a cohesive and responsive manner.

SPACE 9L BNI

The spacecraft consists of a three-axis stabilized vehicle with an On-orbit weight of 725 kilograms

and 3 5 meters in length exclusive of solar panelt. It has a pointing accuracy of 0.010 and a 30-month

mean mission duration.

5onsorI

The Operational Linescan System (OL) is the primary meteorological sensor. The OLS Is a complete

self contained data collection system consisting of an oscillating scanning radiometer and a data

procetilng and storage subsystem which provide meteorological Imagery data (cloud cover) on a global

basis The system collects day and night earth scene image date which Is then transmitted in real time

and/or stored over multi orbits.

Earth scene data Is sensed by the OLS in two complementary spectral bands: visible light and

thermal Infrared In each channel the scene resolution across scan is made nearly constant by using a

variable instantaneous field of view in conjunction with a slinusoidally varying scan motion, for global

coverage the nominal 'smoothed mode' resolution is 2.10 km in each channel and for selected regional

coverage with higher resolution a nominal O.S6 km 'fine mode is provided in each channel,

The visible channel senses scene radiance in the 0.4 to 1.1 micrometer spectral band for scene

Illuminations ranging from sub solar to sub-lunar at quarter moon. a range of over ten million to one.

The infrared channel senses scene radiance in the 10 to 13 micrometer spectral band corresponding to a

scene temperature range from lg00K to 3100K. The output data Is made linear with temperature over

the dynamic range.

The visible channel detectors are three-segment silicon photoconductive PIN diodes for daytime

scenes end a ceslated gallium arsenlde opaque photocathode for nighttime scenes. The infrared detector

is a two-segmnt Mercury-Cadmium-Telluride photoconductive detector cooled to a temperature near 10601K

and maintained within t0.1oK of the chosen set point. The Imagery data Across the scan path Is

collected in the form of discrete picture elements (pixels) end converted into one of either 64 or 2S6

grey shades.

The program and data storage are provided by the OLS memory consisting of SK of R04 and 13K of CUOS

RAM. In addition, there is 16K of core RAN memory. Processed meteorological data is stored on four

magnetic tape recorders, each having a storage capacity of 1.61 x 109 bits.

In addition to the 0LS. the spacecraft has other meteorological sensors. same of which may employ

advanced spaceborne meteorological sensing technology. These include atmospheric sensors such as a

multispectral infrared radiometer or a microwave temperature sounder and various space environmental

sensors such as electru and ion temperature and density sensors. en U-ray detector, and a precipitating

,v electron spetrometer.
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(cllln14tigni ang tltfmgtry
or meteorolg icl data tranmisston the Spacecraft (omunfiation% subsystem incorporates three

Independent S band links using PCM/PSK transmission at 1 074 Mbps real time and 2 66Mbps playback data

rates the transmitters are 5 watt solid state units used In conjunction with crossed dipole directive

antennas mounted on the earth facing side of the spacecraft In addition, there are redundant S band

teleme try link% for Spacecraft status. one using a high gain directive antenna while the other 15

cmoidirecti~ora with two hail turn. halt wave helical antennas This telemetry link uses PCM/PSK/PM

modulation

The uplink (onmeand system operates at a 2K rate and has tertiary MIfS%/A modulation The receive

i band antennas are similar to the telemetry omnidire(tional unitt

Ihe telemetry unit Is a solid state CMOS system under microprocessor control using 4K of PROM and ?K

of RAM With three colmandable data rates of 2. 10 or 60 kbps, It also has numeroLs (oemandable

submodes. I f . ability to obtain OS. spacecraft and telemetry memory dumps, to sample analog channels

using hig' 'r sampling rates. and to rearrange analog and discrete channel assignments

gVMand ing C9ntrol

The command and control subsystem is the focal point for all spacecraft functions and operations

It Include% a Control Interface Unit which Is an input/output device through which all data and

Instructlons flow The subsystem also Includes computers and memories which control all spacecraft

fun(tions. a stable spacecraft clock, and processing to decode and distribute all commaands Two central

c,-..-Ing units are used, eah having 29K read/write memories. The subsystem multiplexes Its own
internal telemetry data stream, composed of attitude and control parameters for insertion Into the

telemetry data formal

Ihe software elements of the command and control subsystem process coimmand messages and data loads.

maintain the status of the hardware, and generate control signals to all elements of the spacecraft.

both hardware and software The Ascent Guidance Software provides the navigation, upper stage thruster

(ontrrl. velo(Ity trim and final orientation maneuvers during ascent through orbital insertion The

Orblt Mode %oftware pruvides attitude determination and control after actleving orbit

AttltUof Qtttrfql.r tIQn " "ntrql
Ihe accurate (001 degree) three axis attitude determination and control subsystem provides precise

pointing of the sensor payload Three on board orthogonal gyroscopes measure short term changes in

alttude a Star sensor measures long term drift. An on board processor stores ephemeris data and

(computeS the spacecraft attitude. To enhance pointing accuracy, extensive star catalogs and ephemeris

tables are periodically transmitted to the spacecraft from the ground. Attitude control is provided by

three reaction wheels in an active closed loop configuration (with a fourth for back up). magnetic colls
for unloading excess momentum, and GMO, thrusters for transient momentum disturbances In the event of

failure of the Inertial Measurement Unit or Celestial Sensor Assembly. a lower accuracy (0 I degree)
three axls attitude determination and control is available. It i' provided by the tartti Sensor Assembly

6,43 th Sun, Senor AN~embl,

the other subsystems conslst of a power system which includes photovoltaic solar cells, two

nI(kel cadmium secondary batteries and power conditioning electronics, a single axis control system to

allow the solar array to track the sun. and both passive and active thermal control systems

the OMSP spacecraft has an extensive worldwide system available to provide Suppoft for meeting the

mission objectives In addition to the three earth terminals and domestic communication satellite

network mentioned earlier. it has the added resources of the Air force Satellite Control facility's

worldwide Remote Tracking Stations and the extensive 000 communication satellite network to provide

telemetry and comand backup. All of these resources are presently linked via terrestrial or satellite

links

The Satellite Operations Center (SOC) at Omaha is the primary command and control site and contains

the personnel and system necessary to conduct all mission planning, spacecraft commnding. telemetry

ingest and post pats analysis.

Mission planting encompasses al1 tasks associated with data generation and scheduling for the ground

system and satellite operating activities. It synthesties the user's data needs, engineering requests

for special satellite tests. and processes satellite status information to create the operational data
files necessary to control the ONSP satellite system. These requirements and operational constraints

are then Incorporated Into the automated Mission Planning Oata Generation and Verification System

(PLANS)

the Stored Telemetry Processing Systeem (SIPS) provides data analysts with the meant to conduct

post pass, long term telemetry analysis of spacecraft anom ltes. The system operates either

Interactively or in the batch uiexx. for real time telemetry, the SOC utilizes speciy built

decommtators to separate out spacecraft telemetry date for Computer processing. Real time processing

provides conversion to engineering units and identification of out-of-limit parameters, all displayed on

color graphic terminals. Once the satellite contact period is over. the stored telemetry and the

real time teleetry are merged into the revolution by revolution telemetry data bese. and are then

accessible far pst 9ass computer abr4sses.

' Zi"
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At each of the three earth terminals. the meteorological and telemetry data are multiplexed together
with %it@ status data and a digital voice channel Into a %Ing)* 3.012 Rbp% data stream. The 3.072 Mbps
data stream from the Hawaii tracking Station does not contain digital voice The channels from the three

%Ites are uplinked to the Wester satellite. leased from Western Union by the American Satellite

Cnrporation. and relayed to terminal% located at AFGWC. Nebraska. and FNOC at California Both sites

receive all the data (ontained on all three channels The com mand channel from the Omaha Satellite

Operations Center to the two Command Readout Stations (CRS's) In a stingle time division multiple.ed

ION) (hannel that tontaln% a composite of co wand. control and digital voice at 230.4 kbps The

command data stream In converted from a erlal to ternary form at each CRS and uplinked to the

spacec raft

The primary links to the CRS's are backed up by terrestrial land lines that are capable of handling

the name types of commvand and telemtry data an Westar but at a lower data rate The terrestrial lines

do not provide mission data to AFGWC In addition, there are coramand/telemetry back up links to/from

the Air force atellite Control facility, the spacecraft factory and Vandenberg AFB for launch and test

support

Cc~ingrig RV44QVI 5l~atIQn%

The Corndarcy Readout %tartoon. located at Loring AfB. Maine and Fairchild AFB. Washington. consist

of earth terminal% for accessing and receiving data from the spacecraft The antenna System has a

1, meter reflector with a G/T of 20 15 dB/
0 

and uses pseudo monopulse autotracking

In addition to processing and transmitting coemmands in real time. the terminals have a local

commanding capability by means of command data shipped in advance from the SOC PLANS computer The

entent of this stand alone operation Is dependent upon the quantity of coammand data resident at the

local nile
The downlink function receives, stores and forwards all incoming S band signals to the two

(entralized user negments

G1y0a1  
gffylna

The Air force Global weather Central (AfGWC) Is the largest military meteorological center In the

world and provides worldwide meteorologlcal and space environmental support to not only the Air Force

but to the Army and a variety of Defense Department agencies as well. In addition. AFGW backs up the

National Weather Service's National Meteorological Center and the National Severe Storms forecast Center.

meteorologIsts at AFGWC use a combination of conventional data (rawinsonde. radar, aircraft, and

ship observations) and satellite data (DNSP. GO(5. and NOAA) for both their meteorological and space

environmental custonmers. Conventional data Is transmitted into GW over the Automated Weather Network

(AWe) from military bases within the CONUS and from overseas. Global Weather Central also acquires

additional weather data from civilian sources such as the FAA. the National Meteorological Center. and

commercial airlines.

All these data sources feed Into GWC Which. operating under a build and apply philosophy, devotes

much of its resources to building a variety of data bates. The remaining resources go toward

meteorological applications of these various data bases. Among the many thousands of products created

and transmitted from GWC daily are MAC computer flight plans, other computer flight plans, terminal

forecasts, facsimile charts, some 100 to 150 point weather warnings, and as many as 150 requests for

special forecast assistance.

DUSP satellite data Is used in a variety of ways at GWC to support both meteorological and space

environment customers. Global cloud Imagery, visual and infrared. is made available to the forecaster

In several different ways He may receive a positive transparency for use on a light table or a hardcopy

print on which he can conduct an analysis. The imagery is also processed directly Into the Satellite

Global Data Base (SGOS). With each new batch of stored data into OWC, this data base Is updated. The

meteorologists then use the SGOB to reconstruct computer generated images of any area of the globe or

merge this data with conventional data to produce the world's only three-dimensional cloud analysis

model With Additional lnout from numerical forecast models, a short-term cloud forecast can be

generated

The tropical meteorologist at AFWC has found D04SP cloud imagery to be particularly useful. In areas

of the world where there are virtually no conventional observations, typhoon location and tracking have

been traditionally accomplished by aircraft reconnaissance. However. as this resource has decreased.

OMSP has become increasingly more important to both naval and fixed base forces.

WISP data has also been found very useful In the construction of hemispheric weather depiction

charts These charts show areas of cloudiness, cloud type, icing, and turbulence. Wind direction

vectors can also be extracted from OISP pictures and used for upper-air analyses performed at GbC. The

Severe weather forecaster also uses cloud imagery to locate areas of potential Instability and to assist

In the preparation of point weather warnings.

In addition to cloud imagery. the forecaster has additional OWSP data available from a variety of

infrared and microwave sounders and Imagers. Among the types of information these sensors provide are

vertical temperature profiles. By sensing infrared and microwave radiation transmitted by the earth and

by atmospheric gases. (CO
2 , 

0k). the meteorologist can reconstruct temerature profiles. This type

of information has long been used as the basis for etmospheric analysis and forecasting. Prior to the

advent of satellite remote sensing. temperature profiles were obtained solely from instrumented

balloons, with severely limited coverage. With OISP we now have worldwide coverage wtich fills In the

data void regions. By Imroving our initial analyses we also Improve our numeri al forecasts. These

forecasts predict large-scale weather systems that ultimately affect the local weather. They also

predict the winds that are required for couter flight plans, wind trajectory madels, and other wind

and density forecasts.
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The Navy Ileet Numerical Oceanography Center (fNOC), Nonterey. California. receives the identical

m.Ilon data a Global Weather Central via ,NSAI elay The weather data can then be transmitted via

terestrial links to secondary Facilities at Pearl Harbor. Guam. Norfolk and Spain for deliled

prosesslng for losal weather reports The ONSP satellite data Is also used In a variety of way% at

0 Not , hoth alone and merged with more conventional data to provide meteorological support to Navy ships

a,) 1., litles worldwide

NobIlqr lrmInelI

11,4 N-k jv Is the latest generation, mobile, receive only, ground terminal to provide real time

flU.)' visual and Infrared ( loud Imagery data to theater decision makers It I% a compact unit onststing

of a 3 meter paraboll( antenna. 6 meter van. and an auxiliary power generator. designed to be

tr.,t-d aboard C 130 or C 141 aircraft It has automated acquisition and tracking and a low noise

F,-t ,nd with a G/l of 11 3 db/°K The Mark IV has the capabilIty to track and process data from

bh thI N'l and NOAA weather satellites Hard copy data can then be provided to at least four remote

l-ation% over (able and telephone (Irtuits Mark TV's are Intended to be co located with theater

Imn anders and are planned fnr deployment to Furope. Alaska, Pacific. far last. Central America, United

I ,lnyom. and CONU'

The I 024 Mbp% serial, real tlime data Is demodulated and formatted for processing while being

0multaneously recorded along with time code Information on an analog tape recorder, the formatting

(onlsts of a serlal data synchronization process, a serial to parallel data conversion, and a

ne(olvjtaton process he decommutatlon process extracts the visual or Infrared Imagery data and the

.th. I ...1.iliary data The imagery data is the primary data Input for display generation, with the

auvillry data being used for appropriate Image correction The visual or infrared images can be

erlarged. enhanced, labeled and grIdded within 30 seconds of a satellite pass

In the real tlme mode. the imagery data is formatted, corrected for earth curvature and wow/flutter

effects. enhanced and overlayed. and sent to hard and soft copy displays, the hard copy is a

las-r ,,aned. dry processed film transparency suitable for light table vievIng and photographic

reproduction, while the soft copy Is a CR1 monitor display
the .pability to search through the entire pass at normal magnification using the soft copy display

Is accomplished by conmands entered via the operator's console keyboard. The normal magnification scene

Is 3000 km square at a 1 15 million scale, for times two and four magnification, the displayed scene

will be 1500 and 150 km square respectively. from each spacecraft pass. an area up to 6000 km long and

?000 km wide can be covered. by 196. there will be up to 27 of these terminals operational worldwide

The Navy has shipboard receiving terminals on the John F. Kennedy. Enterprise. Independence. Nidway.

and Kitty Hawk. In the future, they will be Installed on nine additional ships, such as the NimItz.

Coral Sea. Constellation. etc. Their operation Is very similar to that of the previously discussed

mobile terminals

! Ul URE P_

the future of WNSP does not foresee iinediate. dramatic technological changes but. rather, a

dellbr.tt enhancement of the various subsystems, technology permitting. Primarily. these include

increasing system lifetime by obtaining parts with Improved reliability, that are less susceptible to

radiation effects and have increased yields. Error detection and correction will also be Incorporated

into future spacecraft computer systems

future efforts will include the study of satellite autonomous operation, up to six months with

little or no support from the ground operations centers. This could involve significant changes to the

overall spacecraft. including power and redundancy management, data handling and software systems to

achieve the stated goals

Other future considerations include moving out of the crowded S band Rf frequency to the higher tmf

band Wile not technology limited, such a change would have severe impact on the numerous fixed and

mobile ground terminals and poses a challenge to be able to transition with minimum operational effect.
A% In thr past. advanced tate of the art special sensors will continue to be flown to provide

additional meteorologisal information and further the sensing technology.
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MILITARY APPLICATIONS Of METEOROLOGICAL SATLLLITE (METSAT) DATA

Norman F. Rauscher, Colonel, USAF
V ice Commander

Headquarters Air Weather Service
Scott Air Force Base, Illinois 62225
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This paper addresses the military applications of W TSAT data and, in particular. Air Weather
service's (AWS) processing and use of data from the US Department of Defense METSAT, the polar-orbiting
efense Meteorological Satellite Program (DMSP). The primary mission of AWS is to support US Air Force

ann :!S Army operations. In modern warfare, the presence or absence of clouds directly impacts the
ability to successfully and economically perform the military missions, and with the recent development
of extremely expensive cloud-sensitive weapon systems, the accuracy of cloud information assumes an even
Ireater role, AWS processes and uses all available data to satisfy mission requirements. Peacetime
cloud data Sources include the DMSP. NOAA polar orbiting and geostationary satellites, worldwide surface
and upper air weather data, and foreign geostationary METSATs. In wartime, the Defense Meteorological
'atellite Program may be the only consistent source of meteorological data. DMSP provides data to AWS
in two nodes--direct readout and recorded. Direct readout data are received through transportable
terminals on land and sea and provide direct cloud imagery support to Army and Air Force field
commanders and Navy operations afloat. Recorded DMSP data received at the Air Force Global Weather
Central (AFGWC) and the Fleet Numerical Oceanography Center (FNOC) are processed and used to support
worldwide operations such as joint military exercises, aerial refueling missions and many more.

In this presentation, I will provide some views on the military applications of Meteorological
Satel;ite IMETSAT) data. In particular. I will cover Air Weather Service's (AWS) use of the United
States Department of Defense (0OD) METSAT. the polar-orbiting Defense Meteorological Satellite Program
(DMSP). I will focus on the METSAT use at the Air Force Global Weather Central (AFGWC). the AWS
centralized facility, at Offutt AF8, Nebraska and by AWS units deployed around the world. In addition,
I'll point out some examples of the military mission payoffs DMSP has provided, and some insight into
future DtMSP enhancements.

The primary mission of AWS is to support US Air Force and US Army operations. Important keys to
successful operations incl~Ie target detection, identification, tracking, and destruction. The presence
or absence of clouds directly impacts the ability to successfully and effectively perform these
nilsslons, and with the recent development of extremely expensive cloud-sensitive weapons systems (such
as TV, infrared, and laser-guided bombs and missiles), the accuracy of Cloud information assumes an even
greater role.

AwlS processes and uses all available data to satisfy mission requirements. Peacetime cloud-data
sources include the DiSP, NOAA polar orbiting and geostationary satellites, worldwide surface and upper
air data, and foreign geostationary METSATs, such as METOSAT. The mission of the OMSP is to provide
global environmental data to support worldwide US 0OD operations. The sensor complement and the polar
orbits are therefore tailored to US OD needs. The 450m orbit provides contiguous global coverage and
the resolution necessary to allow detailed analysis of data.

Since the beginning of the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program. a primary objective has been to
put data in the hands of decisiormakers as soon as possible. Therefore, DKqSP was configured to provide
data in two ways: data recorded and stored onboard the satellite for later relay when passing over a
command readout site and data readout directly to a transportable van as the satellite passes within
range of the van.

Data recorded aboard the satellite is eventually downlinked to readout sites at Loring AFB, Maine;
Fairchild AFB, Washington and If necessary, Kaena Pt, Hawaii. The data is then passed to the Air Force
Global Weather Central at Offutt AFB, Nebraska, using a communications satellite. In recent years the
system has also included a communications satellite relay to the US Navy's Fleet Naiuerical Oceanography
Center in Monterey. California. Although the concept of the physical routinq of the recorded date has
not changed significantly during the life of the MSP system. the types of recorded data have increased
significantly. The first mission sensor other than the cloud imager was a ga radiation detector
flown in 1971. The ONSP mission expanded in November 1972 with the launch of a satellite with a
tropospheric temperature sounder and a precipitating electron spectrometer. The first operational
linescam system, or OLS., a vastly improved system for cloul sensing. was flown in September of 1976.

Data can also be directly read-out by transportable vans deployed anywhere on the globe. In 1971,
vans were also placed on US Navy aircraft carriers. The newest model of the transportable van is the
ark IV. eno 3f these is located at an AWS deta-eent at Croughton RAFB in England. Data received at

this site are further relayed to other Ads detachments in England through a tactical imagery
dissemination system. An older van is located at Bann, West Germany. The data received at Bann Is
relayed to AWS detaclbents throughout Europe also through an imagery dissemination system.

Recorded data are used by the Air Force Global Weather Central to support worldwide operations such
as the rapid deployment of combined or joint task forces, hurrlcane/typhoon positioning, and aerial
refueling. Direct readout data are used by meteorologists in forward areas to support field commadn4ers
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conductinq operations. Requirements for forecasts of icing, turbulence, severe weather, fields of small
cell cumulus and snow/cloud discrimination demand im ediate manual application of high-quality Li.3 and
1.5 nim resolution visual and infrared Imagery data.

The recorded data received at ASGW( have many uses. Tnese data are displayed on "hard copy"
transparencies for use by forecasters at AfGWC. After the data are no longer operationally useful, the
transparencies are archived at the University of Colorado for public use. Real-time data also flows
into a completely automated processing system. The telemetry data are split off for satellite command
and control As well as technical monitoring purposes. Atiospheric and space envirornmental data are

separated and processed by sensOr-unique software. Unique space environrmental data are provided by the
pre(lpitating elp(tron spectrometer, the plasma monitor, and the visual cloud sensor. The visual data
and the electron SpectrOmeter locate the auroral oval--important to forecasts for high frequency radio
coemunications in polar regions and the high latitude early warning and tracking radar network in North
A.ierica and [urope. The plasma monitor provides electron densities--essential to space system ephemeris
,alculatlons and anomaly investigations as well as ionospheric propagation for the space detection and
tracklng system. In addition, visual and infrared imagery are mapped into a satellite global digital
Data base, at 3nm resolution. This data base is constantly updated by continuous on-line processing of
the imagery and is available in visual aid infrared display for worldwide analysis and forecasting
'plicatsons: (1 High quality displays are sent by digital facsimile to US Air Force command and

control Centers. the data are also relayed to a wide spectrum of other US government agencies (21
jisplays are also used as large overlays for forecast applications at our weather central; and. (3) A
third application is somewhat unique to AWS, the Air Force Global Weather Central is a pioneer in using
computers to blend satellite data with other meteorological data to build automated cloud analyses
which, in turn, are used to initialize automated cloud forecasts to develop worldwide mission tailored
products.

The automated cloud analysis model integrates the visual and infrared imagery, and remotely sensed
tm)erature soundings, along with conventional observations, to create a 25nm resolution, three
iimensional cloud analysis. Data are analyzed immediately upon receipt, while the normal global
analysis is accomplished every three hours. The process is totally automated with the exception that
analysis in high priority areas can be manually modified if so needed. The cloud analysis initializes
the automated cloud forecast model. It is processed every three hours and forecasts cloud cover and
precipitation out to 4 hours in the northern hemisphere and 24 hours in the southern hemisphere.

in suary, recorded data are used today at the AF Global Weather Central in a complex system
relying on a considerable amount of computer hardware and software. Yet. the system is extremely
reliable. Over 95 percent of the DMSP data are routinely processed through the system and are used in
the analysis and forecast models. Data from the polar orbiting US NOAA satellites can also be processed
in this manner. AWS units throughout the world receive analysis and forecast products from the weather
central to support JS Air Force. Army, and other US DOD requirements.

'he .MSP direct readout data capability satisfies US DOD requirements for worldwide, responsive.

secure, high resolution METSAT information. The system is complete and self-sufficient, and the
transportable vans have theie-own power supply and data processing capability. In this mode. DMSP
provides timely visual and infrared imagery directly to transportable vans collocated with field

commanders responsible for field operations. General Momyer, USAF Commander in Vietnam. relating his
experience with the i4MSP system said. "As far as I am concerned, this (DMSP) weather picture is probably
the greatest innovation of the war." while discussing the scheduling and launching of strike missions
against North Vietnam, in his book he went on to say that, "Without them (meaning the DISP
photos...rmany missions would not have been launched.'

C4lobal war is not necessary to affect the free exchange of meteorological data among nations.

increased local or regional tensions between two or more nations can stop the flow of routine
conventional weather data. During the Yom Kippur War, all nations in the area of conflict stopped
transmission of standard meteorological data over civil communications circuits, despite international
agreements to the contrary, because weather data could possibly aid opposition coimmanders in making
military decisions. Early in the US resupply effort of Israel. Lodi Airport at Tel Aviv was closed due

to dense fog and low stratus and our resupply flow was disrupted. 14ETSAI imagery enabled AWS
forecasters to determine the weather pattern was frontal in nature and thus were able to accurately
predict clearing. North Vietnam alIso denied their data during the Vietnam conflict. During a European
war, our opponents will almost certainly stop transmitting weather data. In addition, NATO countries

may stop transmitting weather data because of its usefulness to Warsaw Pact Countries. Thus, the
encrypted UMSP data available at transportable vans in Europe may be the primary source of weather data
for our European forces.

The United States Readiness Command's mission requires short notice deployment of a joint task foce
to virtually an), area of the world. High quality resolution satellite data, responsive to the deployed
military commander, are often the sole source of weather data in a contingency area where data are
either sparse o," denied. In support of US coaitments to NATO, the US regularly deploys tactical
fighter squadrois from US bases to allied airfields in Europe. Oecislions to launch, delay, or change
refueling areas, not only for the fighter aircraft, but also for the supporting tanker aircraft needed
for refuelinl. are often based on the high quality resolution data available from the OVISP. The recent
Reforger Exercise In Europe and the August 1983 Bright Stair Exercise in Egypt gave AWS meteorologists
many chances to exercise their training in the use of MITSAT data to support deployment of forces.

A UMSP ta'.tical van, as well as recorded data received at the AF Global weather Central, provides

coverage necessary for the Air Force weather satellite support to the Joint Typhoon Warning Center
(JTWC) located on Guam in the Pacific. JTWC provides tropical cyclone positions and warnirns for most
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CIVII WEATHER SATELI ITE SYSIEMS
by

Donald P. Miller
Chief. Advanced Systems Concepts Group
Systems Planning and Development Staff

National Fnvironmental Satellite. Data, and Information Service
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration

Washington. D.C. 20233

_i.S. weather satellites operated by the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, (1) collect
and distribute qualitative and quantitative data, and (2) provide coeiunications and relay functions for
environmental and search and rescue data. Qualitative data consists of visible and infrared (IR) images
of cloud and weather features. Quantitative data comprises (1) measurements of the vertical temperature
structure of the atmosphere (soundings), (2) sea surface temperatures, (3) cloud motion winds, and (4)
solar environmental data. Communications functions include the broadcast of data stored during orbit to
special read-out stations, and the global, real-time broadcast of data to read-out stations, worldwide.
Relay functions of weather satellites include: collection of environmental data broadcast from buoys.
ships, aircraft, and from remote sites, for relay to central site for processing and distribution, and
qlobal collection and relay of emergency signals from aircraft and ships in distress.

This paper provides an overview of the presently operating U.S. civil weather satellites, their
space and ground systems and their data distribution systems. Examples of the data products available
from the satellites are provided with emphasis on their potential application to the support of tactical
operations. The products from the civil weather satellites include multi-spectral imagery on several
time and space scales and quantitative products that are of use in providing weather support to tactical
planners.

The present DoD-Civil weather satellite cooperative arrangements are reviewed with a discussion of
the "Shared Processing" arrangements currently being Implemented. A brief overview of international
weather satellite coordination is also provided. The paper concludes with an outlook of future trends
in the development of future civil weather satellite systems.

The National Environmental Satellite, Data, and Information Service, NOAA's operating branch for all
environmental satellites, operates two types of weather satellites: polar-orbiting and geostationary1

.2 .

Polar-orbiting weather satellites provide global data. Two are now in orbit, with the following
characteristics:

Orbit Type: Near polar, sun-synchronous

Altitude (Circular): 854 km (530 mi.) morning satellite
833 km (518 ml.) afternoon satellite

Orbit Period: 102 minutes

Orbit Times (Equator Crossing): 7:30 a.m. local, morning satellite
2:00 p.m. local, afternoon satellite

Longitudinal Separation of Adjacent Orbits at the Equator: 2821 km (1750 mi)
25* longitude

Sensor Cross Track Scans widths:
Imager - 2,800 km (1,740 ml.)
Sounder - 2.347 km (1,458 mi.)

Geostationary weather satellites provide continuous viewing of the United States and adjacent
coastal waters. Two operational units are in orbit, with these characteristics:

Altitude: 35,000 km (22.300 mi.)
Orbit Period: 24 hours
GOES East: 75°W. covers + 50" latitude and longitude around subpoint
GOES West: I3S°W, covers-* 50" latitude and longitude around subpoint

NO&A-Series pacec raIf t

MOAA's two polar-orbiting spacecraft, based on an earlier TIROS design called NOAA-A, B, etc.,
provide operational coverage of the entire Earth four times per day. They are a principal source of
environmental data for the 80% of the globe that Is not covered by conventional data. The purpose of
these satellites is to make measurements of vertical temperature and humidity structure of the
atmosphere, surface temperature, cloud cover, snow cover, water-ice boundaries, and proton and electron
flux near the Earth. They have a capability of receiving, processing, locating, and relaying to readout
stations data from balloons, buoys, ships, and remote automatic stations distributed around the globe.
The satellites also carry a Search and Rescue transponder to be described later.

The sensor and relay systems on the NOAA-series polar satellites include:

* TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder (TOWS)

* Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR)
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* 'Solar Packs(atter .ltraviolet Radiometer (SBUV)

* AR:,fl, Data (ollection and Platform Location System (DCS)

a Sear~h and Rescue System (SARSAT)

in addition to the normal comnand, telemetry, and data communications capabilities of the

NOAA-series satellite, direct data readout service to users is provided via three broadcast channels:

* High Resolution Picture Transmission (HRPT)

a Automatic Picture Transmission (APT)

* Direct Sounder Broadcast (DSB)

The Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer (AVHRR) is a five-channel scanning radiometer sensitive
in the visible, near-infrared and infrared window regions. (See Table.) This instrument provides data
for major data readout stations, and for Direct Sounder Broadcasts, APT, and HRPT outputs. HRPT data is
transmitted at full resolution (1.1 km), APT images have reduced resolution (4 km.)

Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer_ (AVHRR)

CHANNELS WAVELENGTHS(u m) PRIMARY USES

1 0.58 - 0.68 Daytime cloud/surface mapping

2 0.725- 1.10 Surface water delineation

3 3.55 - 3.93 Sea surface temperatures,

nighttime cloud mapping

4 10.50 -11.50 Sea surface temperatures, day
and night cloud mapping

5 11.50 -12.50 Sea surface temperatures

Reports from the TIROS Operational Vertical Sounder (TOVS) are a major satellite source of data for
numerical weather prediction for computers operated by the National Weather Service. The TOVS is a three
instrument system, consisting of:

High Resolution Infrared Radiation Sounder (HIRS/2) - a 20-channel instrument making measurements
primarily in the infrared region of the spectrum (0.69 - 14.961 m). The instrument is designed to
prpvide data that will permit calculation of (1) temperature profile from the surface to 10 mb; (2) water
vapor content in three layers in the atmosphere; and (3) total ozone content.

Stratospheric Sounding Unit (SSU) - employs a selective absorption technique to make measurements in
three infrared channels (all near lSum. Data from the SSU, an instrument built and funded by tne
United Kingdom, allows calculations to be made of temperature profiles In the stratosphere.

Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU) - a 4-channel radiometer, makes passive measurements in the 5.5 mm
oxygen band (50.3 - 57.05 GHz). This instrument, unlike those making measurements in the infrared
region, is little affected by clouds. Used with the HIRS data, MSU data extends temperature profiles
below cloud tops to the Earth's surface.

Data from the TOWS are available locally as a part of the HRPT transmission and on the spacecraft
VHF beacon transmission, frequently referred to as the Direct Sounder Broadcast (DS8).

Another set of NOAA-series spacecraft sensors Is the Space Environment Monitor (SEM) system. SEM
data are used to monitor and predict solar events such as sunspots and flares, and map the boundaries of
the polar auroral ovals. Similar measurements are also made by NOAA's geostationary satellites. SEM
instruments Include:

a. The Total Energy Detector (TED); which measures a broad range of energetic particles from
0.3 KeV to 20 Key in 11 bands, and

b. The Medium Energy Proton and Electron Detector (MEPED); which senses protons, electrons, and
Ions with energies from 30 KeY to several tens of PeV.

Applications of SEM data from Polar and Geostationary satellites include:

S Prediction of the ionospheric conditions affecting radio communications and over the horizon
radar systems;



0 Prediction of effects of magnetic storms on electrical power distribution (particulary in the

northern latitudes); and

* Prediction of radiation levels affecting high-altitude military and civil aircraft, and manned
space activities such as shuttle flights.

The Solar Backscatter Ultraviolet Radiometer (SBUV/2) is a non-spatial scanning, nadir viewing
instrument, designed to measure scene radiance in the spectral region from 160 nanometers (nm) to 400 nm.
The data gathered are used to determine the vertical distribution of ozone in the earth's atmosphere,
total ozone in the atmosphere, and solar spectral irradiance.

NOAA-Series satellites have several modes of data collection and dissemination.
3 

High resolution
data (1.1 km, sensed by the AVHRR imager is constantly broadcast in the HRPT channel as a stream of
numbers suitable for computer gridding and processing. Some high resolution images (one-tenth of an
orbit) and all sounding data are taped on-board for readout at ground stations in Alaska, Virginia, and
Lannion, France.

Picture elements are also combined on-board to form low resolution images (4 kin). Low resolution

data from whole orbits are stored for readout. They are also processed on-board for a facsimile
transmission called Automatic Picture Transmission (APT). These local images are broadcast constantly,
and can he received and shown on a television screen display for a few hundreds of dollars. A more
professional APT ground station system costs only S3000-45000. More than 1000 APT ground stations are in
use throughout the world in 122 countries.

HRPT reception is more expensive ($300,000), since It requires a more costly radio and a computer
processor to format high resolution AVHRR data Into images. There are 23 HRPT stations owned and
operated by U.S. Federal agencies other than NOAA. Presently, there are 46 foreign HRPT stations in
countries such as Canada, France, West Germany, India, Japan, and Peoples Republic of China. Selected
applications of Local Area Coverage (LAC) data illustrate AVHRR/HRPT data users:

Country Application

Senegal Monitoring pastoral areas for plant growth and development.

Australia To observe surface currents in the Tasman Sea, particularly
the East Australian Current.

Canada To monitor vegetation development in two different areas
of the U.S.S.R.

France To observe oil slick movement in the Persian Gulf.

Italy Monitor African desert locust breeding grounds.

Sounding data from the three TOWS sensors, HIRS/2, SSU, and MSU, are broadcast continually. Public
interest in these Direct Sounding Broadcasts (0SB), initially was low, only seven stations were known, in
five countries, after five years of DS8 service. This number has grown to 29 countries recently, with
the development by NOAA research laboratories of new software that permits simple calculation of
soundings from TOVS raw radiances. DSB's give local forecasters and flight controllers and planners
access to local area soundings spread over a region of about 2,000 by 4,000 km.

Two data relay systems are operational aboard NOAA-series spacecraft. Both use the Doppler effect
occurring between the moving satellite and a quasi-fixed transmitter at the Earth's surface to permit
location of the ground station. Two satellite passes, at minimum, are needed to resolve fully the

station location.

(a) The ARGOS system, a platform location and data relay system, is a cooperative project among:

The Centre National D'Etudes Spatiales (CNES, France),

The National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA, USA),

The National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA, USA).

The spacecraft portion of the ARGOS Data Collection System (DCS) equipment is provided by CNES at no
cost to the U.S. ARGOS collects and relays environmental data from buoys, balloons, and other platforms
located anywhere on the earth's surface, and is the only environmental satellite data collection system
capable of locating fixed and moving platforms.

The ARGOS system is comprised of:

4 a User platforms, each equipped with sensors and a platform transmitter terminal;

a Two satellites in orbit at any one time. each equipped with an on-board data collection system
(OCS) ensuring platform message reception, processing, and retransmission;

e The ground data processing centers.
a,'e
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ARCGOS data relay from Arctic and Antarctic platforms not in view of the geostationary satellites is
important to the U.S., as is ARGOS platform locations for major oceanographic research programs in which
drift speeds of buoys are important.

(h) To aid downed aircraft and ships in distress in remote regions, the United States. Canada.
France, the USSR, the United Kingdom. Sweden, and Norway have joined together in the deployment of a
search and rescue system. Thousands of emergency transmitters are already installed on commercial and
private aircraft. The system detects faint distress signals and relays them via a NOAA-series spacecraft
and a comparable USSR satellite, to local ground stations and on to the appropriate rescue forces. As in
the case of ARGOS data relay, Doppler permits location of distress signals. More than 50 lives have been
saved in the first months of operation. The United States. Canada. and France provide space and ground
hardware for use on the NOAA weather satellites. the USSR provides a compatible system. Several
countries provide ground readout stations. NOAA-8 and two Soviet satellites presently carry the search
and1 rescue relay hardware.

,eostationary operational Environmental Satellite (GOES)

Two GOES satellites, located at 75
° 

West and 1350 West longitude, observe the Eastern and Western
nited States and the adjacent ocean areas from their vantage points over the Equator, and have coverage

zones which extend well into the Southern Hemisphere. The GOES satellites make day and night obser-
vations of weather in the coverage area, monitor severe weather events such as hurricanes and other
severe storms, relay meteorological observation data from surface collection points to a processing
center, and perform facsimile transmission of processed graphic and imaged weather data (WEFAX) to field
stations. The satellites also monitor the condition of the magnetic field of the Earth at geostationary
altitude and measure the energetic particle flux in the vicinity of the satellite, and observe X-ray
emissions from the Sun, transmitting these observations to a central processing facility. These latter
measurements are made through the instruments collectively called the Space Environment Monitor (SEM).
The satellites' sensor and data relay systems include:

4

a Visible-Infrared Spin-Scan Radiometer (VISSR) Atmospheric Sounder (WAS)

* Space Environment Monitor (SEM)

* Data Collection System (DCS)

The VISSR sensor provides operational day-night imaging of the Earth. When it operates in the VAS
mode, it provides experimental sounding measurements. The VAS mode slows down the VISSR's imaging rate
of Earth scanning. In addition to the normal communications links, users can receive GOES data directly
from the satellite via:

* WAS Direct Broadcasts;

a VISSR Image Broadcasts,

a Weather Facsimile Service (WEFAX).

Geostatfonary data is unique in satellite meteorology in that images from almost one-third of the
Earth can be obtained in a short time. A whole-disk image requires 20 minutes of scan time.
Alternatively, since the viewed area is never out of sight, partial images may be scanned, in lieu
of whole-disk images, as often as once per five minutes. For example, a nascent tornado-producing storm
can be observed, and threatened areas alerted, while the storm is in progress. From one visible and
12 infrared channels, (0.55 - 0.72wm, 3.945 -

14
.
73

u m), sequential VISSR images permit meteorologists
to observe regional cyclone development and movement. Apparent cloud movement between Images Is used for
calculation of "cloud motion winds."

VAS mode soundings have great potential for the future, since they, like images, can be scanned
frequently for selected areas of the full disk, but a full disk sounding requires 13 hours. At present.
fAS soundings have not reached the quality of polar orbiter TOYS soundings, since they are based on fewer
IR channels, with no microwave sensors for temperatures below cloud levels, and have a larger
field-of-view.

Space Envi;ronment _onitor_ _(_1) System

The GOES SEM system measures the variability of:

* The Earth's magnetic field

a The flow of mission of X-Rays from the Sun

* The strength of concentration of particles (protons and electrons) from the Sun

SEM data are processed and applied by the joint NOAA/USAF Space Environmnt Services Center.
Boulder, Colorado. Uses include prediction and monitoring of:

a Sun spots, solar flares, and solar storms

I '



• The effects of solar activity on the Earth's magnetic field, variations in Polar Auroral Belts, and

intensity of near Earth radiation belts

Other Applications include predictions of:

a Transmission conditions of ionospheric radio and over-the-horizon radars;

* Effects on electric power transmission grids;

* Radiation Levels Affecting:

High altitude civil and military aircraft operations;

Manned space activities (such as shuttle flights).

G(S 3ata Collection and Relay Systems

The GOES Data Collection System is a multi-channel transponder system that allows messages from
remotely-located data collection platforms to be relayed via the satellite to a central processing
facility.S Platforms include sensors for flash floods. tsumanis. earthquakes, winter snowfall, etc.

Another message relay function is the GOES Search and Rescue transponder. Although emergency
reports can be located only by Polar-Orbiting spacecraft, the GOES SAR will allow emergency reports to
te sent at all times, without delay, whether or not a polar satellite is overhead.

weather Facsimile (WEFAX):

wi AX uses the GOES spacecraft to relay low resolution satellite imagery and meteorological charts
to properly equipped ground stations in the western hemisphere.

6 
Many countries have no other access to

satellite imagery, as well as to standard meteorological charts from the World Meteorological Center.
washington. D.C.

The 0dFAX transmission frequency Is common with the frequency used by the European Space Agency's
MET OSAT and Japan's GMS spacecraft facsimile service and so provides near global access to WEFAX
service. This global availability is especially important to comiercial shipping and for military
operations.

There are 1qo known WEFAX receiving stations, more than 100 of them operated by users in foreign
countries.

Satellite Data Products

Satellite data products vary from mapped values produced by a few simple calculations, to soundings
for which complicated algorithms must be employed. ,7 For a typical product, two or more channels of
radiance values are used to deduce correct temperature values. Temperature values may then be displayed
in a linear grey scale (as in "normal" photography), Or the grey scale may be "stretched" to emphasize
selected values. To show a crop-freeze line, for example, areas with temperatures warmer or colder than
freezing are shown in subdued tones; temperatures near freezing are mapped in sharp contrasts.

Polar-Orbiting Spacecraft, Data Products:

Soundings are calculated from TOVS data. Two NOAA-series spacecraft provide raw radiances for some
16,00 soundings a day, globally, from the surface to an altitude of 65.5 km. Soundings, derived from an
average field-of-view of about 40 x 40 km, includes temperature, water vapor (at three levels), and total
ozone.

Sea Surface Temperature (SST) is calculated worldwide for a field-of-view of 8 km. from
AVHRR radiances. SST plots are used to locate ocean thermal mass boundaries for comercial fisheries,
for finding ocean fog banks dangerous to shipping, and to position ocean currents (like the Gulf Stream)
of interest to ship route planners.

A vegetation Index is mapped for land regions of the Earth, using AVHRR Channels 1 and 2. While
this product primarily shows green areas of productive farm lands, lower index values reveal encroaching
deserts, potential forest fire areas, insect growth and migration regions, and surprisingly, some
oil-spill slicks. This index Is widely used by the U.N. World Health Organization, and the U.S.
Department of Agriculture.

Global ice coverage is calculated weekly by a joint XOAA-ftavy team, using AVHRR and other data. For
the Polar and Alaskan regions, ice coverage is mapped to show age and thickness, Great Lakes winter Ice is
also mapped.

Volcanic ash, floating In the stratosphere, has proved to be a hazard to Jet aircraft. One flight
near Indonesia has tice suffered engine stoppages while passing through the ash plum from eruptions of
Galuggng and Una Una. AVMRR data facilitates global surveillance for ash hazards.

The heat budget of the Earth shows the balance between solar energy falling on the Earth, and the "
outgoing terrestrial (thetmal) radiation. AVHRR visible data are used to determine the albedo of the
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Earth (that is, the whiteness of the surface, oceans, and clouds), and outgoing radiation measured in the
IR "atmospheric window." Heat budget values are used in climate studies. After a history of values is
archived, it may be possible for analysts to predict seasonal or annual weather on the basis of trends
in heat budget balance values.

("eostationary Satellite Products:

From geostationary orbit, the VAS provides measurements of the atmosphere's temperature and moisture
more frequently than polar orbiter data. These measurements can be obtained over the U.S. and adjacent
waters every hour with VAS, whereas they are obtained every 12 hours with a polar orbiter. Also, all the
measurements over the :.. can be acquired in one hour, whereas five hours (three consecutive orbits) are
needed to acquire these data from polar obiters. The temporal continuity and frequency VAS images and
soundings are especially useful for (1) detecting areas where atmospheric conditions favor the develop-
ment of severe weather (e.g. warm moist air under colder dry air); and for (2) monitoring the rates of
change of these conditions.

VAS soundinqs over data-sparse regions are used as input to numerical models. In this regard VAS
soundings can be used to initialize the large scale models more frequently and as input to regional or
small scale models currently being developed. VAS soundings and products derived from them (temperature
and moisture analyses, instability trends. etc.) are undergoing extensive evaluation by the National
Meteorological Center, the National Hurricane Center, the National Severe Storm Forecast Center, and the
Program for Regional Forecasting Services.

Snow watch.

!n the mountain states of the U.S., values for a winter Snow Watch for 30 run off basins are now
calculated regularly from satellite imagery. Using previous years' runoffs, analysts can relate snowfall
area occurrence of precipitation to snow pack water content. As Spring arrives, the retreat of snow
cover discloses snow melt rates. In the floods of 1983, snow analysis, confirmed by GOES/VAS sensors,
provided guidance for flood management actions.

Cloud Motion Wind Vector Fields:

Wind vectors are estimated by a computer technique that measures apparent low-level cloud motions
between consecutive GOES images, using infrared image data over ocean areas.

8 
Upper level motions are

measured manually on a computer interactive system. Approximately 1200 Wind Measurements are made and
delivered three times per day to users, who include:

National Meteorological Center (Camp Springs. Maryland);

u.S. Air Force Global Weather Central (Offutt AFB, Nebraska);

U.S. Navy Fleet Numerical Oceanographic Center (Monterey. California).

Sea Surface Thermal Composite:

Sea surface composites are used for mapping water masses, fronts, and eddies. They are useful for
locating favorable fishing grounds, for ship routing, and for determining underwater sound propogation.
Daily infrared temperature composites are produced from four daytime images from both GOES West and GOFS
East. Composites are available to NOAA computer terminal users and are distributed by the National
Weather Service. Tne U.S. Navy is currently the biggest user.

Products produced from geostationary data involving grey-scale distortion "Stretching" include:
Hurricane and thunderstorm core designation, cloud depictions, snow enhancement, cloud top pin-pointing.
snow melt, freeze line designation, location of water mass boundaries, morning fog location, costal
upwelling location, and depiction of general meteorological features.

Other derived geostationary satellite products include:

a Rainfall estimates - Estimates of heavy rainfall are depicted from enhanced GOES satellite
imagery, and are used for flash-flood forecasts.

• Hurricane Classification - Hurricanes are classified and tracked without hiatus.

* Satellite Interpretation Messages describe the general synopsis of the weather affecting the
U.S. and are supplied two to eight times per day.

* Tropical Storm Bulletins - Coded messages depict the locations of vortices with tropical history
for the Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian Oceans.

De fen Se elRtpsn t Spacec raFt

Another source of data for civil and Defense Department weather forecasting are satellites of the
Defense Meteorological Satellite Program (OMSP). Like the NOAA-Serles platform, the OSP spacecraft are
polar orbiters with an array of sensors comparable to the NOAA Series: The Operational Linescan System
(OLS) has multiple visible and infrared channels for Imagery (0.S6 km regional FOV. 2.78 km global FOV),



cloud location and calculation of sounding. Passive microwave sensors for soundings and images are also
provided. Space environments are monitored by sensors comparable to the NOAA-series SEM. NOAA-serles
and DMSP satellites utilize many similar components, including the main frame "bus."

International Weather Satellites9

In addition to the U.\. polar and geostationary satellites (GOES-East and West. located at 15
° 
and

1W" West longitude), four other geostationary satellites, sufficient for a continuous global review of
Mesoscale and large scale weather features, are in operation or planned. All provide visible and infrared
imigery. data collection, and WEFAX (except India's INSAT):

International Geostationary Satellites

Name Operator Location (Longitude-)

M[TtOAAT EUMETSAT and the 0
°

European Space Agency

CM Japan 140°E

INSAT India 7?°E

(,(;MS (Planned) USSR 4°E

Russia's polar orbiter METEOR is the only low-orbit spacecraft now supplementing data provided by
the J.S. NOAA-series system. Several countries have plans for Low Earth Orbit (LEO) spacecraft for
flights later in this decade, these are primarily for land and ocean surface observations, rather than
meteorology.

Data Users

Data from U.S meteorological satellites have many other users in addition to the NOAA National
Meteorological Center, the U.S. Air Force Global Weather Central, and the U.S. Navy Fleet Numerical
Dceanographic Center. There are 23 HRPT stations operated by U.S. Federal agencies other than NOAA. In
addition there are 46 foreign HRPT stations worldwide. Seven known OSB stations are operating in five
countries; more are expected, as new software becomes available from NOAA researchers, to permit sounding
calculations to be made using table-top computers. APT transmissions require only a simple receiver and
a small fascimile machine. Over 900 APT stations are known, in 122 countries. Like APT, the GOES WEFAX
requires only the simplest of receivers and facsimile machines. As a result, WEFAX users are found
throughout the Western Hemisphere and Pacific Ocean regions. Almost 200 are in operation. Since the
menu of WEFAX frames includes AVHRR images, GOES images and National Weather Service products (forecast
maps), many have secondary distribution via national networks (in Central and South America) and via
Meteosat to European Countries.

Department of Defense Data Users

Polar Satellites:

Imagery from the AVHRR is a primary backup and source of supplemental data for the DoO. The USAF
operates the Defense Meteorological Satellite Program for primary weather support to the U.S. armed
forces. The Defense and civil metsat programs are mutually supportive. Data and products are exchanged
freely and critical support is provided by mutual backup in the event of system failures.

All NOAA polar metsat data are transmitted in real time from NOAA ground stations via a commercial
communications satellite to the Air Force Global Weather Central (AFGWC) at the Offutt AFB, Nebraska, and
the Fleet Numerical Oceanographic Center (FNOC) in Monterey, California. The AFGWC includes the
NOAA-series imagery data in their objective global 3-D cloud analyses which are input to their global
numerical cloud prediction models, and prepares tailored mapped projections of the imagery for special
appplications. FNOC includes the NOAA imagery and sea surface temperature products in their global ocean
forecasting program.

The NOAA/USN Joint Ice Center in Suitland. Maryland, uses the high resolution visible and infrared
tImages in analyzing Ice conditions over the ocean areas and the Great Lakes. The Navy prepares detailed
ice analyses and forecasts for support to Artic Ocean operations and Antarctic resupply missions.

Geostationary Satellites:

GOES imagery from both East and West satellites are received directly at FNOC and AFGWC in real
time. These centers use the data for routine and special forecasts for route and terminal forecasts.
severe weather warnings, and for major Naval and air movements are training exercises. The cloud motion
winds are used in the numerical forecast models at both centers. Data from the civilian-operated
Japanese GMS and European METEOSAT are relayed to the DoD after acquisition by NOA.

/



Polar Satellites:

The DoD operates portable surface receivers equipped to acquire both APT and HRPT data from the
NOAA-series satellites. This equipment is deployed at 12 Air Force sites, 9 Navy installations (both on
ships and at fixed facilities), and 5 units are available for deployment by the Marines. Data acquired
at these stations support tactical and theater operations and training exercises. The Navy and the Air
force also provide weather support to allied forces during joint exercises through these deployed ground
receivers. A program now under expansion by the Air Force is the use of vans as ground station terminals
for both direct DMSP and HRPT reception. Some 16 of these are scheduled for operation by 1987. NOAA and
)MSP imagery are the primary sources of data for the Navy and Air Force in providing weather and
oceanographic support to units operating in the Southern Hemisphere and in remote areas where conven-
tional sources of data are sparse and often unreliable. The Joint Typhoon Warning Center on Guam is a
major user of polar Metsat imagery for the tracking and forecasting of tropical Pacific storms.

Geostationary Satellites:

Naval ships deployed in the Atlantic and the Pacific acquire the GOES WEFAX broadcasts of satellite
imagery and routine weather maps produced by NMC. NOAA acquires Japanese GMS data in Hawaii and Guam for
use by the DoD. The GMS imagery is used for tracking and forecasting typhoons.

NoAA-DoD Shared Data Processing
10

In 11)S, NOAA and the DoD will begin operation under a shared processing agreement which will
distribute the ground processing of data from both DMSP and NOAA metsats across major operational
processing centers. The AF6WC will process and map all visible and infrared imagery; the FNOC will
process oceanic parameters and products, and NOAA will process all sounding data from both DMSP and NOAA
satellites. As each center processes the data and products in its area of expertise and responsibility,
domestic communications satellite links are used to distribute the outputs in real time to the computers
of the other two centers. Shared data processing will provide mutual access and backup to AFGWC, FNOC
and NOAA data bases.

A major gain of shared processing, planners believe, will be (1) a saving in overall processing
costs and (1) a closer linking of the three major U.S. weather-related facilities. More data will be
shared. NOAA, for example, will for the first time, have access to DMSP microwave sounder and imagers
SSMT, SSMI) to supplement the SSu and MSU components of TOVS. More data channels will link the three

facilities; both commercial data relay satellites and land telephone lines will be used. Closer liaison
among the three should reduce the differences in data formats and software peculiarities. Products to be
produced by each center include:

Shared-Processing Data Products

Agency Products

FNOC - Sea surface Temperature
- Brightness Temperature Fields
- SSMI Environmental Parameters

(ocean surface winds, ice cover,
precipitation, cloud water content.)

AFGWC - Satellite Global Data Base

(mapped imagery)
- Cloud Analysis Data Base
- SSMI and SSMT Raw Data Files

NE SUIS - Atmospheric Temperature Soundings
- Atmospheric Water Vapor Soundings

Weather Data Support for Tactical Missions

This sumary of civil satellite systems shows that tactical units have a variety of sensors and
satellite broodcast services available to them for mission use:

* GOES wep*,.er facsimile WEFAX reception requires little space, power and cost, and over a period
of hours supplies a menu of local and regional weather scenes and computer-generated forecasts.

* worldwide, APT broadcasts from MOAA-series satellites can supplement coded transmissions from the
OMSP spacecraft to give low-resolution (4 km) images of the immediate region. HRPT broadcasts
cover the same area with L.1 km resolution images of local weather. 0S8 services, using new
retrieval software, will allow field units to determine atmospheric stability aloft, without a
need for weather balloon releases. Local and regional forecasts can be inferred from the DS
soundings, along with an estimate of radar and UHF radio propagation paths, for the region.

9 Since DMSP and NOAA satellites are complimentary, the combined metsat system now provides field
forces with six or more regional views of weather, worldwide. (More than six, if more than one
DMSP Polar orbiter is operational.) More frequent views of hemisphere-wide weather patterns are
available to forces operating anywhere from the Azores to Guam.



t Iven today, before Shared Processing links more closely the forecasting centers of NOAA, the Air
Force and the Navy, each center ha, a capability to provide forecast products to support the
missions of the two others, in event of failures of satellites or processing capabilities.

* Throughout the world. (J.,. and allied forces have the option of deploying Data Collection
Platforms. such as automatic weather stations, on land or sea. Data relay would be effected by
NOAA-series polar orbitiers or GO(S spacecraft in the Western Atlantic or Eastern or Central
Pacific.

6 with NOAA acting as the data relay channel, U.S. and allied armed forces have access to weather
images from European and Japanese geostationary spacecraft, thus enlarging the areal coveraqe of
weather imagery available to them.

* Many satellite data products, relating to rainfall or drough', crop coverage, snowpack, ice
coverage. and storm movement. ha,'e immediate application to the activities of field forces.

Future of the Civil Meteorological Satelites

c'iemercializationl
1

At the present time. the sale of the civil meteorological satellites to the private sector is under
active consideration. One of the conditions of this sale, if it indeed takes place, is that the
Lommercial operator must show how the national security contributions of the civil systems will be
maintained unimpaired. This stipulation should ensure that the applications of the present civil weather
satellites to the tactical military planner described in this paper will remain asailable for the
foreseeable ft,ture.

Future Systeis

A recent review of civil needs for improvements in future NOAA satellites has resulted in the
proposed changes outlined below which are presently being sought through the budget process:

GOLS-Next:
12

The improvements sought in the GOES series, to be launched in l<)90, are:

e ,eparate or independent imaging and sounding capabilities.

e Routine (30 minutes or less) imaging in five spectral channels;

CHANNEL SPECTRAL BAND RESOLUTION

I 0.55 - 0.75 1 km
2 3.80 - 4.00 4 km
3 6.50 - 7.00 8 km

4 20.20 - 11.20 4 km
5 11.50 - 12.50 4 km

a Improved IR Image Resolution from 8 km to 4 km.

a A separate sounder with 14 or more channels similar to the HIRS sounder on the polar orbiter.

0 A separate WEFAX transmitter to permit full-time WEFAX broadcasts.

NOAA-Next:

The planning for the next NOAA-series spacecraft, to be launched in 1990, is now underway,
3 

Under
consideration are the following components:

o A 20-channel Advanced Microwave Sounding Unit.

* Continuation of the:

- SEM,
- ARGOS,

- Search and Rescue Mission,
-SBUY.

a Addition of a 4-channel (visible) Ocean Color [mager.

e Improvements in Direct Broadcast Services

• Improvements in the AVHRR:

- Visible calibration;



- Addition of one or more channels (e.g.. 1.6 u m and 6.9 urn);

- Improvements in spectral response of all channels;

- Increased resolution of the visible channels to 500 m.

Next-Satellites and DoD

A comparison of present and planned specifications shows evolution, rather than a dramatic change.
Iven so. the changes are significant: For the "Next" polar satellites, a shift to a microwave sounder is
expected. IR sounders could be phased out after a period of overlap operation to establish the
credibility of the microwave sensors. No comparable movement away from IR sensors is seen I the
CoflS-Next requirements. Rather the changes are for an improvement in spacial resolution for visible and
:R channels (from 8 to 4 km), and for more rapid soundings capability. Gains in sounders will result
from an enhanced capability for the data processing system to find holes in cloud decks through which
stratosphere-to-surface IR soundings can be calculated. Microwave sounders are not scheduled, due to the
cost of microwave sounder antennas for use at the geostationary distances. The most probable scenario
for NOAA and DoD metsat operation is for closer cooperation in the funding for development of both
sensors and spacecraft (frames, power supplies, etc.).

Thus in the "Next" decade, we see improved resolution for images from GOES platforms, and improved
radiance values for all-weather soundings worldwide, from the polar platforms. The expected result of
this data base enlargement is improved shortrange forecasts in the Western hemisphere, and more accurate
large-scale fnulti-day) forecasts, over the whole Earth.
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arrangement with the United .;tates at a later stage in the conflict surssive L.,A-

;nd 5!AA-
0 

Advanced High Resolution Infra-Red (AVtRd I) poases over the .3outh Atlantic
and S;outh America were combined into composite pictures and the data wan transmitted to
the United Kingdom. The composites were used to select areas of special interest wnich
were then examined at un to full resolution. Procesned data included multi-npectral

colour images and sea surface temperature nrofiles which were invaluable in oositiontng
units of the Task Force to take maximum advantape of oceAnonranhic, nea fog or cloud
ronditions. ;ome of the ships were equipoed with automatic Picture Transmission (AVI

" )

reception facilities and the , meteorologlcal unit nupnorting toe Anyal Air *orce on

ascension slani was equipped both with orbiting and geostationary n:tellite APT

recept ion.

'ol owing the occupa tion of the Fn lal nni I ala ndm and .outh S;eor gia by Argentina on ' April 1 the
United Aingdom faced the formidable tars of recovering its sovereign territory ',rOY) miles from the nome

flose in the face of the advancing southern winter. Iesther and ocesnogranhic conditions provel to be "a or

ronsideration s in military decision-making nt every level of command. There wis % heivy demind '.or iet 'tled
clittoloriral advice and for forecasts on timescalen from three hours or lesa to three lays or more ai'lei.
An ws to be exnected , ,rentina sunoressed meti.orolopial data from her military airfields ini there were

no observations from 3outh ;eorpin or the Falkland 1nlands. "here was little -iat: available frne ' :in .in

the South Atlantic, apart from our own Task Force. Nevertheless, meteorological and oceano-ranhitc nuoport

of a higph standard wan provided throughout the conflict largely because of the availAnility of i'ta from

orrn ting (NCAA-7) and peostationary ( aS#i-i and tr. AlSSAT) weather satellites.

It was rocognised from the begifning that forecasting for military ooer* tionn in the .outh Atlantic

would orove very difficult in the absence of reliable computer forecasts for the southern hesisphere from

our own nources. .fore the crisis arose the numerical forecasting , mlel then under development ir the
Meteorological Office at 3racknell was capable of producing forecasts only down to 10

0
3. :3owever, the ota

assimilation was being performed globally and a basis was therefore available for the arenaration of plotA!

numerical forecasts, with "articular emphasis on South America and the .joutn ,tlar.tic. #% -reat teal of

computer nrogrammir.g over the weekend following the Argentinian invasion resulted in the ivailk:oilitythroughout the conflict of routine twice-daily computer forecasts for the South AtlItntic, verifying up to
three lays amead. Few ad juntments to the forecast model were subn, ,quently needed *ind it proved to e so
well constructed that little use was made of global forecast nroducts from the United itatem which were
made available to the United Kingdom meteorologists and nceanographero later in the conflict. That ack-up

support was, nevertheless, highly valued and much appreciated. The only aignifira:nt failure in the ability

of dracknell to provide routine numerical orolucta resulted from a computer overheat which wan tracel to a

cooling water problem.

bven in normal times little conventional surface or upper-air data is available from tie iouth .tlantic
and the computer date assimilation pro ,rahmme depends heavily on satellite temperature sounlings (.ii ,r , S )
from the polar-orbiting NOAA-7 aerie of sAtellites. A comparlson of the maximum posaible coverage of

radioonde data from the Southern demiaphere (figure 1), which in practice is never achieved, with the

coverage of actual s 1ATVI data received over a mix-hour period three hour. either aide of IOO Jtl on ? 1+
April 1W (figure ?), taken from the dorld Meteorological Orpanisation (WHO) 0llobal Telecommunications

System (=T-). shows how significant SATEM data in to the data input for computer analynee and forecasts
over the data-noaree South Atlantic. The example in fully representative of the routine coverage of s4PrLJ
date available to Bracknell throughout the Felkland* conflict.
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,ii nr exanple '-f the qushity of the Iricknell computer ,roductr produred by the numerical model which
%ai ;t il us ter .ieve ,peient at the t ime, toie '4-nour numericalI foreeaast verifying at 12() Cifi 0n A" April

I -'~r i) nii~-1 to' onmpar-i with the analysis for the sme time (figiure 4). :iuccentiive numerical
forec-t: ri, vith tea iata at 1,-honur intervals, indicated truit a ,ihort sp.ll of less disturbetd we-ethier
wou!,I a f ot ;outn 6 eorria on ", April an at surfice riige of high pre.ssure between, two flint-moving

*:vr-,:;iort ovet '11uicKY satwar'loscro -- tit- ifi-ind. 3outh j.eorgia wan recapt ured on 2') April 1#2

,.~ir t !roo.; .-';,inf-sm'ite ri i-renolution infra-red pictur,.a rrimpi led from ruiiceinivt passes of
: ;A were fiv.. ilel t-i the meteorr It-istst nrt oceanographers in the Lnited Aingdoet within about six hours

if' too time of tho ceritril ii.s. Tht, technriqits for preoenting the sritellite data for environmental

f'cr-o!; oi ng , jvelvpel at to-t loyafl ,Ircrnft <:;tAbt i~hment at iArnborough in the United Kingdom, are
le. -ib,'d n' , V tg ant .lxwell in the next nr-ri ntatton. The main application of the infra-red composiite

ui -r.,si it. ooeanograi'hic- foreciusting which will be leAcribet by my colleague Unptain John t-iirs'.
iowe,,r, themai-n- of i-omp,rite -vitollite rsequences with nuccentive w..nther cnatru by the meteorologists
i, -,e hnit-ti'iC -t'. at irrcnpll intl it N'orthiwood, focisoetj attontion. on the ranit vaniasnility of
ne o',?er " to ii i-jt -i At lant ic which was bein he xnerienceI At fi rut hand by th ei r col I a.-uen embarked

wi t u, i f t -.o .'i-K fre:i i 'iy t hif isar. Force commanders.

vl -x ir i rart J evel,,on-rit of weather in t he .;nuth At l;oti in I i IlIustrat#et by fi rst comrns-i i
*i r onr "ci tu " t-u . K ' unet C flt gre ' ) with. t '.e analysisi for 1"(P' 1ito on ' ;1jr. 1flu

f i vre 1- t ..- r .- :'I --,- that a derrtosion moveI from anpe ulorn to it pisitimn so-ith of the Falklani,

--e-uo'i--.s.-' fth, romo,4itp Ic.A-" infra-rpri satellite ni' tures only fourteen honurs 1part at
-,ntril u-i'ire'-' '- -. antl I'i ' iff on ' une I'P figujres ') a-il ') .0hown how rApid -was the

o-it' i uoitd lud-its. healircomoosite shown the market drylij7 effect of the
*.ut nr in- "rtho %ncrl irstream throurlhout ? :une. "ne later composite uh ows the almost exnlnosivq

j uot-f 1 -1 .cci ;-sociatedl wertoer in the ?alklccodn aret durinkg June ams the previounly wosterly

floW ;c-r-!-. I A--ler, I,; retacel by n southwepsterly over ;AnP !orn al i tie noe oco-in retween the 1;Aoe ani
i~iti 'l--i rzing-irj- a bontiful suoo'.y of moisture into thet circulation of the depression. ,Oe

i''"t'Isi .riI, is well ill'intrated by comnarirv tkhe ea rlier -iurffi-e nresnure analyisis, fivurp ',) with

t c. -rlier romco' ;e 7satellite niucture (figure ') ani tho later nurface -irrilysis :figure #,) wit.h the later

"'tailei fcuea,!;tn for lo-i, ruinfe r-connsinnnaoe, supiply artA attirk ;air operations flown out of
1,eoin ::;I nl were nroviled by' a military meteorolovical unit on the is nd arnned by reserve sfficern;

fro, tne veerlgiu .: fice itnd equinned with receivers for both Polar-orbiting eind eostntiooitrv
we-tietr -,catellitos r. in atition to ri-tiofacnimile iind radioteleprinter reception. The ilentification. of
rlo-frree levels tnfd areas from weather satellite visual and infra-red pictures was and remains, with toie
-ti-nl wer to the Faaloii Islands still in operation, a maj~or consideration in the olarning inli conduct of
--isl*e ir-flig ht refueslling operations. 'lie mix of weather aod oceanoigraphic forecantingr erssential to the

.ues'lrorduct of ooer-ition t y units of the TASK Force in the vicinity of ;outh 3eor~ia aol the
;nlcl lar.ls will be describeA by my colleal~ue, Csaptain John %arshe of the loyal :.avy ................

s-allirst introduce ito unlovely worid that har beer, invented Dy the ?-oyil Icavy to -tescribe people
lirce nc- %noe-t it in to oirovide meteoroloic-l ini oreano,-raohic !.unpnrt t m a .TCOC Gfficer.
Juecifically, nince Februnry 1h1 h ave been. the Asttiltant ;hief of .tiff (XcXWO) to C;ommander in Chief,
ileet, resoorszible for the nrovision of M i'OC support of Fleet oner-itionn worldwide. 7his incluies toe

ruvport of .;,txiwerires as well as surface shins 'tot the oceanographic muoport needed by the .4APs 1I.Aritime
Patrol irrraft 'or their AJ#/ operations. Sunoort is proviiedi oy the Fleet Ktlul'C C;entre at the hs
Head-iuurterm ait .orthwool, near London, working, in harness where avpropriate with the svill XuZOC teams
-hat ire embare permanently in some ;hipa.

long agon an Il'i9 the -?oyal 'wavy ientified the requirement for ships with embarceid mrTOC teams to
have termlial- to allow direct real out of imarery from the nolar-orbiting weather saitellites. Procureffent,
,however, was Init 'v ,%uccpmsive cuts in furcink' no tqnt at the outset of Operation WU >uATz: only three ships
were mno fitted iall 'if which, an it sapperm, were closely involved. Co the scene at the outset was the ice
Vratrol slip, :M... i . ',cukk2;L with th-e Tank Group were the two c-arrie-a I%; anl I(Cl~iCAL.
Altough relatively limited in their capnability these three set,, were to orovide invaluable APi' immagery to
assmiot the Cni-J~ero ommundern in tiacticael decision tcaing. Today 1 am happy to be inle to tell you that
Procuremtent of V2 ne-w terminals of a much imoroved capanbility in well adlvanced and tn.at oronvects for a
further buy are looeing -od. Wtier ships involved which had enryirked Y'Cteams but no satellite
terminsal were i(-. 1Itl. r-l.ci ill.,lL, ..Ctliil-o't i-oN, .lUi Rl. nd ilTl-.AA.

Vlc 1-cet .~K;entre relied on 3 main mources of data.

4. Tnm nalympm sod forernst nlest level pressure charts inoduced by the Int-knell computer.

t). deather renortr. from onerntional unita.

r. noe digital iatat stream from '4jA-7 nrocesei by Ac.Faroborought using techniques denrritied uy
Lwodre and dorvell in the nlext oreapentation.

Lsing all itci sources of data the Fleet t4L.'iC C;entre produced ?4, 4 and 72 hour focPcaat surface weather
charts used to orief 'tecinior-mnitern in the hit at Fleet headquarters and in the K.inistry of .uefence and
sent to the Mk~ric teitms with the Tanic Force to be the bani for their medium range forecasta. dith hind-
sight it in clear that to attemapt 72 houra war, over-ambitious.

A.,d Orin were carried out by ah ipm, helon and sutwoarines searchiing for the 2 quiet diesel Submarines
in the Argentine OR k;T which could, hypothetically, have posed a threat. to the Taak Group. Compar&d with
the thorth Atlantic there wits a very high reverberation level causedi by the teemino! marine life - to quote
one ?(LK;2 ifficar on the stnt, "the sa was like soup". Against a high level of background noise detection

a=-!-
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FIGURE 1

MAXIMUM COVERAGE AVAILABLE FROM
SURFACE -LAUNCHED RADIOSONDES



FIGURE 2

SATELLITE TEMPERATURE SOUNDINGS (SArEMSJ FROM
NOAA-6 AND NOAA-7

received during 6 hours ending 0300 GMT on 24 APRIL 1982
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D W PKEJNT OF SATELLITE DATA PkXSENTATIUN
FOR INVLkOIEgTAL FORECASTING

D W S Lodge
M R Boswell

Space and New Concepts Department
Royal Aircraft Establiahment
Farnborough

Hampshire Gu1il 6m!
United Kingdom

SUNKAMY

This paper describes the techniques developed during and since the operation to recover the Falkland
Islands using ime processing to enhance the value of meteorological satellite Images for envzronaental
forecasting. Data were used from PO.'TKLMMAT, 0OES-K and NUAA 7 AVHRR. Among the methods adopted were the
production of time-lapse sequences of imagee and multi-teomporal colour composlte* for the analysis of
weather syetem dynamics, multi-apectral colour composite@ for cloud type identification and radiance
temperature measurements used for sea surface temperature measurement, ice detection and fog discrimina-
tion. Some of the problems encountered are described and how they were overcome. the image proceasing
systea used was a prototype for a Satellite Environmental Data Acquisition System about to enter service
with C C3rLET Weather and Oceanographic Centre.

I INTRODUCTION

During Operation Corporate to recover the Falkland Islands, the primary sources of data for oceano-
graphic and meteorological forecasting in the South Atlantic were meteorological satellites. This paper
describe* the ways that data were received and presented for analysis. The paper by Marsh and Pothecary'
describes the subsequent applications. Before the period in question, the Royal Aircraft Establishment
(RAE) was already working on advanced techniques of image analysis and display. It also operated a
meteorological atellite receiving station, RAE lashas in Hampshire, for which the UK Meteorological Office
was the primary user. The association of these two aspects of the work of the Remote Sensing Division of
Space and New Concepts Department had already led to the formulation of a Royal Navy requirement for an
image processing system for operational use at CIMCFLI= Weather and Oceanographic Centre to be linked
directly to Laahm. This system is the Satellite Environmental Data Acquisition System (SEDAS). The
accelerated development and operational use of the prototype system during Operation Corporate confirmed
the integrity of the concept and provided an invaluable interchange of ideas, requirements and experience.

This paper describes only techniques to aid the analysis of images from satellites. These images
are formed by detecting reflected visible and near-infrared sunlight and thermally emitted infrared
radiation. Current meteorological satellites also carry other sensors of undoubted worth, but their
analysis, processing or use are outside the context of this paper.

2 SOURCES OF DATA

RAE lasham routinely receives data from three satellite systems. These are the polar orbiting NOAA
*eries and the geostationary HL"IM"1AT operated by the Europeal Space Agency (ESA) and GULS-9 operated by
the US National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA) . Thes are also the three system used
over the South Atlantic. The shift in geographical emphasis from normal operations in the northern hemi-
sphere posed no problem with re~rd to reception of the geostationary satellites, since they view an
unchanging near-hemisphere of the Earth, all of which is available to ay ground station within their
reception zon. Thus Lash.. was able to meet the changed needs In their case. This was not so with
regard to the polar orbiters. In effect due to problm on board MOAA 6, NOAA 7 was the only useful
source of data in this set. Data from the South Atlantic from NOAA 7 could not be received at Lashs&
since the satellite was not in view of the receiving aerial and no alterfAtive receiviA station in the
region wa available to the UK. The satellite has the capability to record data on board for subsequent
replay over a ground station. However the operational needs of the Satellite precluded replay over Lashan
even had the station been reconfigured and modified to receive the signal.

The mset straightforward satellite data to process and display were those from METZOSAT. Two data
stream were available at Lashes. Ech involved the trsnsmission of the raw satellite data to the
European Operations Control Centre at Darmstadt in Germany for processing and subsequent dissemination to
user grousd stations back through MNEC1AT used as a transponder. The Secondary data use system (MDUS)
strm is an analogue satem compatible with weather facsimile (WIfAl) low resolution, low data rate
facsimile picture date distribution. For the applications of interest here, primary date user system
(PDUA) data were us"d. This has a higher data rate of 166 kb/s but provides access to all three Sensor
chamas at the best posible spatial resolution. The chanels are sen-itive to reflected sunlight
between 0.1i and 1.1 &a which has a resolution of 2., km at nadir, to thermally emittod infrared from 10.5
to 12.5 us with a spatial resolution of 5 km at nadir and a water vapour emission bend extending from

Coywright Controller HIUO, London, 1983



to ?.l m, also with a spatial resolution of 5 km at nadir. KETN)JSAT scans a near-hem iphere of the
&arth once altr,,ximately every 1 0 minutem. The centrp of the scene ia the equator at O

° 
longitude.

7he sensor on JS-L- has two spectral channels. One extends from 0.55 to 0.? us with a spatial
res ,lution of 0.8 ka in principle at nadir. The other extends from 10.5 to 12.6 1a with a spatial reeolu-

tion of b.
4 

km at nadir. It takes 18.? minutes for the sensors to sean one quarter of the Carth's disc.
k L-?- is in trbit above 75W longitude. From lshaes it ia visible only 1.30 above the horizon. The long

atm apheric reception path restricts date reception to the Wk'AX analogue transmission. Before GOkS

images could be displayed it was necessary for them to be digitined into a computer compatible format.

?acilitios to do this did not exist in the early stages of the operation. Instead the analogue data were

transmitted by telephone line to the Meteorological Office who ware able to digitise the data. Another

,ar c,,urier service brought the subsequent tapes to Fornborough.

rho N(A 'A sensor used is the advanced very high resolution radiometer (AVHRR). rhe spectral bands

are rand I from O.58 to 0.68 am; band 2 from 0.7,5 to 1.1 g
tm
; bwd 3 from 3.55 to 3.93 um; band 4 from

1(.1 to 1.k ism; band ', from 1., to V,., tm. The spatial resolution in each case is about 1 km at nadir.

!'e band A signal has suffered a progressive deterioration and during Operation Corporate was too noisy to

e f better than limited use.

• 1iN IIA(;E PoCLbSSINt SYS'EMU

I'he image display and processing system used to present the Satellite Images is called GEMS. This

cnsists of a hardware image handling system, a host computer and the image processing software. The

system configuration in shown in figure 1. The GEMS hardware waa developed to an RAE specification by

Computer Aided Desin of Cambridge. It includes an image store which is a 1024 by 102.4 element array where
each element is an , bit number. This array is normally divided into four separate 512 by 512 by 8 bit

,leep image planes that may be displayed on the video monitor. There are in addition four 512 by 512 by
I tit dp overlay planes that can be used to present graphics, text or highlights on the image display.

Ihe image display is under the immediate control of a PDP-11 computer built in to the hardware. The

system is under the control of another mini-computer. During Operation Corporate s system hosted by a

prime 750 was used, but such s powerful machine is not necessary. SL)AS uses a Prime 250 for example.

-he host romputer rprforms the image processing and controls the transfer of data from tape to the disc

L.nits that act as the working store of available images and from the disc into the system for processing

and display. Working practices during Operation Corporate required a very large working store and two
W Mb disc drives were used. SIZAS when installed with CLNCFLEXT will be able to perform with a 96 MB

disc drive asn the flow of data in and its analysis will be more uniform throughout the day. The GEMS

software called Gemstone wam written at RAE. It was designed to allow use of the system without detailed

knowledge of how it works or any familiarity with computer operation. The computer terminal is used to
load the available satellite data from tape to disc and then call up Gemstone. At that point figure 2

arpears on the video monitor and control tr.ansfers to a simple ergonomically designed control panel. A

tracker ball moves the cursor to within a box representing the intended next step which is executed by

;res ing a single input button. When this is done to select an image, the display changes to a list of

the images available on the disc. Following selection of one using the tracker ball again the display
changes to that shown in figure 3. The next step is to copy the data into the display store. In all

circumstances the cursor defaults to the most likely next step unlesa over-ridden by the tracker ball and

rrompts an unfamiliar operator through the options. Figure 3 apparently shown 16 available image stores
although only four were Ascribed to the GINS hardware. The 12 making up the difference are virtual stores
within the host computer. They may be used to store images and processing can be performed on data in

them in the same way as on data in the other four. However, they must be copied into one of the four GEMS

hardware stores before they can be displayed. The display is restricted to 512 by 512 picture elements or

pixels. Moat images are such larger. Therefore when first selected a Subset of the full data set is

copied into the display store Sampled by pixel and by line automatically to show the full scene on the

screen. Processing can be carried out on the full scene or sub-scenes may be selected for closer examinea-

tion at higher resolution. Processing options are selected by the sase method of using the tracker ball
to identify procedures in a prompted system of pages of menus. The selection of which colour gun or guns

of the monitor display which store is done arbitrarily from the control panel. Similarly the colour or

deletion of the overlay planes can be chosen at will. The display can be magnified by up to 8 times from
the control panel by pixel replication. When magnified in this way the full size of the video screen,
about 900 by 600 pixels, is used. The results on the screen can be preserved by dumping the scene onto

the system disc, by recording the scene on polaroid colour film using a Honeywell device which incorporate*
its own enclosed video monitor, thereby ensuring consistent results and removing the need for a camera to

photograph the screen, or on a video recorder.

GiM is a general purpose image processor. This paper describes worit uaing meteorological satellite

images for specific applications as required during Corporate and for SWAS. Nevertheless any imsg data

presented in a compatible format Say be analysed. GDS is used routinely st RAN for Landeat end synthetic
aperture rador work.

4 PWirAI'ION TSNIQUES

4.1 MXTL&EAT

M0k2AT scenes were readily available and comparatively easy to handle because the necesaary special

software was already well under development at the start of the conflict. Unfortunately the Falkland

Islands lIe on the western-moat extremity of the area of coverage and am the weather development cm from

the weat the usefulnes of this source was limited. However it was still widely used and had particular
application in the earliest phase of the operation ea route to Ascension Island and when the links to

acquire LAC data were still being established. As the projection and viewpoint of KXT606AT images do** not
vary, the superposition of geographical coordinates and coastlines was relatively straightforward.
Figure h showa a full scene from the thermal infrared channel with the geographical information in the

overlay planes. To improve their visibility the overlay plane would normally be coloured. After various

J experiments blue for the coastline and yellow for the grid was found to be the beat combination for visual
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inspection And photographic recording. In general the area of interest was Ie" than the full scene. The
standard format and constant projection made it possible to automate the selection and extraction of
specific areas. Figure 5 shove the standard South Atlantic extract. Automatic and seoi-automatic
selection of scane in this way was of immnse value when a great deal of data had to be analysed rapidly
to meet briefing and forecast preparation deadline& reliably. The date were presented in three different
ways. Time lapse sequences of images from the thermal infrared channel were displayed. Although

apparently restricted to a maxisua of four display planes, in fact the available image planes in GD0
were further subdivided by modifications to the controlling moftware. By storing several different sub-

images in each Image plane and controlling the display output only the relevant part of the data in each
plane were shown. In that way many more scenes can be made available. By accepting degradation of both
spatial resolution and dynamic range, up to 80 scenes can be presented as a sequence. With KZ13OGAT up to
eight scenes were normally used corresponding to intervals of three hours or a daily cycle. These

sequences allowed the dynamic behaviour of weather system to be assessed rapidly. Features could
be located using the cursor on the display to identify a point. The latitude and longitude of the point
would then appear on the computer terminal visual display unit (VN ). Distance could be measured in the
same way to measure the speed at which weather systema were moving. Sequencea were recorded on video

tape for subsequent demonatration and confirmation of analyses at CINCFLUNOC but the primary purpose
for this technique was for rapid assessment by the duty naval officer on his daily shift at Farnborough.
The second method for the display of M)LTEOSAT data was developed as a seans of providing a seasurement of
cloud movement that could be prepared by a meteorologically untrained observer and sent as a hard copy
photographic print for analyses. It wes little used during Corporate but has aroused interest since.

Two successive MftIOSAT images are displayed siaultaneously on the colour video monitor. One, say the
earlier example, used the blue and green guns of the monitor, the later the red gun. Areas where cloud
is common to both appear white. Are" which were cloudy on the earlier scene but not later appear blue-
green. Areas where cloud has developed during the interval show red. This technique, like the time
lapse sequences, uses the thermal infrared data. The third method of presentation combined the visible
and infrared channels into a colour composite. By experiment contrast stretches were defined which could
be applied to the separate channels with the result that different cloud types and heights appeared an
different colour shades. by this technique as in the second cane, hard copy information could be and was
prepared by non-forecaster. and sent by courier to CINCFLDLTWOC. Little use was made of the GEMS for

display of the METOISAT water vapour channel.

4.2 CA)ES

the GOES coverage zone was ideal for examining the weather expected in the South Atlantic. It we.
frustrating therefore that only low quality facsimile data were available. Neverthelese they proved very
valuable. As mentioned in Section 2, the GOES sensor produces separate imagea correaponding to quarters

of the full disc of the Earth. Extracts from the southern hemisphere were taken showing the area of

interest in two scales. At first the assembly of these sub-scenes into a mosaic had to be done annually,

but later an automated technique was developed. Some monitoring and intervention had to be retained in
this procedure as the GOES data were prone to corruption. Geographical overlays were prepared a. for

K.'i)SAT. The major problem with GOES scenes wes interference from another experiment on board the
satellite. This wes present for about 16 hours a day. It wan manifeet as bright lines acros the image.

Figure 6 shows the standard GOES pair of mosaics with this interference present. A filtering technique
was developed whereby a I x 3 pixel box was passed over the image. The relative brightness of the pixels
in the box wan examined in each position. If the values of the extreme pixel. exceeded that of the aiddle
pixel by greater than a given threshcld, the value of the middle pixel was replaced by the mean of the
extremities. The threshold level could be selected by the operator but a standard default value of 21 grey
ncale levels was found to be adequate. This technique called linefix vastly iaproved the interpretability
of the images. Figure 7 shows the same scene as figure 6 after linefix. Eventually the compilation of

the mosaics, the application of linefix and assembly of the results into a time lapee sequence was reduced
from a series of separate manual tasks to an automated procedure. Seven isages were assembled into a

sequence for each day. They represented intervals of 3 hours except that GOES does not transmit data at
0300. As for Ei'TWISAT, the time lapse sequences were recorded on video tape for subsequent further review

at CINCFLLEE'OC.

4.3 NOAA AY1IJW

Standardised techniquea to deal with MKLTESAT and GOES date were generated quite early. The appli-
cation of AVHIW data however grew throughout Operation Corporate and has continued to grow since. There
were two initial uses. The first was to prepare colour composites using bands 1, 2 and 4 for daytime
passes or 3, 4 and 5 at night of the full LAC scen** for meteorological analysis. The second was to use

banda 3, 4 and 5 for sea surface temperature analysis. Between 2 and 4 scenes were received each day
from NOAA 7 of the general area. A11 were valuable for meteorological analysis. Following vieual
inspection of all bands by the duty forecaster, the colour composites were producei. These were contrast
stretched using a standard transfer function that produced consatent and reproducible results for the
distinguishing of cloud types and heights. Photographic hard copies were produced for CINCYLENT, the

Meteorological Office and other Ministry of Defence users. Geographical coordinates and coaatline* were
overlaid on the AVi W scene ,. Figure 8 shows the area covered by a full scene with this information
added. Unlike the images from the geoetstlonery satellites, the AVNB imag es have a different projection
from pass to pass. To transform the image to a stedard cartographic projection would be very expensive
in term of computer time and for these applicatios quite unnecessary. Instead the orbital information
end sensor characteristics are stored and then by using the time information included in each AYNRR line

of lage data to define the start of the scene, used to transform and redraw a stored world ap to the
particular projectioe of each I mag, As the amoumt of data in the map is very mbch leas than In an imge.
this transformation take@ only a few seconds. The latervals in the geographical grid May be selected by
the operator an appropriate for the area under analysis. If four NOMA * 'sees were received for one day,
two would usually be of area to the west of Chile. These were not often of interest for ame surface

temperature analysis and thia application in general used the other two scenes covering the South Atlaatic.
Suitable cloud free areas were identified using the full scene. One is marked on figure 8. Date from

*.,. the infrared chamels were read into the image plane. Bands I and 5 were alway used. ad 3 data are

only useful at night an that pert of the spectrur is contaminated by reflected sunlight during the day.
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iene And less use was mao. )f thin channel asn the noise problem mentioned in Section 2 worsened. However
tlnd I data were used when possitle. Firnt a linear contrast retch was applied to each band used to
rmemove the cloud and land detail and spread the range of grey scales corresponding to the sea surface
temtPrature variation across the whole dynamic range of the video monitor. After visual inspection of the
structure of tho variation selected temperature measurements wore made at points determined by the fore-
caster. The temr;eratures weie derived from the radiances measured by the sensor using a standard NO"A
lr., iithm. N- correction was made for atmospheric contamination. As the primary aim was to identify

variations and discontinuities and to quantify the relative change across thermal boundaries, this correc-
t:,on was not cnsidered to be necessary. Surface observations during the Operation confirmed this masess-
ment. Points at which the temperature was measured were usually identified using the cursor controlled by
the tracker ball. An inlefinite number o. such points could be designated. The latitude and longitude of
Psch t.irt and the temperature appeared in each case on the VYU. In addition the information was dumped
ti, a file -pened each time this mode of operation wan selected. When required the contents of the file

were written by line trinter to provide hard copy free from transcription errors. Variations available in
the temperature measuring mode allowed the latitude and longitude of the desired point to be designated,
,r the two ends of a line could be defined using the cursor and the temperature along the line plotted and
lisplayed on the V01 . T'races corresponding to each of the three thermal infrared bands could be displayed
sis~ltaneously. rhis technique was of particular use where band 3 data were available as variations

between the bands allowed the degree of atmospheric water vapour contamination to be assessed. Figure 9
shown a contrast stretched single band with a line marked and the temperature profile along it shown.

lhe above two uses were those foreseen for the AVHR from the outset. Other applications developed.
.he first was the recognition that the imaees showed ice fields very clearly. Estimating the position of

the ice edge become a regular procedure. Colour composites using visible and infrared bands were
essential. A single black and white band would not show the ice with any clarity. Composites showed
where ice was developing and hence could provide accurate forecasts of where the ice edge would grow. The
)bservation of the ice edge permitted the recovery of South Thule to proceed in mid-June 1982 since the
AVHkil images showed the area to be unseasonably free of ice. From observation of the ice field the next

dlvelorment was to attempt to track floating ice. This mt with limited success as in general tho immges
received were not sufficiently cloud free. Nevertheless icebergs and bergy bits were identified and their

position established. The focus of attention on the AVHRMJ during Operation Corporate has led to further
development. One subsequent example has been the use of the infrared channels to identify fog. On a
single band, foF and cloua are virtually indistinguishable and on a normal colour composite fog and low
cloud cannot be reliably separated. Where all three infrared bands are available it is poasible to

distinguish fog from other effects. The technique requires each band to be transformed to radiance
temperature. When displayed on the monitor the temperature corresponding to each pixel determines the
grey level on the screen if a single band modulates all three colour guns to produce a black and white
imge. However, each band in used to modulate just one colour gun, for example band 3 my be displayed in
red, band i in green and band 5 in blue. If the temperatures measured for a given pixel are identical for

all three bands, the pixel will appear ans a grey shade on the screen. If there is a significant variation
in the perceived temperature then the result is a colour cast on the inage. The normal method for display
relates increasing brightness on the screen to decreasing temperature, or for a single band image black is
wars and white is cold. Using this convention and the allocation of bands to colours described above, fog
appears as an area of dark red. That indicates that band 3 measures a significantly colder temperature
than bands 4 and 5. Clouds however appear grey to white, suggesting that the measured temperatures are

the sae for all bands. There are subtler variations that indicate areas where fog is beginning or likely
to develop. The interpretation is that the band 3 signal, corresponding to the shortest Infrared wave-
length, must arise from near the surface of the fog or cloud since that wavelength cannot penetrate far

through suspended water droplets. The longer wavelength providing the bands I4 and 5 signal can penetrate
significantly further and therefore the measured temperature is integrated over a longer path through the

suspension. Clouds have essentially a uniform temperature and therefore this effect produces little
variation in the perceived radiance temperatures. Fog on the other hand has typically a colder outer
shell determined perhaps by evaporative cooling enclosing a warmer core. Therefore the band 3 signal
will represent a colder mesurement than bands 4 and 5. The other variations showing areas of developing
and imminent fog may be explained by considering the relative effects of water vapour concentrations on
the different bands as the atmospheric water vapour content may be expected to show significant anomalies
at such a timw.

Further uses for AVHRR are under active consideration and experiments have been conducted and are
planned at RAE and in collaboration with other organisationo to quantify the accuracy of sea surface
temperature measurements, to account for atmospheric contamination and to use the images in studies of
bioluslnescence and thermal pollution of estuaries. Theme results are not yet ready for presentation but
underline the usefulness of this versatile sensor when applied in conjunction with sophisticatedflexible
image processing techniques.

5 DATA DIsSSSMINATION

The rarid transition from an experimental prototype research facility to an operational one caused
certain logistical problems. The satellite ground stations at Lashe and Oskhanger are about 13 km
(8 miles) apart. Each is about 24 km(15 miles) from ?arnborough. C1NCFLgg at Northwood is about 56 km
(35 miles) and the Neteorological Office at Bracknell about 24 km (15 miles) from Faraborough. While
insignificant in cowparison with ece of the problems faced during Operation Corporate, the transfer of data
mainly by courier against unyielding timescalee was a major cause for concern throughout. An well as the
analysis using GE.S, GUZ8 and MKET1AT images were transmitted in near real-time from lashmm to CINCYIETWOC
over telephone lines for image production by laserfaz. This was a considerable improvement on the WA1
products otherwise available.

The data dissemination for 51DUA will be simplified when the system is installed at CI4CYLATWOC

since there will be no need for naval staff to travel to Farnborou^h. Data will be transferred from
Lsham by tape to tape transfer using a system under development at RAE called METSATN T which will use
british Telecom MePgastream data links operating at up to 1 Mb/s. WMAT1IZ will include links with the
Meteorological Office and Brackaell and is intended to be the backbone of a satellite data distribution
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yetpm to meet operati ona' and -xperim,-ntal requirementm beyond those related to meteorological Matelliten.

In particular the Awitched .ssage high data rate techniques under 4evelopment 
will have particular apFli-

cati,,n to the Europpan Space Agency EkS-1 nynthetic eprture radar equipped satellite for which a number

oif vre-operatiolnol demonstrations Arp envinaged.

I J * othecary and Meteorolngical and Oceanographic Support during the 
Falklands Conflict

J Ma~rph ( ".()'

Proc 46th Symposium AGARD Avionics 
Panel on Space System Applicatiolns

to Tactical uperations.

E A k Anstry and Satellite (rouid Station Facilities 
at IRA lashes IW 2.

P k boavell k"S Technical kaport &?016.

AC 4* i,) u2Q rs

The support provided by 14" to the koyal Navy succeeded as a consequence of the 
wholehearted

c .(peratlion of many people in the LISA, notably in the USAF and NOAA. In addition the operation and

development of the equipment was ably assisted by the enthusiastic help of omployeta of Speably Ltd who

1perate the Asha ground station and provide other 
support under contract to RAE.
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Figure '5 Image transfer and display options.
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Figure 4. METhXJAT full seen* with overlays.
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Figure6 OOB southern esispbsre mosaics at full and half resolution with interferenc.
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Figure 7 GOLS Southern heaISPher* Mosaics at full and half reolution wilth overlays after linetix.
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Figure 9 AVOR band ~.contrat stretched for **a surface temperature analysis.



IiAC'rIAI. AI'PI.ATICT (iH OF SATIA,1TF-IlIV l
I-a'ii (EI . AND (KTAM;RAMIIIC IATA

IN NAVAl, (PIATIM(S

by
Charles A. Weigand
C wrand (kOoaanographer

Naval Fastern (Ieanography C'enter
McAdie Building (U-117)

Naval Air Station
Norfolk, Virginia 2X)I11

1nviniirvntal data derived fresh satellites give the military
'rrmander cr1t ical Informst to upom which to has#' 'tsions. Min'

the Rir-cean vnvi'nmimnt can significantly alter the perfo niance
of today's t#chnolically--advrnc,-d weapons and sensors, the rmlitary
'owrnder rist have access to all factors affeting them. The

,Satellite-data Proc-essing And Dtsplay System (SPAMn) at the Naval
Fastrn Ok'eanography (enter in No*rfolk. Virginia is a c'wit r-ts t
systvr which produces high quality. real-tirm. satellite imagery and
data with which to ass-ss tm.toorological and oceanographic c(mditions
SI'AII allows the. tactical analyst to receive imagery in real-tin;..
pro--ss and display it and interact with the image to raximize
extracti n of relevant data. The system is described and the- fol low-
ing case exsrhs are- discussed which ceromstrate the, capabilities
.f such a system and show how satellite iragery can he applied to
vfarious perationsl situations:

* Knowlge ahout the posit ions of o-ean frnits alerts
ltw cot"andr to potentially degraded acostiti conditions

and can increase the tryloyrw.nt .fficiency of sonar
.syster

* lx'atng major c'*ean currents and related ' sosc- al
features saves tire and rntey while increaing safety
of ships roUted n mjor o(cean transits

o The ability to locate oce-an frontal features and forecast
their effect upxw1 mritoorological conditions results in
tir'vly notification to operating units of actions to
avoid, or reduce the effect of. dangerous wather

* Tire-sertes seluences of (0F-1 itages over the kuth
Atlantic yielded f.xtrmi-ly valuable rs'te)roogical
infrmationi in this data-sparse region during the
Falkland's Crisis in the spring of 1.982

Thtao. exanlles underscore the value of data from sattllite itmagery
to the military c tmander and Illustrate the requiirernt that a
satellite system must provide tirrely, high qtmlity inforration
within the c rmnder's ar a of operations.

Today's military cnrnder must reali ze and unde rstaand the effects that the envirn)rmrnt will
haw- on his ern, ships, aircraft and weapoms. if he is going to raxirize his comtat effectiveneoss.
Whie sorv' of these effects ray be readily apparent, others rnay affect him in ways which we are
only beginning to understand. vern the, reirmnder who can ascertain his rmteorological or oceano-
graphic con d)itions, nay often find this information limited to his irnmerdiate area of operations. He
nr et the capability to sapple the environment beyond his local area.

A cruise missile Is launched and before it is beyond the visual horiz.o forces ray btgin to
affect it which can significantly change its ballistic trajectory. Winds, worsening weather, build-
ing eas and atmoepherIr dicting of electromagnetic energy can singly or collectively work to alter
targeting or sensing c"pbility of the missile. A shipboard cxnmrander ray be experiencing inche-
aunt weather which for a variety of reasons degrades the operational capability of his ship, while
a short distance away wind and sea conditions are noticeably better.

Satellite Inugry can provide valuable infortation (in mteorological and oceanographic condi-
tions in and near an area of operations.

The Naval Flatern (reanography (enter in Norfolk is one of the many environmental centers
within the U.S. Navy tasked with acquiring, analyzing and forecasting oceanographic and mpteorologi-
cal conditirns for dis emination to national and NAI() military activities. While many activities of
the Center are c(orim to other oceAnograp ic or weather stations, Norfolk has had the rather unique
rr-portuiity during the past two years to evaluate, and then eniloy in operational scenarios, a
cruter-thased atellite analysis systtem. It In called SPAI which stands for the Hatellite-data
ProcrIng And Display System. SPAII is a minico puter-based copmter system capable of acquiring
satellite data, processing that data into a satellite image displaying that Iage on a cathode ray
tube, and allowing an analyst to interact with the image to maxindze data extraction. All this can
be done on a real tim basli - in aom u case within 30 to 40) minutes frtam ccopmicncit of mene
scan by the satellite. At the Naval autern kowanoIgraphy Center data is presently acquired for the
(XI-Rast geaynchrfonous satellite and the polar orbiting NDAA 7 and NOAA R. Both visual and
infra-red tiagery is available. Pgure I sows a picture of the system.
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nir, tql I I ty to) tin vi, the' a nalIyst I nte'rac.t wt t it sateI Ite I mage Is a dist inct Iod van tage' over
rist ng A hardeopy ouetput of t ho- tImage. ('wrimipte'r seftware programe in SPAIIE &I low the' user too perform,
a wide' range. of 4pevrat i-ns tin te satelite Image. Siee Figure 2. Foreimost Among theee operations is
the- capeithilit) to rio variable' eiihane'e'rmnts of the image over a wide range of gray shade's or to t d,
"'false. -]or" -'nhanvemimnts of the imge'. Threrugte the use' oif appropriate s-nhanceiments the Analyst

,-an highlighit thosie feastures in the Image which are of mo~t Intere'st to im, whether the-y he of
'.'e'aniaralhic or r'a'te'erroeival Igni ficane'e.

Al though te' incewnIng satelli1te data is receivedi In the natural e'arth cootrdinates plane by
which, the "tvtelt,- se'n.-s the unde-rlying earth scene, this natural protject ion can he c-onve'rte'd by
the' 'sr~tuter Into, o1the'r Mi'rcator or loo1ar stenretraphic project ionis for ibti by the ana lyst.
CrIncrrently, the' Image can he navtgAted and a geographic outline and latituder-longitude grid can
Ne, sup,-rirtpetse'd in the' Itinge. Maenipulation of the image by SP'AIN is available' muich like other
stt'ef-the-art Irnge' prrweessing systens. Tht-se operat ions Include' the ability to iagni fy a certain
I.,rtIn it f ttre i rnage' at'css a ia rt icular p1 ture' e' levii'nt And ItbtA in a bright ne'ss or tenra'rature
i-44eitng riask outt tin .'sli rd t-lessi ftlrns (or a Ill ia the ope'rntor to Interact wi th the image using a
greept len and tabl-t.

1he, graph Is'n awd tablet provide the user with a powe'rful tool to use' with the image. Overlay
pln. an I*, re's-'rve'd and plaved ovvr the imge and the ope'ratuor can then draw or- lac' synitls on

Ite' iriage. The' overlay planes ran he' stored and re'cal led at a later tim' for further comp~artson or
f,,r addoing or de'le'ting inforration on the ove'rlay planes. These overlay planes also permit the
aria y'~t toI stqpa'rtmnee oreanographir' or me'teorotlogical fields oin an Image to assist in the inter-
pretat ioun of obse.rvedr feature's.

Aroteuher valuable feature of the system is; the capability to copy a series of Images and then
;)In) hack this we'ries in a timed sequence set that shifting or mo vement of features otf interest,
rmwtt ntwtably elouds, ran he seen. Thin has proven to he of great value to our weather fore'casters.

(ileratlonally, SPAIES has proven to he an extreme'ly flexible and tirme-ensitiv;' system for
satelIliter Imagery analysis.

Furr case e'xamples will he discussed which demoenstrate the capabilities oif such a system and
showtitiot sate'llite image'ry can he applied to various operational situations.

Oitse 1. Satellite Imagery and particularly that imagery sensing in the infra-red spe'ctrum,.
can he' usedi to Identify and accurately locate oceanic fronts. Figure 3 shows an Infra-red NI)AA 7
irage acquired and processed by SI'AIIE. The image has not been enhanced by SPAIBI and contains the
fuill range utf gray shade's. Not tich c'an he- seen in the image, unless one is faiiliar with the area,
iii whitch rase' the ('besape'ke Bay, the New Je'rge) coast, loing Island, and ('Ape (od c'an he recognized.
The irmge In figr 4 has been enhanced to highlight oceanographic features. The outline of the
t'ast COast of the Unitesi Sttes r'an bi- seen much Vietter. M~ajor features associated with a dynamic
un'eRn current sorb as the G;ulf Stream are apparent in this image. The Nokrth Wall tf the Gulf Streain
is ".en a., A -;harp hteiundary hetweten the cooler Slope Water and the Stream core. The Sielf/Slope
froInt %e'parate's the Slope Wate'r front the cold nearshore Shelf Water. 7Wo warm eddies are alst
appare'nt in thf, ligery.

7we seve' l strong frontal boundaries Analyzed in the irage 'ombtine to create an extrenmely
,er~le'x aceeust ic e'nvi ronnv'nt. Sound propagation near and through smich botundaries undergoes a

enyrinr oIf uinpre'ictahle phenoet'na. Although proipagattin near or across the front c'urrently can net
toe- accurately pt'rel since moset niflirtchl acoustic mdels assume a homgenous water mass, it is
of vital inizurtane'. for the naval oie'rator to know that his proximity to areas of strong horizontal
te'virature gradie-nts - that Is. fronts, can drastically affect his sonar performance. lHe can then
heesld'eploy, is assets to minimize the effect of the front or take into account that acoustic
propagattin and range prediction nay he quite px'aT

At the' Naval liAstern Oceanography ('ente'r a major e'ffetrt is e'xpended in locAting the positions
oif ireanic fronts in thei Atlantic Ore'an and dissemninating thin information tet ope'rating units. SPAtE
hen played a major role in this e'ffort and will continue to do so as long as the need e'xists for
tini-ly and acetemate' satellite Imagery.

'Ihe' inte'rae-tive enhanceenrt of satellite imagery allows the analyst to vary the enhancenent
crvew on an tImage in order to highlight SSi'r patterns. This is a significant rcapability. Figure 5
shows the'- analyzed positiotn of the Gulf Stream frm the image in figure 4. Three times a week, or
wte'n roiesetee, data tin the northern and southern boundaries of the Stream and Information oin the
peeait ions of warm and (,old edie and their size' And eshape are transmitted via naval rv'ssage to
vnrlutejh shrips ant suppotrt Activities. With this data the' commeander who is att'eeupting to emp,~loy a
moitar syste'nr ean amevrtain whether the effects of a nearby oean front will affect his sonar perform-
ance', which it probably will even in the cane of relatively weak frontal zonies, miuch less a dynamic
disctntinuity stub as the Gulf Stream off the W~at Coeast of the lUnited States. Whtile the- physics
o~f tyxind propamgation threaigtt frointal bundaries are not well known and only now beginning to receive
Increasing attention by ae'ereiticians, this kind of frontal data can inmediately alert a commanding
officer to the promablitty of potentially dtegraded Acoustic coinditiona which can affect the
e'fficiency of him sonars.

Cane 2. The (Otiruar Track .9tip Nooting ((flSR) program at the Oceeanographty Center In Norfolk
is an Advisory wervice. to wilitary and governiment vessels which is designoed to provide the shortest
possible route under the at possible weather conditions during major trans-Atlantic wvages.
Intelligent planning of route. before- the ships get underway And constant surve'illance of possible
uw'lteorological and oceianographic tcondition. which catn affect the passage results In fuel savings
and le~ store dalage. to ships.



1iur,- 6 shoaws tie' ana 1y7.e'ei poslti a of the tulf Stream lased up-en ohservation (it a serie's of
irmv-a'. TNe chart is thus a4 -aelasi tv oif whe-re the Gulf Stream's maujor features have been during
tic.' iwek. Pa4teoeralgial coandit ions e'xert the major Influence in most cases whiere reutes are

trt'1anti sat)i liev imngey plays a rajor role in Iden-ttifting dangerous weather situations.
Additionall) the past several years have seen a dranut ic increase in the numbewr of routes wthich
ilavi' hean plannned to take' advantage- of tmsjor as'ean currents along the roucte. A strong, swift oceakn
.urre'nt such as tite Guilf treaa an give a ship seve'ral t'xtra knots; of free push on a northhound

rmTa.sI t a lawag t ho e as t coast o f the '.S. or east heaund t ran s-At Ilant in, h tI ve ships steaming on
it ~o'il, a' crses -an avoidI the-se' adverse, currents. Whiile this Is not a new racocept , the use of

liit- I. it'o~ry AIlaows the current s stem taa he accurately located and thus faar he-ttear posit ion-
ing if the, '.hil to, take advantage aaf aar avaoid the, current. Tis is iimtartant as c'an he seevn In
fgacra C whtn Noaeaansidvr the' comp~l#'xi ty oaf the current system.

In 1981 'we'%-, 4t, tr was sav,'d lust hy shoertening the length aaf voyages. In 199~2 routes
%hait used4 ithe Oail f ,t re'ar avdan e'.t imtted ~!a,(XX, whilev avoidence' routes saved another

~al C-' r*Ani ' alt, %-r 1"W).(5X in savings dto.- a shoartened roautes. savings for the year aaf
U '1K' ac a-st Iu'ate at Taie t a ( 1 tv.t,(tti. It is ie'ilxisib hle' iaaInclude- in the's.' figures the po~tent -

1 11 1a 1-c a t s ', a!sii Te'aear thtea might hnve' t.'en re'eei red If the ships had nait used the ship
ra'at Hg '-rvlco anad had e--jaa sta'rt darmege,.

Ara'.tt.ry inter.'"? crag us'af sate-ltes data in ship roacting is taa identify the position oif the
rlnrerou'l, ware tend aala dai' air rings which spawn off current systemse And rouite ships through them
t,, tak-- ataivantage' of their a-urre'nts. Warm -ddies are formed naarth auf the Gulf Stream in the Atlantic
keitr Hil e-xhibhit a a laakwi.' rotatiaon aheuit Its 'e'nte'r. ("ald caddies, faa-m soauth of the StruIta and

ra'iat, .aa'tr'clakwis". i'irre'nts in these mttsa'le oca'iinographic' fe' 'S ani reach as much as 3i
knats. In the spring a! 19S~2 at test was a'ondua'ted tau test the uiti I iAtlay, of eddies in ship roauting.
7-e re-sults we-re' quit,- gaood. In Figure 7 the track aef the eastbond ship is seen to cross the
n .rthe'rn half of the' warm voddies which rotate clockwise. Satellite imragery was abile to locate these
warm' e'adi,'s we'll e-naagh that the ship realized a gain in spieed luring the transit through the
-ddies. An a-st imwted VXXXIE was saved auver a diastance of $M) nautical miles throaugh the use o,) the

Slnce the- test, the Naval Faste r ieanngraphy C'enter has actively pursued the usia of warin
e'dlle's in route' planning. As the ability to accurately identify, locate and track these features
iroava's, shl~ps taking advantage of them will sure'ly increase. lFinprging tech'nology, Ruch as rewerate

s.'nsaars e'4aippe.d with ficreawave which will sensi, these features through the clouds or radar
eltlax'te'rs which can rap thei geauptential sea surface, will further speed the arrival of the day
whe'n ships at sea will routinely utilize e'ddies toa assist them in their transit wheile decreasing
the' 'oasis taf tie' Voyage.

Case 3. A strong frontal houndary can also influence nteorological conditions. Such is the
c-ast' aloang the' east coast of the V.S. when a stroeng cold northwest or northeast air flows out over
te' Gulf Strv'anr. As the cold air tiraves out over the Stream there can be a drameatic increase ir the
tucrtalene(af the air russ. As seen in figure Ai, turbujlent upward convection over the Stream
-re-ales- a a'aala stronig dlandraft in the vicinity aof the frontal boundary. This can result in an
incresse in winds and seas in the Area which ('an he e-xtremewly hazardouas to shipsa or aircraft. Thnis
r'-e'.rlagical situation Is called the "North Wall Pffect". While this can he easily seen off the
e-ast caskt af the United States, this eaffect can probably happen anywhere that this type oaf weather
situation ux-cairs. (Cloud a'over permitting, infra-red satellite imvagery provides the capbility to
identify the position aof the North Wall aaf the Gulf Stream, or any ocean frontal area where this
waeaather condition might occur. SPAIXS can he used tea navigate the satellite data, earth locate the-
lerage'. anid print outi paints aloang the frontal houndary as a series oaf latitude and longitude values.
With this infrmationi faorecasters can provide mtuch morre timu'ly ftasRage warnings to ships operating
in the vicinity of the front.

A graphic exampwle ('an he given. In April 11*2 a naval vessel was transiting westward In the
weste'rn Atlantic aind was heing proavided with tk1atiumz Track Ship Rlouting services. The (TISR division
ait the ilreanography ('enter in Norfoalk reaccewanded that the ship divert frew its present coue'' hused
uleac the following develPexawts:

- 71h' ship was located at 37.2N~ f7.qW and was eaxperiencing
winds fret', '.4Y1 at 401 knots. Seas were 1 feet over an existing swell
oaf 33 feet. Sea surface templerature was 22.2r and air toapaerature was
7. '3'.

_ VtIiizng the satellite Imtagery eoa SPAMW, It was determitned
tt-at the ship was In the Gulf Stream In the iaywdlate area aof a large
ariittudo me'ander (Figuret 9t. It was Also apparent that the ship gas
expe'rienc'ing a '%orth Wall Fffect".

- ftased upon this knowle'eW. it was receuie,'-nded that th#' ship
divert toward a point near IM.SN~ BUJIM at hest speed.

- later reports fromy the ship O~wmed thatoe. she a'r~oedse
the North Wall and was in colder Sloee' Water S.IrT 1i0.#U' Air Teihla 7.'At
winds decreased to 2K~(1 at 21 knoaia. Althuaeite the ship did neat repirt
sea heights. feallow-tin ewesages Indicated that wWA had Iapreew'd well
e'ntitgh to allow the ship to Increase speed eigni ficaretly In oerdier tea
reach port.

C'ase 4. The usne aef satellite Isagery to assiat In foreasting weather ,ondtlitl,"t In dot&-
sparse regins of the world was seen during the F'alklanad's Crliat in the f4pring auf 1992. UaivA ourl
haag' proceiaing aystei we were~ Able to drwelop t used wrqtwen.' oef (111M Full P'%ak IPMmg' in the

South Atlantic. '1'h. Pull Itink shots were. Acquired at 3 hoaur intervawla AMa the auanification

'KL7,



capiability of the. SPAI'S was kised to "ziuWti" (in the de~tred piartion of the South Atlantic.

Tho firm- series prodtu~ed by the, Jmge titi-dtely highlightei the general circuilation. allows
renedIteo%'oiogichl featiures to he associated mmr easily and giver, a better feel for the- mtioni

,4 tor systwi and their perioicity. We were surprised hy the spet~d at which vortex renfifMr and
relAtedl fronts- auived throta~h the area - 30 to 40 knot mpee-ds were root unusual. The tiiird sequienves.
thios prove-d ito be, extrnf.ly Valuable in this region where, upper air data and weather ymps were niot
alWayS reliable.

Other tuses of sfit-el ito irragery to vnhance the tactical knwledt. of the naval ctipurander
VV-.W ~m r. *'hvi ots As the Nil capability of refvtf' sensIng is re-alized. Additional appli c~ions;
%~IIIh tve Vlop.4d as fthe tactical nee-ds of the rd ltary are vsRihed with the em-trging capahi litios
,I rv'rs, mtiinted sato'l Iito-.. The, e-xanlvs ci tedl In this ippr onily help to iindersc'.rv, the- val, li(f

,isitn fra- stllit.iliery to tact ical dlecision rmking and Illustrate- the renuirerrant that at
,at'llit,' systeer taist pr-ovide tirrly. high quality data within the- ou*Timudr's, area of interfest.
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STAFTS OF1Lf NATIONAL SPACETRANSPORTATION SYSTEM

I I ( ,ctiral Jame% A. Abrahianion
\Vs ASA ,:oiidte Adnu nistrator. Office 01 Space I light

%ASA hleadquarters
( ode M

%Aashington I).C, 2054(,. USA

ABSTR ACT

I lie Naitional Spaike I ransportation System is a National Resource serving the government, D~epartment of lDetense
ind c nimertial need% of the U SA and others. I our orhital flight tests were completed July 4. 1 982. and the first
Operational H ight (S] S-5) which placed two commercial communication% into orhit was conducted November HI. 1992.
1 cbriwr% 1983 marked the first flight oft the newest orbiter. Challenger. Planned firsts in 198i3 include use of higher
performance main engines and solid rocket hoosters, around-the-clock crew operations, a night landing, extra-vehicular
activity, a dedicated DOD1 mission, andi the first flight of a woman crew member. By the end of 1993. five commercial
payloads and two tracking and data relay satellitt s will have been deployed and thirty-seven crew members will have
made flights aboard the Space Shuttle.

t he discussi h ich fo.llowed this prVsen1;i1atl npp)CA1% in Classifiedt pubtication ('1P 44 isupplemenit



SIIUTTLE/CENTAUR UPPER STAGE CAPABILITY

Author: Harry J. Clark

NASA STS Centaur Program Manager
Space Transportation Support Programs Division

Office of Space Flight

NASA Headquarters

Washington, DC 20546

SUMMARY

In November 1982, the United States Air Force and NASA signed an agreement which

defines a joint project to design, develop, procure, and produce Centaur upper stages for
use with the Space Shuttle. A common Centaur G stage 6 meters (19.5 feet) in length is
being jointly developed. A longer version designated Centaur G Prime is being developed
by NASA to accomplish the Galileo and TSPM flights in 1986. The Centaur G and G Prime

will have the capability to place, respectively, approximately 4540 kilograms (10,000
pounds) and 5910 kilograms (13,000 pounds) into geosynchronous orbit from a standard

Shuttle parking orbit of 278 kilometers (150 nautical miles) and Shuttle performance

(lft) capability of 29,500 kilograms (65,000 pounds).

The advent of high energy upper stage capability in 1986 will permit space users and
spacecraft developers to utilize spacecraft growth, stage combination concepts with
storable modules, teleoperator systems, and other mission peculiar devices to satisfy

complex mission demands. These capabilities should greatly enhance the usefulness of the
space environment and stimulate mission planners toward conception of innovative means to
meet ever increasing mission requirements.

BACKGROUND

The Space Transportation System (STS), as developed over the past decade by the

United States, is made up of several major elements. The Space Shuttle is the key
element and provides transportation for payloads from Earth to low Earth orbits. Upper
stages are required for missions which require higher altitude orbits, interplanetary

trajectories, or for other orbital maneuvers which require higher energy than the Shuttle
alone is capable of attaining. Several upper stage programs are in varying degrees of
development and operational status at this time. The capabilities of these upper stages

range from approximately 1250 kilograms (2750 pounds) for the PAM-D, (a solid propellant
vehicle) into a geosynchronous transfer orbit (approximately 630 kilograms or 1400 pounds
to geosynchronous orbit), up to the Shuttle/Centaur (a cryogenic stage), which can place
as much as 5910 kilograms (13,000 pounds) directly into a geosynchronous orbit from the
nominal Shuttle parking orbit.

The requirements for higher energy upper stages were thoroughly examined by NASA in

conjunction with the Department of Defense. The results of these analyses were docu-
mented in "Upper Stage Alternatives for the Shuttle Era," a NASA/DOD Report to Congress,
October 1981, Reference 1. Although many complex mission requirements were examined, the
area of spacecraft growth, i.e., physical size versus other ways of meeting increasing

mission demands, received considerable thought and discussion during the referenced

analyses. Trade studies were made such as comparing the development of costly, complex
avionics systems for placement accuracy and maneuverability versus sizing of spacecraft
propellant tanks and multiple burn capability. The results indicated the trend to larger
spacecraft in the future in order to decrease cost, extend life, provide maneuverability
and expand other services. The capability to support these future requirements could

only be accomplished through development of a high energy upper stage with inherent

flexibility in tank sizing, multiple burn capability, and eventual low thrust options.

In July 1982, the United States Congress passed, and the President signed, a 1982

Urgent Supplemental Bill containing, among other amendments, a stipulation that NASA
design and procure the Centaur, a modification of an existing cryogenic expendable launch
vehicle, for accomplishing the Galileo and ISPM interplanetary missions in 1986. Upon

the reinitiation of the program, the DOD completed additional evaluation of upper stage

requirements, which resulted in the requirement for a short wide-body Centaur capability

by 1987.

In November 1982, the United States Air Force and NASA approved the Centaur G
Subagreement to the NASA/DOD Memorandum of Understanding on Management and Operations of
the Space Transportation System, which defines a joint project to design, develop, pro-
cure and produce Centaur upper stages. A common Centaur U vehicle 6 meters (19.5 feet)

long is being developed. A longer version, an 8.9 meters (29.1 feet) long stage desig-
nated Centaur G Prime is being developed by NASA to accomplish the Galileo and ISPM
flights in May 1986.

TECHNICAL DESCRIPTION

The Shuttle Centaur G and G Prime vehicles are derivatives of the existing Centaur
stage as used with the Atlas/Centaur (A/C) vehicle and the Titan/Centaur launch vehicles.
Thm basic Centaur vehicle has been successfully flown for the past 20 years with



ex .e'pt )"IAl *,monqtrated re] jabi I ity for a variety of missions Including commercial
, a,,t ary and Ie fonse orifnted f I qht s. To insure inherent reliability in the Shuttle

t entaur 'onfiqurat ion, the iroundrules and design goals established center around minimum
modi ficrat ion-, I.,.., those required for compatibility with the Space Transportation

y:'tem (.;TS) and for sifety considerations in a manned environment. Other considerations

wTe to minimize Interfacf- with the Shuttle elements for ease of integration and that
the Cntaur would le an expendable stage. Although reusability has beer, discussed, such

,- le :ihrat ions would not e considered until the Shuttle Centaur configuration is opera-
roni, .c., 19(, for Centaur (, Prime ,ind 1987 for Centaur ; configurations.

Th,, .is.- A C 'onfiquration and growth progression to the Shuttle Centaur
.. 1 -. 11t 1 I IT t Sh( W n I P i lr I.

SHUTTLE/CENTAUR

A MINIMUM MODIFICATION TO CURRENT CENTAUR

0 INCREASE LH2
TANK & 2 LENGTHEN
FORWARD LH 2 TANK

STRUCTURE & FORWARD
DIAMETER STRUCTURE

0 45DEG AFT 9 LENGTHEN
CONE ANGLE L0 2 TANK

06;1 MIXTURE 0 .24 DEG
RATIO

*5:1 MIXTURE
S 1iRATIO

4.3m

- L ,1 6.Om *'

-3.Om -4.3M

9.1 MCENTAUR G
FOR SHUTTLE 8

0 USES 4.6m DIAMETER AVAILABLE IN ORBITER BAY I -

CENTAUR D I * INCREASE LENGTH AVAILABLE FOR SPACECRAFT
FOR ATLAS * MAINTAINS L0 2 TANK DIAMETER & PROPULSION CENTAURG
& TITAN SYSTEM UNCHANGED PRIME

0 USES CURRENT AVIONICS SYSTEM FOR SHUTTLE

both the A/C and the new Shuttle/Centaur utilize two RL-10 liquid hydrogen/liquid

oxygen engines. These RL-10 engines, produced by Pratt and Whitney, have been flown with

100 percent success. The engines used for the common G vehicle will utilize a mixture
ratio of 6:1 (oxidizer over fuel), which results in a thrust level of 66,700 newtons
(15,000 pounds force) from each engine, at a specific impulse (Is ) of 440 seconds. The

Centaur G Prime, because of tank configuration and performance requirements will use the
engines operating at the more efficient 5:1 mixture ratio, providing 73,400 newtons
(16,500 pounds force) of thrust each at an lsp of 446.

The liquid oxygen tank for the Centaur G configuration remains essentially the same
as the current Centaur. For the G Prime vehicle, cylindrical sections are added to the
oxygen tank to provide for the required increase in capacity, i.e., from 11,600 kilograms
(25,500 pounds) for G, to 17,500 kilograms (38,500 pounds).

As can be seen in Figure 1, the major modifications are in the hydrogen tank
.w.. .4 structure. The A/C holds 2400 kilograms (5300 pounds) of liquid hydrogen while the G andG Prime tanks can respectively hold 2050 kilograms (4500 pounds) and 3640 kilograms

(7900 pounds) of fuel. The same proven technology and techniques as used in manufacturingI _ /w '



and fabrication of the hydrogen tanks for the current Centaur will be used for the
Shuttle/Centaur configurations. The capability to vary tank sizes and/or to offload pro-
pellants provides considerable flexibility for future mission requirements.

The basic avionics packages as currently flown will remain essentially the same.
However, minor modifications are being made for compatibility with the Space Transporta-
tion System and unique mission requirements. The guidance system, used for the current
Centaur and both Shuttle/Centaur configurations, is a Minneapolis Honeywell inertial
refrence system and a Teledyne computer to provide steering cosmands to the RL-10
enqines. Additional avionics have been added to provide two-failure tolerant safing of
the, vehicle while in the Shuttle Orbiter's cargo bay.

The RF system contains an S-band transmitter, power amplifier, and a hemispherical
dle loyalle antenna system. If required, encryptors can be added to provide secure

A: insorimerittion and telemetry system, signal conditioning and multiplexing
q i lit, .. xists for mnitorinq system status and performance while in the cargo bay

r,,r t d,, lyment and stage status after deployment.

;ri. '. electrical power to the Centaur, Centaur Integrated Support Structure (CISS)
j -I - raft will Le supplied by the orbiter while they are in the cargo bay.

-.I'l t... WiI L,, ised to supply electrical power to the Centaur after separation from
. I-,r . is 1 ackup to orbiter power while in the orbiter bay.

i .... rial description of the Shuttle/Centaur and how it physically relates to the
. . .is shown in Figure 11. A Centaur Integrated Support Structure (CISS) is a new

,,~~. .1 s.steir which provides the major interfaces, i.e., fluid, mechanical and elec-
.Iw. w'r the, Centaur and the Orbiter. The CISS also serves as the erection device

, ..- . letf,rm for deployment of the Centaur, with its payload, from the Orbiter.

SHUTTLE/CENTAUR SYSTEM SUMMARY

SPACECRAFT (REF)

IMG/STAR SCANNER

INSULATION BLANKET &
RADIATION SHIELD ENGINE

~, SUPPOR T
S , .STRUCTURE

E-UIPMENT MODULERING \\ , \ DEPLOYMENTEOUIPMENT MODULE i".. . /., / /../ >, / ADAPTER_ I

STUB ADAPTER , .)

TANK

AFT ADAPTERI

- ""CENTAUR
INTEGRATED

-/ SUPPORT
-J "SYSTEM (CISS)

Figure 11
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The spacecraft is cantilevered from a forward mounting ring on the Centaur stage.
Forward supports are an integral part of the Centaur and are utilized for supporting the
forward section of the Centaur while in the cargo bay. In low Earth orbit, the Shuttle
forward support latches arc released and the CISS provides rotation of the entire vehicle
to 45 degrees. At the proper time, the separation ring at the aft part of the Centaur is
fractured by the use of Lockheed Super-Zip, a proven and currently used system, and 12
springs e)ect the Centaur from the Orbiter at approximately 0.3 meters per second (1 foot
per second).

The capability does exist for the Centaur and payload to be restowed into the cargo
1ay, should problems occur with the payloads during pre-deployment checkout or should
mission requirements change. The total system, as designed, will permit return of the
centaur and payload to a Shuttle landing site should it be desirable to terminate the
mission. If this is required while the Shuttle is in orbit, the Centaur tanks would be
dumped through ducts provided for this purpose, prior to Shuttle reentry. Similar
dum|pino procedures would also be used should an abort occur at any time during the
Shuttle operational phase of the mission.

Two >rliters are currently being modified for compatibility with the Centaur and
both launch pads at the Kennedy Space Center will be compatible with Shuttle/Centaur
operat ions.

PERFORMANCE AND MISSION PLANNER OPTIONS

The Centaur G Prime tanks were sized for the planetary missions, the Galileo and the
International Solar Polar Mission. Should this stage be used for geosynchronous missions,
it could place in orbit approximately 5910 kilograms (13,000 pounds) of useful payload
and still be offloaded by 4090 kilograms (9000 pounds) of propellant at Shuttle lift-off.
This is based on a Shuttle lift-off payload capability of 29,500 kilograms (65,000 pounds).
Should Shuttle lift-off payload capability increase above 29,500 kilograms (65,000 pounds)
additional propellants could be loaded into the Centaur for improved performance
approaching 8180 kilograms (18,000 pounds) to geosynchronous orbit. This potential per-
formance capability will eventually permit practical missions involving large space
structures and/or large multiple payloads to the same or different orbit positions.

The Centaur G configuration was sized for payload length in the cargo bay instead of
maximum attainable performance. This configuration will place 4540 kilograms (10,000
p ounds) in geosynchronous orbit with payloads as large as 12.2 meters (40 feet) in length.
The limitation on payload length is controlled by the length of the cargo bay, i.e.,
18.3 meters (60 feet), and the length of the Centaur stage, i.e., 6 meters (19.5 feet).
This performance is also based on a Shuttle parking orbit of 278 kilometers (150 nautical
miles) at 280 inclination. Performance at other orbits and inclinations can easily be
extrapolated; for example, 6360 kilograms (14,000 pounds) can be delivered to a 570
inclination, highly elliptical orbit.

As the stages are cryogenic, boiloff of propellants becomes an important performance
factor. To this end a unique thermal insulation concept has been incorporated into the
design. The performance curve relative to loiter time in the cargo bay is shown in
Figure III for the Centaur G. As the propellant mass is greater with the Centaur G Prime,
the rate of performance dropoff is somewhat lower.

It should be noted tha loiter time, boiloff considerations and associated flight
performance, were a major item of concern during the performance of the analysis in
Reference 1. It was recognized during the analysis that two approaches were desirable:
Minimize boiloff through use of innovative insulation concepts and for missions which
require exceptional flexibility relative to loiter time, to either add a storable pro-
pellant upper stage module or to carry more storable propellants in the spacecraft.
Since the Centaur is a cryogenic stage, with high energy performance, the latter concepts
are very practical. This being the case, a wide variety of new mission concepts relative
to flexible deployment times, satellite positioning schemes, and evasive maneuvering can
be implemented within this decade.

Relative to storable module concepts, the General Dynamics Corporation, GDC, has
designed, as a proprietary development, such a module for use with the Shuttle/Centaur.
In addition, NASA has been studying for several years the practicality of a teleoperator
maneuvering system vehicle, now called Orbital Maneuverable Vehicle (OMV). This program
may be a new start in FY 85. The combination aspects of storable propellant upper stages,
maneuverable satellite systems and teleoperator vehicles should be the subject of a
future paper with equal emphasis as this discussion on the Shuttle/Centaur.
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In suimary, the United States is adding the Centaur, a cryogenic high energy upper
stage, as part of the Space Transportation System (STS). This new capability will be in
the form of two stage configurations, permitting payloads of 12.2 meters (40 feet) and
9.2 meters (30 feet) in length and respective performance of 4540 kilograms (10,000
pounds) and 5910 kilograms (13.000 pounds) to a geosynchronous orbit. This capability
will exist beginning in 1986 and be fully operational in 1987. This added high energy
capability opens the door for innovative approaches to meeting increasing mission demands
and further utilization of the space environment and its specific advantages for tactical
operations.

/
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Ie prNrame o At ivol, ,ment du lanceur APIAME vient do s'achevor avec Ia r~ussite des leux tire de qualifi-
,atlfn. 11 1,ermet de disposer d'un lanceur oplrationnel capable de placer des charges utlles do lordre de
bi.u k9 en irbite do transfort do type q6ostationnaire. Deus phases de d~veloppenent complmentaires ont Ots

d0c id#es afin d ,,ptimiser I@ lanc-eur en fonction do L'Ovolution doe charqes utiles, et par consequent d'accroi-
tre as - m=ptitivit# Is version A. R1A1E 3 capable d'une charq utile de I'ordro de 2600 kq en orbits de trans-
fert do type qoatationnaire et dont Ia disponibilit# ot pr~vue en 1983, la version ARIAN.E 4, capable de six
,onfiquratlons allant do 2000 A 4)00 kq. disponiblo on fin 1985. ParallAlament, Ia cridibllit# ccferciale
des lanceurs AJIANE eat renforcA. par la rdalisation d'un deuxije ensemble de lancement disponible dObut 1985.

ABSTRACT

The development of the ARIANI launch vehicle has just been completed with the success of two qualification

launchs. This proqram has led to an operational vehicle able to launch payloads of about 1800 kq on transfer
to qeoltatlonnary orbit. Two complementary development phases have been decided in order to optimize the launch
vehicle with respect to the evolution of payloads and thus to increase compatitivity A RIAXE I model able to
launch 2600 kq in transfer is scheduled to begin operations in 1983, the ARIANE 4 six different models for
payloads rangtnq from 2000 kq to 4300 kq that wii be available at the end of 1985. In parallel the commercial

credibility of ARIANE launch vehicles is being increased by the completion of the second launch pas in Kourou

(French Guiana) that will start operations at the beginning of 1985.

ARIANE I :

La d~cislon de r6allser te lanteur Ariane I dane le cadre de l'Agence Spatiale Furopkenne fut prise en
1q73. Le programme fixait pour objeceif eseentiel I e lanceoent de charges utiles do 1500 kg en orbite de
transfert giostationnaire depuls It base de Kourou d4s 1980.

Apr4s sept anntes do d~veloppement, le lanceur Ariane I effectuait son premier vol fin 1q79 et obtenait
ea qualification I 1'issue de trots tire totalement rfussis sur quatre A IA fin de 1981

So performance en orbite de transfert de type g4ostationnaire a pu itre augmentfe progressivement sen-
siblement su-dessus do 1800 kg grice sex choix conservatlfs effectufs on debut de programme. Les performan-
ces thforiques our les orbitee lee plus usuellea sont donnfes en annexe.

A lismue do we phase de qualification. It lanceur Ariane I as prfsente come un lanceur tri-6tage
de 47,79 m de hauteur totals pesant 210 tonnes au dlcollage. avec lee caractfristiques essentielles sutvan-
tea :

Le premier #tage plse 13.12 tonnes I vide et mesure 18,4 m do hauteur pour 3,8 m de distre. 11 ot
Iquipl de quatre foteurs Viking V qua d6veloppent une poussfe do 245 tonnes au dicollago. Sa durne de com-

bustion au vol eat do 146 second*s.

Les 147,6 tonnee d'ergols (1)MH et N204) sont contenues dens deux rdservoirs identiques en acier re-
Ills per une jups cylindrique. Lee quatre moteure A turbopompo sont Hx#8 symttriquement sur le biti de
pousse et articul6s par paires selon deux axes orthogonaux pour assurer Is pilotage sur lee trots axes.

quatre empennages do 2W2 a-4tlorent Is stabilltf airodynaulque.

Le premier ftage o'aucodtrutt 10 secondes environ aprs Ia saparation 1/2.

Le deuxilme desge piss 3,13 tonnee A vide (ns lI'tnteritage et lee fuslee largables d'accdllration)

at itsure 11.6 a de hauteur pour 2,6 a do diasmtre. I1 set &quip# d'un moteur Viking IV qui dlveloppe

une pousode do 72 tonnes dens Is vide pendant 116 secondes do vol. Le noteur oet Id au bitt do poesede
tronconique par un cardan A deux degris do liberti pour I* pilotage en tangege et tacat, Ie pilotage an
roulis Stant &surd per des tuybree su~iitaires aliimnties en gas chouds prdlevis sur 1e g6ndrateur de

- gas do il'tage. Loa deux riservoirs - en alliags d'elumtnum A fond Intermddiaire comun - s nt pressuri-
s# I i'hlim gasseux (3.5 bar) et contiennent 14.1 tonnes d'erols (UTI i at H204). Le deuxime ftage
*'sutodftrult 10 soacode environ aprie Is sparation 2/1.

Avant Is dicollage, pendant l'&ttento our tamp* du lenCeut, lee riservoirs du deuxiao Stage sont
protdgiE par une house* theraique, ventilh I l'air froid, qua limite lI'chngo therisque entr lee ortols

#11



et I', lAm binc oxt .'r le,,re . Cet t e h-ims; t herm I quo ext IlargiOr auj d~ol I I a e du I encepisr

le frol-i~me tisge qui pilse 1,l$4 tonne .1 vide et mesure 9.0t m de hauteur pour 2,6 m de diamatre, eat
le premier 61agie rrvogntie ri~altlm; en Forope. 11 eat quil; d'un tanteur H'17 qul d~veloppe une pousAte
de h tonne., dana IlP vide pendant S4 secondew die vol .

Los Aeux r- %ervoi rR. qul i on t Iennent 9 23 tonnem dietgolIm (hydrog~noe t oxyg~ne I iqulIdes) con t en a I -
htage d'alumlnium aver un fond romamun lnterm~diaire (A double parot sous vide). fla cant revitus d'une
pr,,tectfin thermique externe en K16gerell pour Oviter 1'fchatiffoment des er~ole. Les reservoirs d'hydrog~ne
et dioxv~ine 4ont preasur I %ta en volI, respect ivement A PI 'ydrogAne Razeux et A I'~ W r.Ifm

I P moreur eat I if au hitt de pouOaae tronconique par I' interim~dialre dt'un carian permerrant le pilota-
ge en tangage or la-j't. nea tuytreii auxillres A1ectant de l'hydrog~ne gareux assurent le pilotage en rou-
Its.

I e% qi ,irartlons des f-tagen sont effpctu~es par cordeaux d~coupeors pyrotechniques situ~ss cur I& jupe
arriiire des Jeuxt*me et troisillme 6tages. Lea. tages sont fcart~s P'un de I'autre par des r~trofus~es pin-
rt
1
eq stir I'ticage fnt.~rieur et par des fuocles d'accltration dispookes cur l'Atage sup~rieur. IAasnparation

entre les drox premiera 16tages eat commandife par le calculateur de bard our d~tection de Is queue de pous-
% e du 1.140 (6puiaetaent d'un ergol). L&a Operation entre le 2Atme et le 341me 4tage eat coimmandse par le
calculateur de hord qtuand )'augmentat ion de vitesme due A Ias poussfe du 1.13 a atteint une valeur pr6d~ter-
min~e.

La cane d Aquipemjents p~se 116 kg ;elI. mecure 2,6 m tde diamitre at 1,15 m de hauteur. Placke au-
deamus du trotatinte i.

ttge, elle rensferme lea Aqutpexcenta flectroniquem du lanceur, mupporte Iss charge uti-
le et soert die point d'attache A la coiffe. Dana Ia case, mont ramaemblfa autour d'un calculateur eiabarqu~t
toom lea AquIpements 6leceriques niscesairea A lex~cution do Is mission du lanceur :asquentiel, guidage,
pilotage. oaimtin destruct ion, tgli~meaure. Souls lea organes de puissance er d'ex~cutian mont r~par-
tis dane les 6tages.

Les deujx demi-coiffen mont 46ject6es; parallillement A l'axe principal du lanceur, cur ordre d~l~vr4 par
le calculatrur embarqu6 loraque le flux thermique calculA devitnt infarteur mu flux mp6cifif.

A l'laaue do mao phase de qualification. un premier lot dos mix lanceura a ftf comndf par 1'Agence
Spatlale Europkenne. L~e premier lancement 1.5 nitet sold# par unt fchac d,3 A I& d~falilance do Ias turbopom-
pe du 3?me ftage. L~e lancement 1.6 a permia Ia aatelliaation, avec une grand* pr~cisian. dsk 'a charge utlle
double PX.S-AI4SAT. Lea autres lanceura permettront la mist an orbite do trois satellites Intelsat et un ma-
tellite d'obmervat ion do I& terre.

ARIANE I

La n~sceamltt de sleux affimer Is co'mpftitlvit6 d'Ariane pour let petitec charges utiles, a conduit A
proposer I'mfalioiration Arlene 3 d~c 19giW avec lea objectifa sulvanta

- augmenter la performance du lanceur Arlene en orbite dos tranafert de type gfostationnaire juaqu'A
1W0 k~g aifi do permettre le lancemsent double de charges utiles de type STS PAN

- augmenter corr~lativecent le volume sous colie.

Pour respecter ccc abjectifa techniques, lea modifications aulvantes ant itf retenues

* Augmentation de I& poummfe des mateura Viking des ler et 24m. ftagam par accraimaemsent de Ia preamion
do combustion do 10 % (53,5 bae A 58,5 bara)

* Adjonction do deux prapulceura d'appalnt A paudre d'une poussec unitaire dos 60 tannas. fanctionnant
dt.m 1. d~collage durtant environ 40 secand**

*Augmentation de# Ia masme d'ergolo du 3Am. Stange

*Amflioration des performanrc du moteur du 3Ame #rage per augmentation de a preaclan foyer de 5
bae at allongement du divergent do 20W am;

* Adaptation du SYI.DA (systlme do lancomant double) d~voloppi done Isr cadre du d~veloppewent Artane 1,
au volume requle par lea satellites STS PAMl.

Lensemble do ec wdifications permet do pasmer A Ia configuratian Arian& 3. La configuration Arlene 2
eat obteenue per suppression des proptaimeura d'appoint A poudre.

A ce )our, l'Stat do d~veloppement du lanceur ARI ear I* aulvant

, Leo Stud** myste mont en vole d'acha'nent at un premier dossier a StO rowla A Is comlaon do
qual ificat ion ;

*La foxctlonnamant du motmur Viking A $8,5 barm a 4t4 dimontrd par tout* une e~rl. deeamlsaux limi-
tea digageant lea margea do s~curitt aicessairt. Le programe d'ogti prlvu ou nivoau do Is bale do propul-
siowi du lot Stange sot terminA eveic des r~staitats exellent*. Par ailleurs, toutes lea structures modifl~em
soft per mdjowctloa des propulecure dos oint, @*lt per augmentation des efforts Sln~raux. at aubi lour@
oeals do qualifcton svoc Oacc4m

*Lee propulnasuar d(appoint A poudre sont qualifida, incluant un tir vertical ealant la fixation des
propulsours d'appowit out Is presiter Stage. Toiae lea asets do o~paratio" moat teralnie

to. a Vr - -



eIt. e-sa Is de -pua If Icat ton Ats sot cur doa )t'is 4;t ag sont t ermtnes Ileux rema in a feu du lime ftage
a, hanc jemqAl reatent I effectuer;

* lest modif icat ions de In ciffe et dio SYII)A sont orhev~es pi pja! i i6es.

F~n risttm(,, Is quasti-total itt' des eassia de qualif icat ion ati ao! esi maintonant termin6v it le processus
de In revuep formelle de qua'ilf icat ion Auj so! @of rumen-

6
, pour on premier vol uplrartionnel prfvu en mat 94.

Is perf,'rsnce i,ctuelletent eatimsiP exc~de sensiblesent l'objectif Initial. lem performances pour fee missions
tvpe% qooit rappel;'e. en annexe.

pr lancetr Arian' . et Iva succ6der ati lanceur Arlene I I1 partir de l'exesplaire n* 12. So production
Pt qa commreiclinAt ion tiotf~ r onfUtsem A1 Is Soritsti ARIANFSPACF.

RAN ,l' :

4a or.it.ienviager tine novellp am~linrati,in Au lanceur At-iane rat appsrue A Is suite d'une Atude
It a,ch; If-. %atellite% et ('P Ie~ir s;volst ion en terme de manse A partir de 1985,.

ir,,ramrn !n' I UIrat ro A ft 46i;dt d#;bif 14K.' aver 1pm ohjertifq rt-spros

* lermrnttre le lao,-eaent doshlle de satellites de Ia classe "-) kg et 14W8 kg en orbite de transfert
If type qicotat loonaire ot le lanreaent simple de satellites d'un poids maximal de 4300) kg

*Assi-Iiorer cotrkslat ivempeot Ir volume sous coiffe en portant notatment I# diamitre utile A 3,6%, a

* (ffnfr tne -,nfigiratio,, ou oin ensemble de configurations (firv~es. pr06sentant on maximum de flexi-
thfi i vls-3-s'is Aq ltd e i alaonq.

Yoiir respecter -ot 11,1Pettifa, [e% modificatitons suivantes ',nt 6t retenues

.Augmentat ion de In mAsse dergols du let- Atage de 147 tonnes .1 211u tonneis, tout en conservent le

PoInt -le fonctlonnement des mote urq Viking qualift durant le programme Arlene 1.

. Adj(-rnction aii premier tage des qpsatre p"opuilssosUrs -i appoint .1 erguls liquldes, uttilsant charcun le
.tsor Viking jtiliOi qur le corps central. l~a flexfbilltt de Is configuration eat obtenue en asontant gait

Iiiat re ou deux propulseurs d'appoint liquide, soit quatre 00 deux propulsions d'appoint A poudre de type
Ar lane 3. soft aucsn proypul seur d 'appoint dons Is coof igutrat ion de base.

* flodification de Is structure de Is case d'Lsquipesent af in de permettre uine mellleure flexibflft,9 d'tn-
t~gration de Is charge tile ainsi quoune tplleure transition au nouveau diam~tre de coiffe.

4 veloppement done structure parteuse externe de lancement double At-iane (SPE~LDA) permettant lea
Iancemsents doubles.

l~ea deuslie-m et trotsi'mi .itages ne resoivent que de% renforcements de structure &fin de tenir l'accrols-
qemeot des efforts g~niraux. iLe d~veloppement ne comporte pas d'innovattons majeures en term& d? iroptslsion
puis~jue, d'une part. Is bale de propulsion do premier Otage a d46JA subi de fajon satlsfaisante des essais
au banc tr~s proches, en dur~e, du temps de fonctlonnement Arlene 4 et aux mimes conditions de r4glagi
.!ans le cadre do dkveloppement Arlene 1. d'autre part. le systt~me propulsif des propulseurs dappoint A Ii-
quide a ronstitu6 one Istape de d~veloppement du programme Arlene 1.

Pa rontre, tine Issortante artlvit- qssrti et structurest car en coura.

ILe premier vol planifi-F fin 1985 sera effectuk dans Is configuration 2 propulseurs d'appaints A liqui-
des - 2 propulseurs d'appamnt A poudre (44 L.P). Les diff~rentes configurations de Is partie haute ainsi que
lea performances asmocifes soot donnfes en annexe.

FNSFMlBI.F lI I.ANrCMFNT ARIANE 10 2

Atm,. slimultan~ment. de sinissiser lea consfquences d'un incident au d~calloge our It calendrier de len-
rement. d'augmentir Is cadence possible de lancement it dan accrottre I& fiexibllltd, lea ftats partici-
pants su programme Ariene ant dfcidf In rfalisation d'un second ensemble do lancament en *juillet 1982. Cit
ensemble eat en coors de construct ion conformiment so calendrier pr6vu et doit permettre on premier lance-
mint Arlene I en mars 1985 et le premier lancement Ariane 4 fin 1985.

PF-rTS F"1IrRS:II

Ite lanceur Arians 4 spparatt remtarquablement buan adapt& au marchi des satellites placts en orbits &*a-
synchrone 00 htliosynchrone lusque vetos 1993. Au-delh, plusleurs considdrationa conduisent A Is nhcessitf do
pauvoir disposer d'un Coine lanceur

L~e diamitro do coiffe risque dVitro inasffisant.

L'accroisaement sensible do Is msse des charges utile. implique uo augmentation do Is cdpecltt tOiL-
le de lancesent &fin do persettre toutes lea combinaisons posslbiss do lancoment double.

'-.5'Le lanceur Ariare 4t eat "Il adapti A l'orbitew basse, quit eat susceptible, A cstte 1poque. do pr~senter
dos perspective. comorci~lea intdressantoo.

L'fromion progressive do Is compdtitivitf du lenceur Ariene it conduit A rechercher tout@ possibIlItS
d'une nouvelle #tape dans labaissmwent des toOts du kilograwn. do charge utile en orbit*.

Los Etudes de nouvelles configurations at en consequence lid entreprises depuis trois &no sour lea ob-



lectifs suivants

. Permettre I@ lance..tnt d'une charge utile do 450O kg en orbito gfosynchrone (ou une coubinaimon
de deux votce trots charges utile.).

. Pormottro un laricenent d'uno charge utile de 15 tonnoo en orbit. basso, avec un. fisbtlit Comper&-
bile A celio requise pour lee vol. hahitis.

*otfrtr un dismitre tile wourn coife de 4.55 a.

*Offrir tine rkducc ton triam sensible du coat du kilogram.s de* charge utile en orbite per rapport aIs
famille Ariane 4. Corr~1ativenent. solt par I'existance die dfrivfs A moindre importance, solt par un cout
attract if do 1. version de hate, offrir une bonne flexihilit6 commerc iale vim-l-vim do* fluctuations du so-
ditto de mission.

f'le, nombtretisem configurations ant ft irtudiea coo dernilres annfes et Is choix devrait pouvoir itre ar-
rt# uui-g afin de pouvoir procf-der oux ftudes d~taillfes do Is configuration retenue pour unt proposition
do dfbut de programme fin 1985.

Au atode artuel, ces #tudes qui ont toujoure 6t* conduits avec Is souci constant de rechercher do@ op-
tinisations canduisant so coat recurrent mirclnal, inpliquent it dlveloppament d'un gron noteur cryotechnique
do 40 tonnes de pouso~e dons le vieS.. Des ktudes effectuges depuie I9"1 our ce point ant permit d'arriter
lee caract~ristiques esmentiolles de cc nouveau moteur dont Is dveloppemsnt vient d'itre proposf dans 1.
cadre de IlAgenct Spattale Europfienne.

J
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'ONFI 'T RAT ID N ---------------------------------------- ----------------- -----

DF TRANSFFRT HFI.ISYNCHRONF.: CIRCULAIRE BASSE
(FoSTATIONNAIRE :

Al 1700 2600 4900

A2 2175 : 'O 5100

A2l5 145o 5900

A.() 1900 [2 7001

A42P 2600 Sans objet -

A44P 3000 Sans objet :

A421. 3200 >500 444C

A44LP 3700 Sans objet -

A44L 4200 >450 [6100] [9000]

-erformances garanties

n6cessittrajent des renforts ponctuels de structures

- orbtte de transfert gfostattonnaire

HYPOTHESES

ORSITE DE T1AI4SPERT GEOSTATION lAIRE

( * I:

ALTITU)E DE ALTITUDE D : INCLINAISON DE ARGU1FNT D11

CONFIGURATION L'APOGEE (E) PERIGEE (EN) L'ORBITE PERIGEE
: Z&- . Zp- . i .0

( )

( Al 35800 200 101 180
( * )

A2 *t A3 35786 200 8" 180'
( * I;

A4 : 35786 200 7" 178'
( * * )

ORSIT RiELIOSYNCWIROE

Altitude Z - 800 1a

TicliSALOU do l'orbits I - 98.6*

O131?t CIRCUAIIJ IS

Altitude 2 * 200 to

Iucltiutm do Votbite I - 5.2'

I I
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",I, ipi, )it -, i f spic. systems to act as force multipliers in the NAIL) tactical
irfi A are neaningl-ss unless the ultimate user, the engaged battle force, can ,n
i '..I f .hetr availability dIr g i ris is perio ds. The joivit Union has expended
,ost I, resources on antisatellite (ASAT ) weapons and electronic countermeasures,

inc ,1inq thP only demonstrated operational ASAT. The NATO countries must therefore
.ler lop systems and strategies to protect their vital space assets.

ntis presentation Aescribes an overall strategy for providing a dispersed.
. ir vvable space system in response tm projected Soviet threat capabilities. the
phvs'cal and electro-optical threats are briefly outl ined dnd countermeasures
pr,,posed. wnile satellite hardening must not be ignored, thIs paper concentrates un
strategies des)gned to deploy an interconnected space/ground complex so large that
attack becomes impractical in terms of resources required for effective neutralization.

Recognizing that space systems exist only to support ground functions dictates
that ground networks must also operate in crisis periods. Though a few large ground
facilities may be justified as cost-effective in peacetime, these same facilities
become critical choke points in wartime. These vulnerable nodes must be augmented by
a dispersed network of interoperable mobile ground terminals such as the
Transportable/Mobile Ground Station (T/M6S) capable of supporting a wide range of
satellites, and the Single Channel Objective Tactical Terminal (SLOTT) which can bring
survivable space support directly to troops in the field.

Support from space systems will be vital to the NATO battle commander of the
future. Efforts already underway to improve the combat effectiveness of those systems
will assure a dependable flow of critical communications and data to the field
commander, providing perhaps the margin of victory.

Satellites can provide invaluable service to the NATO forces in communications,
positioning, navigation, weather prediction and surveillance. Advancing space
technology will provide even more extensive support in the future, but as these new
systems develop we must not forget the real reason for the existence of military space
programs. Military space systems exist to support battle forces in time of war. Any
other use is incidental to this prime mission. Unless the engaged battle force
commander can be assured of an adequate flow of timely and accurate data, military
space programs are a waste of resources which could be better applied elsewhere.

This fact is certainly understood by the Soviet Union. The Soviets have, over the
past twenty years, invested significant scientific and financial resources in the
development of counter space weapons systems. They first demonstrated an
antisatellite (ASAT) system with the launch of Cosmos 249 in 1968. Since that time
they have continually refined and extended their capabilities to destroy orbiting
satellites with ASAT or laser weapons, and to interrupt data flow through physical or
electronic attacks on space system ground facilities and connecting links. The Soviet
ASAT has been flown as part of their war games, and electronic countermeasures (ECM)
units are an integral part of Soviet ground forces. Although no dedicated ECM systems
targeted against space assets are currently known, the overall strategic intent is
clear. The Soviets intend to be able to stop the flow of space system support to NATO
tactical units during crisis periods or wartime. (Figure 1)

The NATO powers must therefore develop systems, strategies, and operational
procedures to protect their vital space resources In response to the growing Soviet
counter space threat. In fact, such development is well underway in several areas of
technology.

Satellites are being hardened against electronic and directed energy attacks
through the increasing use of new techniques and materials. Sensor optics are being
designed to be more resistant to laser blinding. Electronics are being made more
resistant to damage from electromagnetic pulse (EMP). Communications links are
applying frequency hopping and spread spectrum techniques to guard against
interception and Jamming. Future military satellites will likely include greatly
enhanced maneuver capabilities and even protective systems such as decoys and self

defense weapons.
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Figure 1. Wartime Effectiveness

in the final analysis, however, a fully hardened and defended military satellite
is only a space aqt "Maglnot Line" if it cannot maintain its links with the ground.
While satellite hardening will be vital to the survival of military space systems in
futu re wars, hardening alone will not produce the combat capable space systems
demanded for tactical operations of the future. Recognizing that military space
systems exist only to support terrestrial functions dictates that ground networks must
also be able to operate in time of war. The overall military space system includes
control facilities, orbiting satellites, users of the data, and communications links
connecting these elements. If the Soviet targeting officer can successfully break the
continuity of data flow at any point in this system, he has achieved his objective,
i.e., the system cannot support the tactical commander. In another sense the
targeting officer's job is done if he can cast sufficient doubt in the NATO planner's
mind as to the wartime availability of military space assets. If the planner does not
expect to be able to use an asset in time of crisis, he is not likely to include it in
his war plans. An asset not planned for use will not be used and the enemy wins by
default.

With this in mind we now examine a strategy for a possible military space/ground
system designed to frustrate the targeter and reassure the NATO planner. This
strategy is based on the following assumptions:

a. Any element can be attacked.
b. Some elements are easier to attack.
C. Attack resources are finite.
d. An attack is not successful if the damaged element can be bypassed so that

the tactical force is still supported.
e. To be rated as combat capable, a space system must be able to supply

dependable support to engaged battle forces.

Targeting can be considered in terms of feasibility and cost/benefit analysis. An
element of a military system which is too expensive, in terms of resources required
for its destruction, will not likely be high on an enemy target list if the system can
be defeated by attacks on some other element. For this reason, hardened satellites
represent a much less attractive target than ground elements of current military space
systems. Orbital vehicles, if properly protected from laser and ECK attack, are
vulnerable only to other orbital vehicles. While this is certainly possible, it would
be extremely costly strategy requiring one-on-one attacks by expensive ASAT systems
launched In a short time period. Given the cost of space boosters and ASATs and the
limited number of launch sites suitable for such system, the targeting officer will
probably look for a more effective attack mode.

Ground systems and their connecting links to other system elements would seem to
offer a much more lucrative target. Military space ground systems today typically are
designed for efficient operation during peacetime. A central control element operates
one or more ground terminals which perform such satellite support functions as

• tracking, telemetry, readout and commanding of the orbiting vehicle. In many cases
these ground facilities are located in easily accessible areas making them highly
vulnerable to either physical or electronic attack at low cost and with
unsophisticated technology. Their large 20' - 60' antenna dishes make them easy to
locate either from the ground or from reconnaissance satellites. They emit powerfuland distinctive electronic signatures for location by Electronic Intelligence (ELINT)

collectors, and present a known and stationary target for missiles, bombers, or



I ti, I, , jqhk a few large q ro)und fa_ Iities may be just if Ied as cost effective
A, e , t liM rvea rC h a n d development, these same fat I Iities become critical choke

;, r t.. in t ime of war. Ihe mi I itary spacP system must therefore be designed to
In ml e, p 0 hen( e o n f i.ed q ound support.

h, )i dpvndenie e from f i ,xed qround facilities Is proceeding along two (2)

i nti t pithst , h aqtiinomius satellites, and mobile ground support. These strategies
' id lie ,een is (iiplementary rather than competitive. and will be discussed in turn.

"'ate I te iat)nom y " is of ten used to describe the ultimate level of satellite

sv tIm %jrvIvialt)Ity. AS the term is generally used, autonomy means on-board task
ev ItIt ,on anid decision makInq for up to bO days. assuming normal spacecraft

pt.,t" r ma n c e. ThIs capahilIt y does not Currently exist, although limited fault
e t fi t i and (irrrectirn an d routine maintenance functions can now be performed
, tom,,atI(ally n-board. Expandinq these rudimentary functions is dependent on
a A v an emen t s in fault-tolrant computer technology. Autonomous stationkeeping and
naviqat ,.i1,n I ftinctions have been demonstrated by Lincoln Laboratories in their Lincoln
, 1 ,, mental 'atellites (LIS), but further developments and flight demunstrations are
,'vedel hefore these techniques are widely employed. Adaptive mission sequencing 1,iii
j.iy ,ad data processing still need substantial development work before they ar.

i I, t ine Iy des i qned into satellites.

F iqure ,' qraphically illustrates how the "health" of satellites degrades over time
if qrouind support is unavailable. This graph, based on a study by Aerospace
irpiorat ion in 1980, assumes that all satellites are performing normally during the

fs f ro,,nd contact. it could be argued that the slope of the degradation curves
may Ie much worse in wartime. Satellites are typically unhealthy machines and it is

unlikely that all m litary space vehicles will be in perfect condition when ground
sApport is lost. We could also expect that our Opponents would take positive action
to degrade the health of those systems which were in good condition. Electronic
' intermeasures, directed energy weapons, electromagnetic pulse etc., will take a toll
oIn ,ur space systems not reflected in the curves shown in Figure 2.

go . ASSUMPTIONS

"'S * SATELLITES LOST DUE TO ANOMALIES ONLY
S'o , * NO NUCLEAR INDUCED EFFECTS

0 NO AUTOMATIC RESET OR REDUNDANCY
3'S' CONTROL( I
z IQ. WITH ON-BOARD RESET AND
z -.. REDUNDANCY CONTROL fR -

4Q

0
NON COM AT -

E MMSTXCIUDINO gVELA 'S,

I 2 3 4 1

MONTHS AFTER GROUND CONTROL IS LOST

BASED ON 1900 AEROSPACE CORPORATION STUDY JATM 60 1543b.031) I)

Figure 2. How Autonomous are Satellites how?

As desirable as autonomy is for space systems. it cannot at least in the next few

decades, completely replace ground resources. Figure 3 shows one possible
evolutionary trend for autonomy through the year 2000. Increasing hardware and
software capabilities on-board the satellite will markedly decrease its dependence on
ground stations, but ground support will still be needed for on-orbit checkout and
testing, to provide for mission flexibility, and for the correction of unplanned
anomalies In critical situations. Just as importantly, for satellite systems to be
useful to tactical forces they must maintain links to those forces, either directly or
through other space of ground elements, through the highest appropriate conflict
level. A fully autonomous, perfectly performing satellite which cannot deliver Itsj data to an appropriate ground element Is totally useless as a military system.
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figure 4. tombat Lapable Space System

target Ing off icer may be able to make holes In the net but a Ia r ge number of small.I
dispersed nodes must be Successfully attacked to destroy the overall ISystem fabric.
Furthermore. the mobility of the ground elements implies that the network Is
constantly shifting and changing in shape and location, so that reconnaissance
information only a few hours old is invalid. Where the enemy had only to destroy a
Single, known, static facility to render a space system incapable of tactical support.
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Fur e 5. TM6S

Although spacecraft may have unique requirements, most have SIMI ldr needs for TT&C
'p p or t a nd most mi It ia ry systems are supported b y the A ir Force S a t eIIt e Control

Faf ility AF$ILF common user network in either a prime or backup mode. T he T/ M GS i s
being developed to provide TT&L. support for the great majority of the programs in the
AHFSJ mission model. some eleven different satellite systems. The i n it ia IT/MGS, to
hie delliered in Dec. 1985, will utilize state-of-the-art technology. Models to follow
w ill incorporate Pre-Planned Product Imprcvement (Pe31) modifications to respond to
better def ined threats and operational requirement%. For example. the T/MGS c o uId
have an tilt capability as early as requirements d ic ta t e. T h is would at lIow f or a
smalIler, more surv ivable ground station, but at the current time military satellites
are not using tEt * so T/M6S wilt have an S-band system.

Performance goals for the I n it Ial System Scheduled for delivery in December 198S
inc Itude :

o Support to low, medium and geostationery altitude satellites
0 Stand-alone IlIC data processing
a Vo ice/data communiVcati1ons w Ith Ai1r F orce Satetlite Control Networks kAFSLN)

and users
U Use of government furnished software

G /T: 16.11 dB/k
o EIRP: 98.3 d~m
0 Maximum telemetry data rate of 128 kb/s
0 Maximum command data rate of 2 kb/s
o Network communications via wideband and narrowband
0 DSCS satellite communications via X-band SATCOM terminal
o S-band communications relay at 3R-256 kb/s
0 Mean-time between failures goat of 396 hours
o Mean-time to repair goat of 4 hours
0 Maximum utilization of off-the-shelf equipment



Figure 6. SCOTT

"he T MGS is designed to operate either in a stand-alone mode or in conjunction
.ith other fixed or mobile TT&C centers. It can receive, store, and forward data

is nq the S-Band Mission 22 relay or it can be configured as a "bent-pipe', passing
data from a satellite or another control station through to another element with no
local processing or delay. The T/MGS is also capable of supporting the TT&C
requirements of programs which, due to their survivability requirements, have mobile
m iss ion data processing systems operated in accordance with the survivability concept

developed for the particular satellite system.

The T/MGS will be air transportable in C-130 aircraft and will be ground mobile
over reasonable road surfaces. It will be self sufficient in both power generation
and communications. Protection from electromagnetic pulse(EMP) will be designed into
the overall system ano the appropriate subsystems. The TIMGS is not required to
operate while in transit but will be assembled, operated, disassembled, and moved to a
new location as circumstances demand. Erection and tear-down times must therefore be
kept as short as practical to maximize both survivability and operational
effectiveness.

As the T/MGS program progresses, a pre-planned product improvement effort (p
3
1)

will proceed in parallel to incorporate appropriate new technological advancements at
minimum cost and risk, commensurate with evolving threats and system performance
requirements. Constant advances in micro-circuit design should dramatically reduce
the size and power requirements of future electronic systems. As the data system for
a T/MGS shrinks from the size of a trailer to the size of a desk, it will require much
less support from power generation and air-conditioning systems so that these too can
be smaller. The transition to higher frequencies such as EHF allows for much smaller
ground antennas on the order of one or two meters rather than the 7 to 10 meters
required for the current S-band system. This will yield a further reduction in the
size of the ground station and more importantly, eliminate the need to disassemble the
station for road mobility, thus greatly increasing system survivability and
operational availability. As these smaller, more mobile, and probably less expensive
stations proliferate, trade studies will be necessary to determine whether they should
be structured into program-dedicated or common-user networks to best support military
space systems.

Still, in the context of space support to tactical operations, survivable TT&C is
only one part of the overall system. To be combat capable, a space system must
reliabily deliver its product to the battle force element in need of its service.
This requires that the tactical unit be provided with the necessary equipment to
access the space system. Such equipment could be as simple as a handheld receiver for
position determination using the Global Positioning System (GPS), to large shipboard
terminals to receive communications and weather data from satellite systems. The
Single Channel Objective Tactical Terminal (SCOTT) falls somewhere between these two
extremes and presents an interesting preview of future tactical access to space assets.

46C ,



Th 1 0 (ill heinq developed by the U.S. Army to operate with the MILSTAR
sWrvivahle military communications satellite. The MILSIAR system will operate in the
t Hf hand at ?ii-44 oilI and will prov ide much more secure and jam resistant
(Lomm sn n rations than are currently available. The SCOTT. either track vehicle mountea
as shown In F Iqure h or in some other appropriate configuration, is the tactical
commander's link with the world through the MILSTAR networks.

'he Army requirement for iHF stems from its basic communications requirement.
o le tives defined in the beginning of SCOTI's development include making the terminal
h i hly mo)hi P. and easy to operate. SurvivabtIlity is a priority, as is reliability,
m.ii ntain abilIty. and su pportabilIty. It will also be required to interoperate with
T 'tFA eqUipments. lin if, Iall of this needs to be wrapped in an affordable package

i,,e of the Iaqe iiumher- of %LOITT terminals being considered.

he qoind segment consists of one rack of transmission equipment, the antenna
I em , ind anc i)iry equipments. These three subgroups will be installed in any of

t ,i ront €.he'Iti, s the S-,"5i) mounted on tne 5/4 ton truck the 5-280 mounted on a 2
1 ton tr, c , n, t the M- 12 command track vPhicles. Two advanced development models
ire j rr l iv !oinq fabricated at Massachusetts Institute of Technology's Lincoln
j bo i I t* I , oe o f these v0 I be installed in the track vehicle conf iguration.
, r-ent wePiqht est imate range between 400 lbs and 5()U ibs. however, more definitive

weiqht stidles ire now in progress.

The antenna system includes the transmitter and small dish antenna with a dual

frequency feed. The canister will be mounted on the vehicle in such a way as to
permit removal for remote operation. Two such configurations are currently being
tonsidered for the M-571 track vehicle. The earlier concept has the canister dropped
into an armor bo) , located at the front curbside corner of the vehicle. This same box
.oild also house the paging antenna, designed to allow SCOTT to be alert in motion. A
more recently proposed confiquration would have the antenna canister dropped in a
tDuild-in canister, located at the rear curbside corner of the vehicle.

S IIT operation begins with satellite acquisition. The operator, knowing his
location ,I thIn 10 km, can make successful acquisition. The acquisition process
includes raising the antenna dish. then rotating the dish until the satellite is
acquired. ScOTT Is then ready for transmission by up to four users. The terminal can
be used to provide the full range of space services to the ground force commander,
includinq communications with other units or with higher headquarters anywhere in the
w r d.

The TIMGS and SLUIT terminals are only two of the more obvious sources of space

support to the tactical commander.- Once tactical planners gain more confidence in the
survivability of space system in wartime, even more ways will surely be found to apply
space support as a force multiplier. U.S. military planners are even now considering
space as the "high ground of the future". NATO planners cannot afford to do
otherwise; these emerging capabilities must be used, and used wisely. Survivable
space systems made up of mobile ground support, hardened cross-linked satellites, and
proliferated tactical access terminals may well provide the margin needed for victory
in some future conflict.

Ihc dicu si,,n %hih lllrwcl Ihs pr - eniaiion api.'vars in clasifid puhicaitn ("PA44 (Supplement.
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ABSTRACT

Th SPOT prop under the auspices of the French National Space Agency
(otis), is imamated by France in association with European partners
(Belgium and Sweden). It comprises the earth observation satellites and
the ground receiving stations.

The first satellite, due for launch in 1985, will carry a payload comprisln
two Identical FM (High Resolution Visible) instruments using CCD linear
arrays technology. These will mak eImages of the earth with a sampling
step of 20 meters in thzee color bands in the visible rarge and in the near
Infrared, and with a smplir step of 10 meters In a broad, panchromatic
band : i.e. In black and white. This configuration is suitable for
obserg the 3m=1 agricultural plots found in many coutries. It also
satisfies soe conventional cartographic requirements.

Each instrument has a flat mirror which can steer the ine of sight in a
plane perpendicular to the track of the satellite. The steerir range is
+ 270 about the gematric direction, in 91 discrete steps of 0.60, this
Eranslates on the ground as a geographic band of up to 475 kilometers on either
side of the satellite's ground path to be explored. ue to the curvature
of the earth, the mximum arle of Incidence with the ground is 330 .

The sidelookidg capability will allow the satellite to observe any region
of the Earth at intervals of one to several days, thus allowir relatively
fast chatwgi phenomena to be monitored. It will also be possible to provide
for stereoscopic vision by associating views taken from different argles.

The SPOT satellite has a total mass of approximately 1750 kg at the
begiing of its life, and will be placed In a sun synchronous, circular
orbit at 832 I= altitude by the European Ariane satellite launcher.

"Ste I Au%u I 1 (1, ( 'hairman W Othbef .xuculiv Offict SFP1 IMA(I , I i mk&k , FIran
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"he ncirgil lifetIme of the first satellite Is two years. A second satellite,
Identical to the first one, has already been ordered for a launch rninally
in 1986 in replacement of the first one. Further satellites to provide
continuity of service over a longer period of time are under consideration.

SPOT will be used, among many applications, for

studies on land use and the evolution of the environment

* evaluation of renewable natural resources (agriculture, forestry)

* assistance in surveying mineral resources

m redium-scale mapping in the range of 1:100.000, map updating at scales
about 1/50.000, and preparation or updating of thematic maps at scales
from 1:50.000 to 1:25.000.

Te organisation for SPOT data marketing and distribution relies on the
SPOT UU Company wlich is established as a subsidiary of CNE and other
french agencies and corporation involved in land reote seming activities.
SPOT IMAGE will distribute on a caumercial basis the SPOT data recorded
on board the spacecraft and transmitted to central receiving facilities
in Toulouse (France) and Kiruna (Sweden). In addition, direct broadcasting
to foreign receiving stations is being encouraged in order to improve data
distribution on a national or regional basis.

SPOT might very well be the first truly operational land remote sensing
satellite system, although other progammes are on the planning stage
both in the U.S. (post Landsat-D) and Japan (ERS proam ). Although
primrily a civilian applications oriented programme, the technology base
it will use may be of value for surveillance or reconnaissance applications.



I - THE SPOT PROGRAM

The SPOT program has been planned and designed as an operational and
commercial system. Decided by the French government in 1978, with the
participation of Sweden and Belgium, the program is managed by the French
Space Agency (CNES) which is responsible for the system development and
satellite operations. SPOT I will be launched in early 1985 and SPOT 2, to be
available for launch in early 1986 is also under construction. Plans are being
made for the launch of SPOT 3 and 4 already in 1988 onwards in order to
ensure the necessary service continuity expected from an operational spaceborne
remote sensing system. Indeed it is essential that new systems be operational
over a sufficiently long period (at least 10 years) to allow the development of
applications in those areas where remote sensing is not yet widely used.

The institutional organization of the SPOT operations has also been set up.
CNES is in charge of spacecraft procurement, launch and operation and SPOT
IMAGE, a commerical corporation, in charge of data distribution and all
commercial relations with data users. SPOT IMAGE is developing a network of
agents, distributors and subsidiaries to serve local markets; it is in the process
of finalizing a pricing policy for SPOT data which is based on eventual complete
cost recovery for the system (both investments amortization and operations
expenses). Market studies indicate that this objective can be reached within the
next ten years if the market develops as expected.

2 - THE SPOT SYSTEM AND DATA DISTRIBUTION

2.1 SPACECRAFT CHARACTERISTICS
The SPOT spacecraft carries two identical sensors, called HRV (Haute
Resolution Visible), made of static solid state arrays of detectors (CCD) and
operating in the visible and near infrared part of the spectrum. Among the
innovative features of SPOT are the relatively high ground resolution of the
imagery it will produce (10 m in the panchromatic mode, 20 m in the
multispectral mode) and the ability of its sensors to point up to 27 degrees
East and West of the local vertical axis. This latter feature offers
interesting possibilities to increase the number of opportunities to obtain
views of a given area. It also permits stereoscopic observations by combining
views taken at different angles from the vertical and therefore opens up the
possibility of third dimension (or altitude) determination, an important
requirement for cartographic applications. The principal characteristics of
SPOT are summarized in table 1.

Swathwidth
The two identical sensors (HRV) can be activated independently. Each
instrument has a swathwidth of 60 km. When the two instruments operate in
adjacent covering field, the ground coverage is 117 km.

Imaging Modes

SPOT operates in two modes: multispectral mode and panchromatic mode.
In the multispectrai mode, observations are made in three spectral bands with
a pixel size of 20 meters.
* a green band from .amn to .39jam
* a red band from .6ij.m to .64urn
* a near infrared band from .7lum to .S3j9m

&*



SPOT PRINCIPAL CHARACTER15TICS

ORBIT Circular at 832 km

Inclination: 98,7 degrees
Descending node at [Oh 30mn A.M.
Orbital cycle: 26 days

HAUTE RESOLUTION Two identical instruments
VISIBLE (HRV) Pointing capability: 1 27 degrees East

or West of the Orbital plane
Ground swath: 60 km each at vertical
incidence
Pixel size:

10 m in panchromatic mode
* 20 m in multispectral mode
Spectral channels:
* panchromatic: .51 to .73 jum
* multispectral: .50 to .59 jum

.61 to .68 jim

.79 to .89 im

IMAGES Two on board recorders with 23
TRANSMISSION minutes capacity each

Direct broadcast at 8 GHz
(50 Mbits/sec)

WEIGHT 1750 kg

SIZE 2 x 2 x 3.5 m plus solar panel (9 m)

Table I

.15 -10 5 .21 16 11 .20 -10 .16 .6
-25 .15 -5 -21 .11 .1

latitude P latitude 45*

Figure I : Typical sequence of acquisition
at the Equator and at latitude 50

di
I,

p ~ K .*.



In the panchromatic mode, observations are made in a single broad band,
from .51)m to .73jum with a pixel size of 10 m.
The multispectral bands have been selected to take advantage of
interpretation methods developed over the last ten years; they have been
designed to allow the best discrimination among crop species and among
different types of vegetation using three channels only.
The panchromatic band will offer the best geometric resolution (lOm) and
will make possible to comply with cartographic standards for maps at a scale
of 1:100,000 and/or to update at a scale of 1:50,000 and in some cases
1:25,000 for thematic applications.

Field pointing flexibility, Nadir and off nadir viewin
One of the -ey eatures-of SPOT is the steerable mirror which provides off
nadir viewing capability.The instrument can be titled sidewards (to the East
or to the West) step by step from 0 to 27 degrees allowing scene centers to
be targeted anywhere within a 950 km-wide strip centered on the satellite
track.
This technique provides a quick revisit capability on specific sites. For
instance, at the Equator, the same area can be targeted 7 times during the
26 days of an orbital cycle i.e. 99 times in one year, with an average
revisit period of 3.7 days. At latitude 45 degrees, the same area can be
targeted I I times in a cycle i.e. 157 times in one year, with an average
period of 2.4 days, a maximum timelapse of 4 days and a minimum
timelapse of I day (Fig. ).
The revisit flexibility allows
1. to monitor phenomena which rapidely vary over time, such as crops,

environmental stresses, natural disasters.
2. to improve the possibility of obtaining timely data required in many

studies
3. to improve the rate of area coverage by minimizing the effects of

weather conditions.
Figure 2 illustrates the variability to obtain a complete coverage of France
using cross-track viewing capability. At vertical viewing the coverage is
obtained in 313 days, and in 100 days only if the depointing mode is used.

Za" €W~"*~ 74X
100 !a

o is "Y

0 I

days

Fiu e 22 Time required to obtain a complete coverage of France
different maximum cross-track viewing capabilities
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Stereoscopy
-e-o fniadir viewing capability also permits stereoscopic observations by

combining views taken at different angles from the vertical. The 3D vision
is obtained with the same area recorded from two different orbits, creating
a parallax effect between the two scenes. Stereopairs are an important
requirement in many cartographic applications: geomorphical, geological or
soil maps and of course for topographic maps. SPOT will provide the
opportunity to map anywhere in the world with a mapping accuracy
corresponding to the 1:100,000 standards.

Images transmission
[Nrect -Woa-a----ng operates at 8 GHz at a rate of 50 Mbits/sec. The
satellite carries two on board recorders with a 23 minutes capacity each.
On board data recording will be used over areas where no ground receiving
facility are available.

2.2 DATA ACQUISITION, PREPROCESSING AND DISTRIBUTION
Information availibility through easy and quick access to data and products
is a very important factor in operational procedures. The system
implemented for data acquisition as well as data distribution has been
conceived to meet the user needs and SPOT customers are given an active
part in the system.
Basic principles are:
- a permanent information regarding data availibility
- a flexibility "on request" data acquisition
- a fast data and products distribution, based on a non discriminatory policy

and the definition of marketing zones between SPOT IMAGE and various
distribution centers

- the protection of SPOT data by a copyright

2.2.1 SPOT ground segment

The SPOT system consists of:
- a satellite mission and control center operated by CNES
- two main ground receiving stations and preprocessing centers located at

Aussaguel near Toulouse, France and at Esrange-Kiruna in Sweden. These
stations receive direct data over the North polar zone, Europe and North
Africa as well as worldwide data recorded on the two satellite tape
recorders. Each station has a receiving capacity of 250 000 scenes per
year.
The preprocessing centers attached to both stations and operating in
Sweden and in France, have a capacity of 70 system corrected (level I)
scenes per day or 20 precision processed (level 2) scenes per day. A level
I scene can be preprocessed within 48 hours from its acquisition at

the ground station, while a precision processed scene requires 5 to 7
days.
- a network of regional receiving stations located around the world. These

stations have concluded reception agreements with SPOT IMAGE.
Acquisition programs over the visibility area of each station is made by
station operators and/or SPOT IMAGE.

- a distribution network managed by SPOT IMAGE on the basis of
commercial agreements and marketing areas. Distribution involves standard
data as well as value-added products.

~ ~1



2.2.2 Data bank information: the catalog system

SPOT IMAGE will build up a general catalog of SPOT images which will
contain data concerning images received and archived by all stations in the
world. The catalog system is fully computerized and designed to operate 24
hours a day, 365 days a year. It will contain for each scene, information
concerning: the location (geographical coordinates, orientation, etc...),
acquisition mode (multispectral, panchromatic, viewing angle, stereopair),
scene identification (grid number, date), quality (telemetry, cloud cover),
archived products already available.
The SPOT catalog will offer users a wide range of options concerning the
processing and presentation of catalog data. It includes statistical
calculations concerning image characteristics, definition of image families
and scene selection according to various criteria; alphanumeric or graphic
display will be available. Besides scene characteristics and image selection,
the system will analyze users data requests, record and manage data orders
and manage the data acquisition programs.
Users will access the catalog directly in Toulouse, by conventional means
(mail, telephone, telex) or through data transmission network (Transpac,
Euronet, Tymnet, Telenet, Datapac,...).
Information exchanges between SPOT IMAGE and SPOT data users will also
be possible through an electronic mailbox system. With an electronic key,
users will be able to deposit in the catalog system memory messages
regarding requests for information, programming or orders. Stored messages
will be read over every 6 hours and the replies deposited at users disposal.
For users convenience, it is expected that at least one point of contact by
country (SPOT distributor) should be equiped with a fast transmission link to
the SPOT IMAGE worldwide catalog.

2.2.3 Data acquisition

This is an innovating feature of the SPOT system. When an image is not
available in archive or when a SPOT user wishes to acquire specific data
with a specific time scheduling, he can request a SPOT acquisition program.
For this, the user can apply directly to SPOT IMAGE (via the catalog
system) or to a local receiving station or to a local SPOT IMAGE
distribution center.
According to the case, the user may request:
- unique coverage obtained during a certain period of the year
- multitemporal coverage, meaning a number of coverages acquired at

different periods,
- stereoscopic coverage, i.e. two coverages acquired in specified conditions

in relation to the viewing angles used.
To do this, the user must first define the geographical area to be covered,
in the form of geographical coordinates, of a polygon or a circle.
For each coverage the user wants to obtain he must then indicate the
general characteristics and constraints relative to image recording and
especi&aly:
- image recording: mode multispectral and/or panchromatic
- image recording periods,
- the viewing angle or the range of variation comprised between -24*6

and 224*6,
- the cloud cover threshold accepted from 0 to 2 per quarter of an image,
- eventually, the gain to be applied to detectors; 2 possibilitiesi low and

high.
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According to the user' s needs, which are translated into programming
parameters, SPOT IMAGE carries out a technical feasibility study of the
request in coordination with the Mission Control Center. In the standard
procedure, a report is handed back by SPOT IMAGE within a delay of 48
hours to 4 days.Accelerated procedure can be used in the case of
emergency. It will comprise, among others, the geometrical conditions of
image recording (mosaicing of the zone to be covered), and its feasibility
(probability of execution in time taking into account the climatic data of
the region considered).
The user may accept (or not) these propositions. He may also modify the
initial request, in which case a new study is undertaken. When the user
accepts the technical conditions of execution proposed, an agreement is
made between SPOT IMAGE and the user stipulating the technical and
financial conditions of the execution of the program.
SPOT IMAGE, in liaison with the user, can modify the execution of a
program in different ways:
- by programming directives (modification of parameters, cloud cover level,

viewing angles, restriction of the range of variation),
- by changing from a fixed single angle to a range of variation, in order to

terminate a program ("clean-up" mode)
- by changing the end of period date (may be delayed)
The final validation of scenes is carried out after examining the quick-look
images.
The user may receive periodically or on request, a detailed report on the
state of progress of his program. This report supplies all validated scenes
and the progress of coverage of the geographical zone (in simplified graphic
form with statistics or in geographic/contour form).
Acquisition programs will include long term monitoring programs as well as
emergency acquisition procedures (in case for instance of natural
disasters).

Control . .e-:r-.ces s'_n4 zen:re7

F~ujre.3: SPOT system diagrami I
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2.2.4 Data and products distribution

The Toulouse preprocessing facility (CRIS Toulouse) is designed to
produce standard data such as: a level I (system corrected) scene within
48h and level 2 or S (precision processed) within a week, with a maximum
capacity of 70 scenes per day at level I or 20 at level 2. The Kiruna
preprocessing center (CRIS Kiruna) will have similar capacities.
SPOT IMAGE will reproduce and deliver to users standard data on CCTs and
films coming from the preprocessing centres. Special and value added
products will also be made available to users through a worldwide
distribution network.
The term "SPOT Data" applies to all SPOT scenes with standard processing
while "SPOT Product" refers to any product derived from the above defined
data.
Whereas the distribution of SPOT Data is subject to specific rules and
geographical limitations, the distribution of SPOT products i.e. value-added
products is not subject to any such restriction except copyrights.
CNES owns the copyright on all SPOT data. This means that any
organization that wishes to distribute or sell SPOT data must first obtain a
sub-license from SPOT IMAGE which has been granted by CNES an exclusive
world-wide license for the distribution of SPOT data.
SPOT receiving stations will be automatically granted an exclusive
sub-license for the distribution of SPOT data within their distribution zone.
This sub-license is exclusive, insofar as SPOT data is concerned, within the
station's distribution zone-, such zones generally covering the country (or
group of countries) operating the station.
SPOT IMAGE has exclusive SPOT data distribution rights in those countries
that do not possess a receiving station and is currently negotiating
agreements with companies, agents and the like in these different countries
with a view to ensuring close contact between distributors and users and
the efficient distribution of both data and products.

3 - THE SPOT DATA SIMULATION PROGRAM

In order to prepare the user community to the use and analysis of SPOT
images, an ambitious SPOT data simulation program has been initiated since
1980.
It is managed by the french "Groupement pour le Developpement de la
Tielditection Airospatiale (GDTA) of which CNES is member; it includes
two types of images simulations:
- geometric simulations whereby mosaics of aerial photographs are digitized
and resampled to L0 meters to simulate the geometric characteristics of
SPOT images under different viewing angles (this requires a digital terrain
model of the aera in order to take account of terrain relief in the
simulation). Those simulations are used to study the usefulness of SPOT data
for topographic mapping and other applications requiring stereoscopic
coverage.
- radiometric simulations, whereby images of certain areas are collected via
an airborne scanner and data from the different channels of the scanner are
processed to simulated the three spectral bands of SPOT with resampling at
20 meters intervals. Such simulated images do not have the geometric
quality of SPOT images, but reflect their expected radiometric
characteristics and therefore their ability to classify different types of
terrain, vegetation cover, crops, etc. Many sites in France, in other
european countries as weil as in Africa, Bangladesh and the United States

,/



have been covered anid provide a variety of iusefull examples for data
analysis and applications. The data itself, as well as information booklets on
the image interpretation are available from SPOT IMAGE. *

This SPOT data simulation program has involved a large number of scientists
and investigators in all countries where sites have been surveyed; it has
proved to be of high interest both to the investigators and to the producers
of the data and should pave the way to a fruitfull interaction between the
user community and the SPOT data producers/Idistr ibutor s when the
spacecraft will be operating.

*For the simulation data in the United States, contact

SPOT IMAGE Corporation
1150 17th Street
Suite 307
Washington, D.C. 20036
Tel: (202) 293-1656
Telex: 4993073
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EACH 60 x 60 KM SPOT SCENE WILL BE AVAILABLE:

AS PANCHROMATIC DATA (ONE BAND, 10 M.)

OR AS MULTISPECTRAL DATA (THREE BANDS, 20 M)

0 AT FOUR PROCESSING LEVELS:

1 A EQUAUZATION OF DETECTOR RESPONSE NO GEOMETRIC
CORRECTION

RADIOMETRIC CORRECTION AND GEOMETRIC
CORRECTION INDUCED BY THE ACQUISITION SYSTEM

RADIOMETRIC CORRECTION PLUS PRECISION GEOMETRIC
2CORRECTION TO MAP THE IMAGE INTO A CARTOGRAPHICPROJECTION

S REGISTRATION WITH A REFERENCE SCENE

IN SINGLE FRAME (AT NADIR OR OFF NADIR VIEWING) OR IN
STEREOPAJR

ON PHOTOGRAPHIC FILM AT SCALES RANGING FROM 1/400,000
TO 1/25,000 OR ON CCT (1600 OR 6250 BPI)
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I I

SPOT NAME CATAWOG
A CATALOG SERVICE FOR 24 HOURS A DAY INTERACTIVE
SPOT IMAGE DATA BANKS REMOTE ACCESS THROUGH

WORLD WIDE COMMUNICATION NETWORKS

ACU|S i CONVENTIONALCOMAUNK~tION NCTWOOKS Iiom 'AAS

TilE SYSslEM WILL PROVIDE •

* THE CHAACTIflCS OF ALL SPOT SCENES AVAILABLE THROUGHOUT
THE WOR!tD (IOENTTFICATION, ACQUJISiTON MODE, QUJALIT

* THE IMAGE SEEfO ACODN TO VAROSCIEI

* THE POSSIIU TO COMPUTE IMAGE ST'A i~C AND TO COMPILE
GRAPI tC MOAC OF SPOT COVERAGE.

* CUSTOMER DATA RE QUES'T ANALYSIS
* DATA ORE RECORIDING ANID MANAGEMENT
* ACCESS TO SAELiT PRGAMN SEVE AN ACQUISITION PRGA.
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THE ESA REMOTE SENSIN(i; SATELLITE SYSTEM (ERS-i)

by
Dr. Erich 11. Velten

ERS-i Payload Instrument Manager

DONIER SYSTEM C mbH
[)-799() Friedrichshafen, Germany

SUMMARY

The FRS-1 Remote Sensing System Is presently in the definition phase. The system deve-
lopment will start in eraly 1984, launch of the first satellite is planned for mid 1988 from
Guyana Space Centre by the European launcher ARIA':E. The ERS-i system development will be
performed jointly by the member states of the Euiopean Space Agency together with Norway and
Canada.

1. MISSION OBJECTIVES AND SYSTEM ELEMENTS

Mission Objectives

The ERS-1 system will contribute to the exploitation of coastal and global oceans, spe-
cifically those troubled by ice and to the development of an improved global weather infor-
mation service. On an experimental base, microwave imaging over land will also be performed
by the ERS-1 system as an all weather complement to optical data provided by other satelli-
tes.

The prime mission objectives are twofold:

- collection of data for scientific use and
- dissemination of ocean data for commercial application.

Data, Scientific Use

The data use for scientific purpose will increase the understanding of the ocean pro-
cesses includin, those in coastal zones and polar regions. The data when processed alone or
or processed in conjunction with data from other satellites or earth surface devices will
contribute significantly to the advancement of physical oceanography, glaciology and clima-
tology.

Data, Conmmercial Use

Data distributed for comnercial use will primarily improve the short term and medium
term forecast of weather and ocean condition anywhere on the globe. This will benefit the
design, planning and operations of oil platforms and also aid the optimization of ship rou-
ting. Monitoring of surface pollution is also considered in order to predict the trajectory
of pollutants and their potential threat to sensitive shore areas.

Instruments and Measurements

In order to undertake the described mission, a set of space-borne instrumentation
supported by a ground-based network for processing, dissemination and archiving is con-
templated. The space-borne instruments and their measurements are the following:

- an Active Microwave Instrument (AMI) operating in the C-band with the aim
of measuring wind fields and wave image spectra and providing all-weather
high resolution images of coastal zones, open oceans, ocean ice areas and on
an experimental basis, images over land;

- a Ku-band Radar Altimeter (RA), with the aim of measuring significant wave-
height, wind speed, and providing measurements over Ice and major ocean currents;

- Laser Retroreflectors (LR) for accurate satellite tracking from the ground, as a
complementary instrument for the Radar Altimeter;

- an additional Announcement of Opportunity Package presently consisting of:

the Along-Track Scanning Radiometer with a Microwave sounder (ATSR/M).
The radiometer is for sea surface and cloud top temperature determination
and general radiance measurements. The microwave sounder is for the accurate
determination of the water vapour content in a vertical atmospheric column

the Precise Range and Range Rate Experiment (PRARE), is an altitude and
altitude change measuring device utilizing a ground transponder network.
It includes ionospheric error correction capability.

Table 1 gives the main geophysical measurement objectives in terms of geophysical
parameters to be measured, the measurement ranges, accuracies and associated instrument
modes,



. vst em Overview

The ERS-1 system in conceived to be a complete Remote Sensing System comprised of two
e lement s:

- th- Space Seiment consisting of an ARTANE launcher, the satellite and its
associated 1round support equipment

- the (Iround Semrient encompassinq the facilities implemented, operated and
coordinated by FSA and a number of decentralized facilities to be im-
plemented and operated by the users.

The main ,lements of the System are presented in figTure 1.

At system level there are also less tanqible interrelated efforts needed to support
the hardware elements, such as the operational design aspects, the supporting software

(for both space and ground segments), the overall system implementation and verification

approach, and the diverre interfaces of the system design.

Data Flow and Data

The overall data flow shown in figure 2 covers both the control and information
data pathq within and between both the satellite and the ground segment. The primary con-
trol function resides with the Mission Control Center at ESOC which is linked via the ESA
S-hand network to the on-board computer. This computer is linked to the payload instruments,
the Instru,,ent data handling and transmission and the platform subsystems by a data bus.

The data produced by the pulsed measurements of the instrument sensors is supplemented
with specific user oriented house-keepinq data and transmitted in real-time or as playback
from the tape recorder to ground via two X-band channels. The ground segment oversees the
acquisition and processing of the payload data for rapid-service products and quality moni-
toring, for later precision processing and archiving, and for product dissemination to the
users. There will be one prime ERS-1 dedicated data receiving station (also used as the
TT&C station) located at Kiruna in Sweden for its superior coverage characteristics. It is
expected, that a number of additional Earthnet or national facility stations such as Fucino,

Maspalomas, Churchill, Fairbanks will supplement the Kiruna station.

The data output of the Kiruna Station comprises Fast Delivery and Other Deliverable

Products:

Within the group of Fast Delivery Products are:

- SAR Images
- Wave Spectrum Products
- Wind Field Products which comprise:

wind velocity suproducts

wind direction subproducts

- Significant Wave Height Product
- General and Instrument Header Products consisting of platform telemetry,

house-keeping and auxiliary data which have been recorded on-board the

satellite
- Performance Assessment Products which are data extracted from payload data

to support instrument performance assessment.

Other Deliverable Data Products that can be obtained are:

- Raw Data down linked on X-band on High Density Digital Tape (HDDT).
- ATSR/M annotated Data on Computer Compatible Tapes (CCT) also

received on the X-band downlink.

Operat ions

The satellite will be launched from Kourou Space Center into a 777 km circular, sun-

synchronous orbit, and three axis stabilized with a nadir orientation. The nominal ERS-1

orbit is the 3-days repetition orbit with 14 and 1/3 orbits per day and a revolution time

of 1OO.46S min.

The initial acquisition events - deployment of the solar array and antennas, satellite

orientation and stabilization - are performed in a pre-programmed sequence by the platform.
After a commissioning phase, the routine phase begins, during which the system will provide

for a vari'-ty of instrument operational modes interrupted sporadically by orbit correcting

manoeuvres.

The first mission will be experimental/pre-operational. Despite this nature of the
first mission it will also have as an objective the demonstration of the operational
capability of the ERS-1 system, i.e.: to supply timely data to its commercial or public
service users.

/
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Th, 'RtS-l !;atoellite in dplnyed :onfiquration is shown in figure 3. The main technical
lata are Htvon in tabl 2.

A key l,,ment and enstraint in the satellite concept Is the utilization of an existing

l.i 'sn platform. it was developed as a MULTIMISSION PL.ATFORM for the French SPOT program.
mdlule, |,r des standard services such as power supply, attitude and orbit control,

data handlin,, qpaceoraft oowriwand and control function and the mechanical load interface to
t he I .l 1ie- " .

The platform per dofinition provides for a certain flexibility in standard service
apallitios allowini, to a limited extent, an individual adaptation of these to the

partio-ular needs of a spectal payload. This mainly refers to the payload mass properties,
size of the slar array, hydrazine tank capacity for attitude and orbit manoeuvrinq and
on) oard compIut ,r memorry capacity.

T ho PAYLOAD consists of two mayor structural elements as shown on the sketch on the
nextpae

Payload Electronic Module (PEM) in which, on four hinged side panels, the payload
electronics units are mounted. This allows both easy access to the interior of the
PEM, and also modular integration of sets of equipment preassembled on such panels.
The -lectronics module houses in addition to the individual instrument electronics
also a separate Instrument Data Handling and Transmission system (IDHT) as well as
the payload related power distribution elements.

Antennae Support Structure (ASS) which provides the mechanical interface points for
the payload appendages. The precise instrument pointing requirements call for a
thermostable antennae support structure, which is designed utilizing CFRP tubes
with titanium nodes.

The Payload Thermal Control is basically achieved by a passive system supported by a

set cf heaters.

3. CORE PAYLOAD INSTRUMENTS

Active Microwave Instrument

The Active Microwave Instrument is a remote sensing radar operatin in C-band and
capable of performing three distinct functions corresponding to desired measurements and
output products:

- Image Mode: When operating In the image mode the AMI performs as a synthetic
aperture radar (SAR) producing high quality wide swath imaging over ocean,
coastal zones and land. The SAR uses a side looking antenna and combines signals
of the moving satellite borne antenna to effectively form a long antenna with high
azimuthal resolution. The range resolution is achieved by an appropriate pulse
length. Pulse compression technique reduces the peak power level requirements.

- Wave Mode: When operating in wave mode, the instrument will measure the change
in radar reflectivity of the sea surface due to the ocean surface waves. In the
wave mode the SAR is used at lower power for determination of two-dimensional
ocean wave spectra of SAR images. This is achieved by using a different pulse
length. The wave mode may be interleaved with the wind scatterometer measurements.

- Wind Mode: While operating in the wind mode, the instrument will act as a
scatterometer and measure the change in radar reflectivity of the sea surface
due to the perturbation of the surface by the wing close to the sea. The wind
mode uses three antennas looking 45 , 90u and 135 with respect to the flight
path. Basically a forward, a mid and an aft beam measurement must be made for
every target. The three measured reflectivities are introduced in a mathematical
model function which relates wind properties and ocean surface reflectivity to
determine wind speed and direction. Azimuthal resolution is given by the antennas
azimuthal beam width. Range resolution is established by range gating.

The block diagram in figure 4 shows the major elements of the AMI. The main technical

parameters are given in table 3.

Radar Altimeter

The Radar Altimeter is a nadir looking active microwave instrument. Over ocean it is
used to determine the significant waveheight, the wind speed, and the mesoscale topography.
Over Ice it is used to determine the ice surface topography, ice type, and sea/ice
boundaries.

The microwave measurements comprise the time delay between transmission and reception
of a pulse, the slope of the leading edge of the return pulse, the amplitude of the return
pulse, and the echo waveform. These measurements are used as follows.

the altitude is determined from the measured delay time after correction of propaga-
tion delays caused by ionosphere and troposphere; these corrections can be taken from
measurement@ made by ATSR/N and/or PRARN. Absolute calibration will be performed by



u.Inq the i.aser Retroreflector lurino zenith overflights over a laser ranging
.qta t i (in

-the nificant ocean waveheight (SW1i will be calculated from the slop4L of the
Iv.aditi ed,7e of the return echo

-th, wind Speed over sea surfaces will be estimated from the power level of the
Nhtckscatter signal" furthermore, the location of sea/ice boundaries can be derived.

In addition, the instrument will provide, for scientific use, echo waveform measure-

m'ntq averatfed nver 5O msec.

The tf-hnical characteristics of the FRS-1 Radar Altimeter are given Jn the table
al,ove. Fiqure 5 shows the block diagram of the instrument. Main technical data are given in

table 4.

.a s'r Ret rorefl v ct or

The Laser Retroreflector will permit the accurate determination of the satellite height
by the use nf a Laser Ranging Station. The measurements will be utilized for the calibration
of the Radar Altimeter in zenith overflight and for improvement of the satellite orbit
determination with respect to the radial component during normal satellite tracking.

To achieve these requirements, the Laser Retroreflector will consist of an appropriate
;i-mber of retroreflecting -lements, the so called corner cubes. For ranging of the satel-
lite, monochromatic light pulses of associated laser ranging stations are emitted toward
the Laser Retroreflector on the satellite. A fraction of the received pulses is reflected

back by the corner cube arrangement towards the emitting laser station. By measuring the
time delay between the emitted and received pulse, the distance from the laser station to
the satellite can be established.

4. SCIENTIFIC PAYLOAD INSTRUMENTS

Along the Track Scanning "adiometer and Microwave Sounder (ATSR/M).

The ATSR is a passive instrument which consists of an infrared radiometer viewing
from two directions and measuring in three infrared wavelengths. The objectives are to

determine:

- sea surface temperature
- cloud top temperature
- cloud cover computations
- land and ice surface radiances
- investigations of day time sea-state from sun glint.

Combined with the ATSR is a microwave sounder viewing in the nadir direction using an
offset fed 60 cm antenna operating at 23.8 GHz and 36.5 GHz. The major objectives of this

instrument are to determine:

- total atmospheric water vapor content
- liquid content and rain areas
- land and ice surface emissivity

Precise Range and Range Rate Equipment (PRARE).

The PRARE will provide precise range and range rate data by two way measurements
between ground stations and the satellite. The microwave instrument radiates in X-band
with some functions in S-band. The propagation delays between transmission and reception

in X-band are measured and stored on board the satellite and dumped via the PRARE command

station. The on ground calculated time delay difference between S- and X-bands, which yields
an ionospheric correction factor, can also be transmitted to the satellite for on board
storaqe and later retrieval.

S. INSTRUMENT DATA HANDLING AND TRANSMISSION (IDHT)

To handle the very high instrument data rates of the satellite a specific Instrument
Data Handling and Transmission system, operating in X-band, is included in the payload. It
supplements the platform S-band data transmission system. The block diagram is shown in
figure 6. The main technical data are given in table 5.

The IDHT is subdivided in three subsections dedicated to definite functions:

- a data handling subsystem
- a recording subsystem
- a transmission subsystem

The data handling subsystem has two functions

- with the Intelligent Control Unit (ICU) it controls the correct command

execution and dialogues with the on board computer

- with the Data Control Unit (DCU) it controls the instrument data flux over highspeed and med im Ispeed channels. / 1



rho ..... r|lin- subsot em consists of two redundant tape recorders in order to
-ov,, all masuroment modes except SAP imaqing during one orbit. Data is
nirmal Iy re-orded in cont inu lus mode, so that only few starts stops of the
recorders at(- foreson. Tho data is already formated in one direction and then

r,,Irdirod for transmission in the reverse direction.

'l .- trannmi s iion nubsystm uses two independent links for data transmission:

- 1.in' ,ne for hi qh spee d data transmission in real time
- LlnV two for medium sped data transmission in real time and/or transmission

of ; 1,tai k data.

The II:tT iq dosinl t,, operate in the following modes:

- Mode 1: Acuislt ion and transmission in real time of high speed data from AMI
in 5!AR ima,;ino mode.

Mode 2: Acquisition and transmission in real time of medium rate data.

Mode 1: A-uisition and storage of all medium speed instrument data.

M de 4: Playback and tranlmission of the recorded data.

c~Atnat inns of the above modes are possible as follows:

Moti, 2 and A simultaneously

Mod. 2 and 4 simultaneously

Mode 1 is independently selectable with respect to the other possible modes
or mode combnations.

In order to provide an additional transmit capability for all medium speed data
(,.. all instrument data except SAP imaqinq) an optional I-band transmission chain is
also inder consideration.

f.. THf (ROUIND SEGMENT

The Ground Segment has the joint tasks of controlling and monitoring the satellite
throughout the mission and of payload data management Including reception, processing,
dissemination and archivinq. The overall concept is shown in fiqure 7. In particular the
(round Segment performs the following main functions:

- Control and monitor the satellite and the associated elements

- Acquire all data on the downlinks

- (enerate and distribute selected products in near real time

- Generate and distribute fully corrected products and perform the associated archiving

- Calibration activities and quality control functions.

The communication with the satellite will be performed by four different links:

- Uplink in S-band for telecommands and ranging

- Downlink in S-band for telemetry and ranging

- Downlink in X-band for SAR Image Mode data (Link 1) in real time with approximately
100 Mbps

- Downlink in X-band for all other instrument data (Link 2) in real time (approx. I Mbps)
and playback from the on board tape recorder (approx. 15 Mbps)

and an optional fifth link

- Downlink in L-band for all low-rate data for reception by Tiros-like stations.

To fulfil these functions the Ground Segment will be composed of the following major
elements shown in the diagram on the left:

- Mission Management and Control Center (MS0CC)

- TTAC S-band network (ESANET)

- Data Acquisition and Processing Facility (DAPF)

- Real time Data Acquisition Facilities (RDA?) and/or DAPFs

- Processing and Archive Facility (PAP)

- Primary and end user Facilities.

* The HMCC located at ESOC and supported by ESANET is responsible fort

- Control and monitoring of the satellite and the Kiruna Station

- Mission planning

- Generation and distribution of auxiliary information such as orbit and attitude data. ',



The TT&C station to be installed at Kiruna (Sweden) will be dedicated to ERS-1 but will
be a standard FSANET station except for the antenna which will be shared with the DAPF.

In addition Kiruna acts as a reference station so that it also includes link perfor-
mance measurement equipment on S- and X-band.

The general composition of the DAPF is as follows:

- Data Acquisition (DAF)

- Real time Processing Facility (RTPF)

- Product Distribution Facility (PDF)

The DAF will acquire all playback data from the on board recorder, the real time low
bit rate data and the SAR data within the station visibility. The DAF comprises besides the
X-band receiving equipment the feeds and amplifiers for S-band up- and downlink. The DAF is
completed by High Density Digital Recorders (HDDR) for recording all acquired data.

The RTPF comprises three subsystems:

- A SAR Fast delivery processing S/S

- A low rate data processing S/S

- A station control S/S

The processing S/S will generate out of the acquired raw data the following products
in real time:

- Surface wind field

- Significant wave height

- Wave image spectrum

- Fast delivery SAR images

- Results of quality control processing.

The station control S/S will provide the interface to the MMCC, monitor the perfor-
mance of all equipment, report t*eir status, perform detailed scheduling and control and
allocate the resources.

The PDF comprises the equipment necessary to format the products for transmission wit-
hin the required delay time to M4CC, primary users and PAF.

The ERS-1 Ground Segment will be complemented by a number of ESA and non ESA facili-
ties such as:

- RDAF and/or DAPF outside the coverage area of the Kiruna station

- PAF

- TTAC station for back-up and LEOP

These facilities may comprise already existing instalations and are not necessarily
ERS-1 dedicated.

7. REFERENCES

ERS-1 Proposal for Phase C/D, Volume 1, Executive Summary, September 1983.
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F sIuro 2:

Ovwrall Data Flow

Figure 4:
AMI Block Diagrm

T"tl 3:

Man AMI Data

Radar Fraquency 5.3 GHz Resolution Call
Peak RF Powr 4.8 kW SAR We" 5 x 5km2

Wind 50 x 50 km 2

Mean RF Power
SAR Imagery 300 W DC Power
SAR Waw 100 W SAR Imagery 1220 W
Wind Scatt 113 W SAR Wava 240 W

Wind 430 W
Swath Width

SAR Imagery S0 km Data Rota
SAR Wws 5 km SAR Imagery 103 Mtn -1
Wind 500 km SAR Wm 800 kbl -

Wind 120 kbs-
Revolution Call

SAR Imagery 30 x 30 m 2  
Total Man 340 kg

. . . .... . ..
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Figure 5
Radar Alteter Instrumnt

Blocid"ar

LiA

Main Radar Alt meter Data

Measurement Frequency 13.7 GHz (Ku Bani)
Measurement Principle Full Deramp Concept

Chirp Length 20 Jusec

Ba,dwidth 330 MHz

Peak Transmit Power 50 Watt

Pulse ReOpetition Freq 1 KH,
Onboard Signal Processor Suboptimum Maximum

Likelihood Estimator
Paraboloid Antenna 1 2 m Diameter
Total Mass 96 kg

DC Power Consumption 134 W
Data Rate 15 KBgsec

Figure 6
IDHT Functional Block DOiagrln
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Table 5:
IDHT Main Data

IDHT without r)pitona L bar transmission system

Mass 75 kg

Prime Power Consumption max 285 W
RF Output Power per ink 20 W

OptK)nal L band tsinsrrission system

Mass 1 5 kg
Prime Power Consumption max 50 W

RF Output Power max 5 5 W

F igure 7:
The Overall Ground Segment ConOcpt
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A MODERN APPROACII OF A SYNTIIETI(" APEPTURE RADAR PRO-

CF ~OP AND ITS TFCHNOInG ICAL ASPECTS

1loret Frhlitch, Dr. Roland Schotter

DfONtER SYSTEM G4RH, P.O. Box 1360
79W) Friedrichshafen, Fed. Rep. of Germany

I 'MMARY

A flexible hardwar, concept is presented which allows to handle high speed image pro-
-essini tasks. The concept is applied to a realtime qAR-Processor covering C-band ERS-1
a% well as X-band MRSE radar data.

After a short introduction to the SAR principles and the 5PECAN-alqorithm which is made
use of in the processor breadboard, some of the basic hardware processing modules and
its nerformance data are described in more detail (Storage Unit, FIR Filter/Correlator,
Conlex Multitlication, Fast Fourier Transformation, Pipeline Controller).

The performance data show that hiyh sneed image processing can be implemented at low
power cnnsun,,tion and small volume. Due to the universal concept cost can also be kept
down for this class of processing tasks.

I. !NTRnDUtCTION

A modular, realtime SAR-Processor Breadboard is presently being developed by DORNIER
under contract of OFVLR and funded by the German Ministr, of Research and Technology
BM.FT. The digital ground processor resulting from these activities shall be able to

nroduce twodimensional SAR images taking raw radar data of the German X-band radar system
MRSF (Microwave Remote Sensing ExDeriment) as well as the C-band ESA-ERS 1 system. Addi-
tionally, further adantability of the processor to airborne SAR-systems shall be possible.

The basic features of the nrocessor are given by the image requirements listed in Table 1-1
which are regarded to he a common baseline for earth exploration purposes within ESA
'Furooean Space Agency) and DFVLR (German Authority for Aerospace Research). Furthermore,
the processor concept is strongly influenced by a high throughput demand (realtime pro-
cessinq at low nower consumption rates in order to allow for a future upgrading of the
processor to spaceborne/airborne applications.

Finally, a hiqh modularity and, if possible, repeatability of functional groups within
the processor is required for reasons of cost reductions and simple maintainability.

The SAP-Processor Breadboard fullfilling the above mentioned requirements will be imple-
mented in different steps. A first model allowing the realtime processing of true raw ra-
dar data will be available in spring 85. The overall control parameters of this processor,
however, must be keyed-in manually. A fully automatic version of the processor including
a Mean Doppler Estimator and a link to the beam pointing measuring system of the platform
is planned to be ready for tests at the end of 1985.

2. SAR-PRTNCIPLES AND SPECAN-ALGORITHM

The principle geometry of a Synthetic Aperture Radar is shown in Fig. 2-1. The SAR antenna
transmits OF pulses In the direction perpendicular to the velocity vector of its platform.
Any target located within the beam of the antenna will contribute to the overall received
signal according to its radar reflectivity. In order to resolve the reflectivity distribu-
tion of the ground down to the required dimensions (spacial resolution) processing in both
range and azimuth direction is necessary.

Range discrimination of targets is nerformed by making use of the different two way propa-
gation delay of reflectors located at different range coordinates. However, a pulse com-
pression of the extended transmitter oulse (e. q. a linear chirp signal) must be included
to atta:n the required ground range resolution (see Fig. 2-2).

The azimuth response of each point target is given by the linear movement of the antenna.
The frequency behavior of the received azimuth signal can be understood to be the Doppler-
shifted RF frequency of the transmitted pulse when the antenna approaches or leaves the
target. A hypothetical omnidirectional antenna would result in a frequency versus time
diaqram as shown in Fig. 2-3 with the carrier frequency of the RF signal already been re-
moved in this plot.

A more realistic, pencil-beamed antenna cuts only a short portion out of the diagram of
Fig. 2-3. Since the antenna normally points nearly perpendicular to the antenna velocity
vector, the cut is located within the linear area of the diagram of Fig. 2-3. Therefore,
a linear chirp signal L expected as being the azimuth response of a point target as well.
Again, a pulse compression in azimuth must be performed in order to arrive at the re-
quired soacial azimuth resolution.

- .l



The a,1muth compression )f -A SAR processor, however, differs in two points from the range
,,rr ,"qsiin. First, the replica length of the azimuth compression normally is shorter
Ia* !. t re,spective length of the range compression which may result in different com-
,r,,sqson techniques. Second, the raw radar data are sampled in range direction. There-
Sro, 'heI, Ata must be rearranged before the azimuth compression can be performed. The
,,eratlin, which changes the sampling directi,n from range to azimuth is called Corner
Ttirninq. It is im)lemented by means of an appropriate memory.

If the availlle si,inal bandwidth either in azimuth or in range direction exceedsthe mini-
"iPm valio whic-h is necessary for achieving a given spacial resolution, Look Summation can
!t introduced in rder to reduce speckling and rytse effects of the measured reflectivity
amp 

I 
i T ue.

Finallv, The range migration of the energy of any point target due to earth rotation and
antenna mispointin must be compensated for. For X- and C-band radars the range walk can
I. regarded to ib a linear function of time which causes remarkable simplifications of the

F:i. 2-4 shows a simplified blorck diagram of the general structure of a SAP-Processor as
ie5,r~led above. Additional functions like Pecorner Turning and Postprocessing must be in-
-luded to rearrange the output data in range direction and to assure that both directions
are scaled equally.

:.iff,,rent algorithms are available for the compression of the raw radar data both in
r~nie and azimuth:

- filtering in frequency domain
FFT, multiplication, inverse FFT)

- filtering in time domain
corre 1at ion'

- SPECAN algorithm
(multiplication, FFT)

Previous investigations performed under an ESA contract (Spectral Analysis Approach to the
Comirresslon of linear FM Signals, ESTEC contract 3998/79/NL/HP (SC), TN-79-276-003) resul-
ted in the conclusion that the SPECAN algorithm is most favorable for the azimuth com-
prssion of c- and X-band radars. Therefore, this concept has been used in the SAR-Pro-
cessor Breadboard and is shortly described in what follows:

If the azimuth doppler history of several adjacent targets is multiplied by a reference
function the slope of which is opposite to the slope of the doppler history, the chirp
of each target is transformed to a monofrequency signal as described in Fig. 2-5. In
order to compute the amplitude of each signal a Fourier Transformation (FFT) is applied
to the dechirped signals. The length of the FFT operation defines the azimuth resolution
of the nrocessed targets.

3. PROCESSOR ARCHITECTURE

The architecture of the SAR-Processor Breadboard is shown in Fig. 3-1. It consists of a

high speed radar data orocessing pipeline including the hardware modules

- Range Cell Migration Correction (RCMC)

- Reference Function Multiolication (RFM)

- Corner Turn Memory (CTM)

- Fourier Transformation (FrT)

- Look Summation (IS)

- Posttrocessor (POPR)

which performs the azimuth compression and look sumatior, of 1024 ranqe samples (approx.
20 km swathwidth) at an input data rate of 2 ?4words/sec. Identical pipelines must be
paralleled if more than 20 km shall be processed in realtime.
Range compression of the sensor data Is not included in the present design of the bread-
board since onboard range compression was assumed at the time when the architecture had
been determined.

The fast nrocessing pipeline is controlled by three medium speed control modules which
provide for the parameters required by the pipeline modules. At this control level con-
trol data must be computed at a rate of typically 2 - 10 Kwords/sec depending on the
module and the SAP-sensor itself.



VinaIIy, a microprocessor controller links the SAR-Processor to the slow speed overall
qvstem parameters (operator resolution and look definition, Mean Doppler and FM-Rate of
radar data, antenna headin,) which are needed in order to define the basic inputs to
the processor. The data rate at this point is some words per second.

The Mean oipler frequency of the radar data must be determined from the data itself by
a Mean Dtopler Estimator module for a fully hands-off operation. This is due to the fact
that Ithe primary information (mainly the antenna pointing angles) cannot be measured to
th, ac,-uracy which is required to compute the Mean Doppler frequency from those data.

4. IMPIXEMNTATIn O iF THE PROCESS'O1

The imvlementatin ,,f the processor is accomplished under the aspect that each specifically
,!eiined hardware module must include enough commonality and flexibility to make it a
>art of a more general sitnal nrocessinq hardware family. This concept allows the func-

tional modules to be used at several places of the processor (e. q. see Storage Unit) or
,venVioports the implementation of different image processing tasks (e. q. other SAR-alqo-
rithms, rattern recoinitton etc.) at very low development cost using the same hardware
rw)dies in different arranorements,

.Zome of the more impoirtant modules of the SAR-Processor Breadboard are described in more
:etail in the subsections below.

4.1 Hi~hSle~qt~ eUi

Intermediate storage of data frames is one of the most important functions of any kind of
mae trOcessini. In a SAR-processor those memory units are used during Corner Turning,

,,ook Summation, Recorner Turning, video display storage and test pattern generation.
In order to cover these aoplications a universal memory board has been developed which
illows for writing and reading line based image data in both range and azimuth direction.
The len-ith of each line can be programmed within the total capacity of 256 Kwords, where
ohe word lenoth can be any value up to 16 bit.

Th, memory boards can easily be cascaded if more than 256 Kwords of memory size is re-
Si red.

Dynamic NMOS memory chips (64 k 1) and TTL-ALS control circuits are used for the board,
the size of whtch is 233 x 160 mm

2
. A write/read speed of up to 3 Mwords/sec could be

achieved at a power consumption of 3.2 Watt. Refresh circuits for the dynamic memory chips
are included on the board.

A complete memory system (e. q. CTM) is built up of 3 memory boards and a simple controller
board which provides for the correct input/outnut interface and some trigger signals which
tell the memory boards when to write/read frames.

4.2 Finite _m_2-uise_._eon s__ilter

FIR filters are widely used for low pass filtering, bandoass filtering (in combination with
a complex premultiplication), digital interpolation and correlation. In a SAR-processor,
digital interpolation/resampling is required for the Range Migration Compensation module
as well as for the Postprocessinq module.

A FIR filter offering programmable length of up to 16 samples at a word length of 8 bit
(data and coefficients each) has been developed usina a TRW multiplier/accumulator circuit
and TTL-ALS control logic on a standard 233 x 160 mm

2 
board. Subsampling of the output sig-

nal is possible if the FIR filter is used as a lowpass filter.

The maximum input data rate is given by the internal 12 MHz computation clock, the filter
length and the chosen subsamplinq factor. At a full filter length of 16 (no subsamplingi,
the input rate can be up to 0.72 Mwords/sec. The power consumption is 4.6 Watt.

The filter coeff.cients are stored in a 2 K x 8 PROM offering a large variety of different,
selectabl coefficient sets.

4.3 Co . l~ex Multiplictiont_

A complex multiplication module has been developed on the basis of a fast TRW multiplier
and some TTL-ALS control loq.ic. The whole circuit is implemented on a board of the size
160 x 100 so 

. 
It can be operated up to an input data rate of 3 Mwords/sec. The power

consumption turned out to be 3.0 Watt including output rounding and saturation limitation
circuits. Data word length is 8 bit at both input and output.

This unit is used as the Reference Function Multiplication module of the SAR-Processor
Breadboard. However, other applications like premultiplication in a bandpaas filter con-
figuration have also been implemented with this module.



4,4 Vast Foor ier Transformat ion (VFT)

A h ,idware FVT module is present ly under doeqin at DnRNIER. It is based on the Radix 2
'.-imat in- n-Time alonrthm qh',wini the fol lowino features:

- r-<rammal1l,, FFT 1entith ,f
t2-r,4- 1 *-2'i,-q12-10-2 4

C'llVlx I Ut t 1rI1 ' hardware element

,Mrat i tv: it alIrtux . 1 r MH 7

FI'T data addressin, scheme
down oaded from external device

r7his modiile wi ll be able to perform thc operat ions required for azimuth/ranqe compression
,)f the SECAN method as well as of the frequency domain algorithm.

4. Me'l Iur "uS;ecd lie1 1 1 nc Cont roe I rs

The T)ipeline controllers nf the SAR-Processor Breadboard convert the more general control
ai ame,,ters .. :. Mean Dotp l .- r Frequency, FM-Rate, Antenna pointing anqles) into secon-

dir -,ntr-1 patarieters which are used by the nineline modules. The basic arithmetic ope-
ra :,,ns at, re tqiiird in order to perform these transformations. Since the output data rates
at., arm, i - 1, KI wrd sec, a signal processor like the NEC 7720 is a favorite candidate
fLr these 'obs

:.. 4-1 shows a block diarram of the NEC 7720. It consists of a 16 bit ALU and two accumu-

lators, a senarate 16 x 16 bit fast multiplier, 512 x 13 bit nrogrammrable data ROM apart
from the Instruction ROM (512 x 21 bit). The instruction cycle time is 250 nsec at an in-
ternal frequency of 8 MHz.

The EPSOiM version NEC 771'20 allows for a flexible programming of both the instruction ROM
and data ROM even for small numbers of chip pieces.

The part of the Range Controller which computes the reference function of the RFM module
from the FM-Rate of the sensor has been implemented by software on the NEC 77P20. An out-
put data rate of up to 28 Kwords/sec could be obtained which is much more than what is re-
quired for realtime processino (2 - 10 Kwords/sec).

F.;. 4-2 shows a scope plot of the real and imaginary part of the linear chirp function
which is used as a reference by the RFM module.

5. -flWTIH POTENTIAI. OF CONCEPT

The hardware activities described above will result in a family of universal signal pro-
cessinq modules which can be arranged in such a way that a large variety of image pro-
cessing tasks can be handled in realtime. The central members of the family are:

- Correlation

- Filter/InterDolator/Resampling

- Fourier Transformation

- Storage Unit

- Multiplication

- Accumulation

- Programmable Pipeline Controller

The modular concept assures a cost effective implementation of high speed processing tasks.
Low power and volume design will allow this concept to be extended to more critical appli-
cations, e. q.

- mobile ground processing

- aircraft applications

- spaceborne applications

As compared to more conventional approaches to signal processing tasks using general pur-
pose multiprocessor architectures the concept described above shows ruch higher processing
efficiency due to the fact that data communication is neither limited by bus constraints
nor by mass storage devices which normally must be used to preserve Intermediate results
of the processing algoritl-ns. At the same time, weight and power consumption considera-
tions turn out to favorite the flexible hardware concept as compared to a multiprocessor
architecture as well. >4. ,i+



2ho'vea I ,~ twroiroirammaki lit y of a ieneral purnose solut ion seems to be no

1e 01 3,vant a. v.vsio t he (")qt of a so~ftware- redes i';n of a comniex processor arch i -
t r,,r i r wel I omisaralo to t ,he cosqt of A rear rant'inent of hardware modules . This

!act ,ecomvs even more, interest tnq when modern cnmrpoter aided desiqn method,' are in-

r duced in t fthe manoif artur in-i process of hardlware systems.

.K.-rlAnalysis Avproach to the Compression of Linear FM SiqnAls". Technical Note

7N-i2' ~0 t>TI-k r,,nt rart 39)8 / 79/NI/IfP 2 Decumber 1979.

AZIMUTH RESOLUTION 25 m

GROUND RANGE RESOLUTION 25 m

SWATHWIDTH 80-100 KM

RADIOMETRIC RESOLUTION 1.5 DB

DYNAM~IC RANGE OF

PROCESSOR OUTPUT SIGNAL > 60 O I""oiCT

HIGHEST SIDELOBE LEVEL < -20 DB

PROCESSOR INDUCED ARTI- NEkDICTO

FACTS < -30 OB

RADIOMETRIC DISTORTIONS < ±0,5 DB

OUTPUT DATA REGISTRATION

ERRORS < PIXEL

TABLE 1-1: IMAGE QUALITY REQUIREMENTS FOR A FIG. 2-1: AZIMUTH rtOPMT*Y OF A SYRNETIC APERTURE

TYPICAL EARTH EXPLORATION SAR-SYSTEM. RACIAR SYST'EM.

ArNTE 
kA 

DOPPLE 
R FREQUJENCY

TIME

Ri ARN,

RANGE*111101.AZIMUTH SAIWIP9TH OF ANTENNA

-.j *,uw ti (uEAL& AN1TENNA)

pis. 2-2: 6*1168 6WaTit or A sitmvEic APtanwe FIG. 2-3: AZIMUITH HISTORY OF A POINT TARGET FOR A
NRAW STSIT1M KYPOflIETICAL ONNICIRICIOsAL ANTENNA.
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FIG. 4-1: BLOCK DIAGRAM OF NEC 7720 SIGNAL PROCESSOR.

I MAG I NARY
PART

REAL PART

FIG. 4-2: REAL AND IMAGINARY PART OF THE

REFERENCE FUNCTION GENERATED BY
NEc 7720.
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FARTH RESOIUR('ES RESEARll USING TIE
SHITTL- IMAGING RADAR SYSTEM

,y

Mr R.Monson
( O I ce ot Space Science and Apphca tions

NASA Ileadquarter,
Washington. IX 2(5S46. USA

and

I)r (harles Ilachi
Jet Propulkion Lahoratory

(alitoriia Institute (t Te:hnology
Pasadena. (A "1 I), ISA

ABSTRA(CT

Iti Shuttle Imaging Radar (SIR) is an IL-band synthetic apert ire radar that transmits anti receives horizontally
p,larized nii rowase radiation. It was originally launched on the second Shuttle test flight (STS-2) in November IQ8 I
Nwith the antenna depresion angle fixed at 430 . In this configuration, the radar system was referred to as SIR-A. and
it co 'e',ted more than ten million square kilometres of earth imagery in a variety of areas situated between 38' north
and south latitude. SIR-A data was optically recorded onboard the Shuttle, and it was subsequently correlated on
the ground to produce miagery with a 50) kdometre swath width and a surface resolution of approximately 40 metres.
This data is currently available through the National Space Science Data (enter. Greenbelt, Maryland, 20771. SIR-A
obtained orbital radar coverage of many arid and tropical portions of the earth for the first time. Distinctive varia-
tion, in radar ha,.kscatter observed in SIR-A imagery have been related to radar penetration of wind-blown sand.
sariations in the particle size of aeolian sand deposits, and variations in vegetation density and the architecture of
vegetation canopies. Certain terrain characteristics detected in SIR-A imagery are potentially important for evaluating
surface trafficability and identifying human disturbances of natural environmental condi'ions. The SIR is presently
being upgraded into a new configuration termed SIR-B. in which the radar's antenna can be mechanically rotated in
the Shuttle's payload bay dunng an orbital mission. SIR-B is currently scheduled for flight on the seventeenth Shuttle
mi,,ion (STS-I 7) that is tentatively planned for August 1984. In its new configuration, the SIR-B can be used to
image selected regions at different angles of incidence ranging from 15° to 60 ° (as measured from the local vertical).
In principle, multiple incidence angle radar imagery of selected areas can be coreregistered and used to differentiate
surficial materials on the basis of their roughness characteristics. This procedure is conceptually similar to the use of
multispectral imagery acquired at shorter wavelengths to discriminate surficial materials on the basis of their ptgmenta-
tion. Similar experiments have not been performed with airborne radar systems due to the large variation in incidence
angle that occurs in the range direction fi.e. across the aerial swath). In contrast, orbital radar systems are uniquely
able to image broad areas of the earth's surface at a nearly constant angle of incidence. SIR-B can potentially obtain
data from 570 south to 570 north latitude. SIR-B data will be transmitted to the ground in real time -ia the Tracking
and Data Relay Satellite System (TDRSS) where it will be digitally correlated. Future modifications or the SIR that
are currently under consideration would provide 'or simultaneous collection of image data at multiple radar frequencies
and the ability to measure the backscatter response of the earth's surface at multiple polarizations.
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Space techn ilt g Space systemns
(ommunication %iatellites Satellite terminal.%
Weather satellites, Remote.sensing
( 1 tai positioning system Navigation

14. Aborect

['hew Proceedings for the 41Sth Symposium; Meeting of the AGiARI) Avionics Panel are contained
inl two4 solumes. A(,ARD)-(-344 contains the' Technical Evaluation Report and unclassified papers
and abstracts. The NATO Secret AGiARI)-CP-344(S) contains the Technical Evaluation Report.
classified papers. unclassified abstracts, round table discussions, discussions following the presenta-
tions of paper%. and at list of participants. In the overview session five papers were presented by dis-
tinguished speakers. IDuring the communications session ten papers were presented. The five papers
presented during the navigation session all dealt with the NAVSTAR Gilobal Positioning System.
[he session covering remote sensing had six papers discussing metorological satellites. The final
session on prospects for the future provided nine papers on a variety of subjects.

The objectives of the sympo~sium were as follows:
*a. Provide an overview of tactical needs which are effectively addressed by space systlems.

b. Characterize the various existing and potential space systems with emphasis on those altn-
hutes which are wms related to tactical needs.

c. Assess the advantages and li. iitations of space systems in supporting com~at operations.
d& Investigate the interaction of space assets with ground andi mobile resources and the consequent

operational issues.
e. D~iscuss future trends in space technology and their relationship to evolving combat needs.
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